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Abstract 
Zeotropic refrigerant mixtures are of interest to the air-conditioning and 
refrigeration industry. In experiments on evaporators and condensers using 
zeotropic mixtures, heat transfer has been observed to be less than the ideal limit. 
The cause of this heat transfer reduction is explored in this work. 
In the experimental work, an optical technique for determining properties 
in liquid film flows is developed. The technique makes use of the total internal 
reflection at a liquid-vapor interface to determine the liquid film thickness and 
wave velocity in thin films. 
In the theoretical work, a circumferential film thickness model is developed 
based on work by Laurinat. Laurinat's momentum analysis is simplified to a 
balance between the normal Reynolds' stress in the circumferential direction and 
the circumferential component of the weight of the film. A model for the normal 
Reynolds' stress in the circumferential direction is proposed. A circumferential 
symmetry correlation is used to close the model. 
Using the circumferential film thickness model, a model for the evaporation 
and condensation of zeotropic refrigerant mixtures in horizontal annular flow is 
developed. Mass and energy are tracked locally to predict circumferential and 
axial composition and temperature gradients in the liquid film. Local heat 
transfer coefficients are determined using a resistance network in the liquid film. 
Model predictions include local wall temperature, pressure drop, local heat 
transfer coefficients, and local composition during evaporation and condensation. 
The model demonstrates the mechanisms which cause circumferential and 
axial composition and temperature gradients in the liquid film when zeotropic 
mixtures undergo evaporation and condensation. Heat transfer in mixtures is 
shown to be less than the ideal limit due to mass transfer resistance in the vapor. 
The mass transfer resistance causes bulk temperatures to differ from equilibrium 
bulk temperatures thus decreasing the temperature difference which drives heat 
transfer. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The goal of this work is to develop a model which identifies and 
quantifies the mechanisms controlling heat transfer in the two-phase flow of 
zeotropic refrigerant mixtures. Zeotropic mixtures are of interest to the air-
conditioning and refrigeration industry due to their potential to improve cycle 
thermodynamic efficiency. In a single component refrigerant such as R-134a 
there is a unique temperature at which evaporation (condensation) takes 
place for a given pressure. Zeotropic mixtures differ from pure refrigerants in 
that phase change occurs over a range of temperatures at a given pressure. 
This allows them to be used in a cycle with a smaller temperature difference 
between the refrigerant stream and the air stream, reducing irreversibility 
and increasing cycle efficiency. 
In experiments on evaporators and condensers using zeotropic 
mixtures, heat transfer has been observed to be less than the ideal limit. The 
cause of this reduction is explored in this document. 
1.1 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 discusses the two-phase experimental work done prior to the 
theoretical modeling. In this work, an optical technique was developed for 
the measurement of liquid film thickness and wave velocity in thin film flow. 
The technique is based on the. total internal reflection which occurs at the 
liquid-vapor interface. 
The experimental work was used primarily as a conceptual guide to 
the modeling. The two-phase flow loop on which the film thickness 
measurements were taken was an air-water system. The subsequent work on 
theoretical modeling focused primarily on refrigerant two-phase flow. The 
flow field regimes examined in the air-water system, however, are the same 
regimes studied in the theoretical work. 
In the third chapter, the initial phase of the two-phase flow and heat 
transfer modeling is discussed. Here the liquid film is assumed to have 
uniform thickness circumferentially. The two-phase flow model focuses on 
the equations and correlations needed to predict the average film thickness, 
1 
liquid velocity, and axial pressure drop. In the heat transfer model a heat 
transfer resistance network in the liquid film is derived. Comparisons are 
made between the model predictions and experimental heat transfer and 
pressure drop meas\ll"ements in horizontal evaporators and condensers. 
Uniform Film Model 
T, h constant 
h = Film Thickness 
T = Liquid Temperature 
Figure 1.1 Tube cross section in the uniform film model 
A cross sectional view of the liquid film on the tube wall is shown in 
figure 1.1. In the uniform film model only the average properties at a given 
cross section are calculated resulting in the assumption that the liquid 
temperature is uniform circumferentially. This modeling approach is largely 
adequate for predicting the heat transfer in pure refrigerant annular two-
phase flow. 
Several pieces of the uniform film model are used in the non-uniform 
film model discussed in chapter 5. The interfacial- shear correlation and the 
2 
film thickness correlation are general enough to be used with either a local or 
an average film thickness. Similarly the heat transfer resistance network 
developed in the uniform film model applies to the average as well as the 
local liquid film thic,kness. 
The fourth chapter describes the circumferential film thickness 
distribution model developed for horizontal annular gas-liquid flows. The 
model relies on a symmetry correlation developed from experimental data in 
horizontal air-water flows. The circumferential momentum balance is 
simplified and solved analytically. The symmetry correlation is used to close 
the model. Model predictions are compared to circumferential film thickness 
data from horizontal air-water flows. 
Chapter 5 makes use of the circumferential film thickness model 
to develop an axial and circumferential model for the evaporation and 
condensation of zeotropic refrigerant mixtures. Mass and energy balances 
are developed. Heat transfer coefficients are predicted using the resistance 
network developed in chapter 3. Model predictions oflocal wall temperature, 
pressure drop, local heat transfer coefficients, and local composition in 
evaporation and condensation are shown. Evaporation predictions are 
compared to experimental data from an R221R114 refrigerant mixture. 
A cross sectional view of the liquid film on the tube wall for the non-
uniform film is shown in figure 1.2. In the non-uniform film model the local 
circumferential properties at a given cross section are calculated. This allows 
for prediction of the circumferential temperature distribution in the liquid 
film. Calculation of the local liquid temperature is needed for predicting the 
heat transfer in refrigerant mixtures where circumferential temperature 
differences have been observed experimentally. 
Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 are each complete papers on their own and are 
published or will be published in journals. 
3 
Non-Uniform Film Model 
h Bot 
h Bot ~ h TOp 
T Bot =1= T Top 
h = Film Thickness 
T = Liquid Temperature 
Figure 1.2 Tube cross section in the non-uniform film model 
There are five appendices. In appendix A an algebraic form for the 
uniform film model is shown. Appendix B shows evaporation and 
condensation predictions from the uniform fum model developed in chapter 3. 
Appendix Cshows model predictions from the circumferential and axial 
evaporation and condensation zeotrope model. The model equations from the 
circumferential and axial evaporation and condensation model are shown in 
appendix D. Appendix E is a copy of a paper based on the uniform film 
model. The paper contains liquid fraction, pressure drop, and heat transfer 
coefficient comparisons to experimental data not found in chapter 3. 
4 
Chapter 2 
Optical Measurement of Liquid Film Thickness and Wave 
Velocity in Liquid Film Flows 
2.1 Introduction 
Film flow measurements have been made using a variety of techniques 
including capacitance sensors (Klausner et al. 1992), conductance probes 
(Jayanti et al. 1990 and Laurinat et al. 1984), light absorption, laser induced 
fluorescence (Driscoll et al. 1992), and microwaves (Roy et al. 1986). These 
techniques all differ in ease of use, ease of calibration, intrusiveness, 
accuracy, frequency response, and cost. An optical technique is outlined in 
this paper. The technique is non-intrusive with fast frequency response. It is 
easy to use, requires little calibration, and can be implemented at low cost. 
The technique was used to determine the liquid film thickness and 
wave velocity in two-phase, annular flows. These flows are important in 
refrigeration, steam power, and chemical processing. Results of 
measurements made in an air-water flow are used to demonstrate the 
technique. 
The method may be useful for other systems such as film coating 
processes where fIlm thickness control is important. The method could be 
developed into a control sensor for monitoring and control of a film coating. 
2.2 Optical principle behind the technique 
The measurement technique relies on the way in which light 
reflectivity changes as a function of incident angle at the interface between a 
liquid and a vapor. When light rays pass from a medium with an index of 
refraction nl to a medium with a lower index of refraction n2, a steep increase 
in reflectivity occurs for incident angles near the critical angle. Figure 2.1 
shows this behavior for a water (n = 1.33) to air (n = 1.00) interface as 
predicted by the Fresnel relations (Brewster 1992). Both the film thickness 
and wave velocity measurements described below take advantage of this 
rapid transition to total internal reflection for precision and measurability. 
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Figure 2.1 Reflectivity as a function of incident angle for an air-water interface 
2.3 Film. Thickness Measurement 
2.3.1 Measurement Technique 
A depiction of the film thickness measurement technique is shown in 
figure 2.2. A laser is aimed at a transparent white coating attached to the 
surface of a clear tube. This generates a point source of light, with diffuse 
light traveling out hemispherically toward the liquid-vapor interface. Light 
rays at an angle less than the critical angle are primarily transmitted, 
however, light rays at an angle equal to or greater than the critical angle are 
reflected back to the white coating. 
The reflected light reaches the white coating starting at a distance R 
from the point source. This distance is related geometrically to the height of 
the liquid film and is thus used as a measure of the film thickness, hL. 
R = Ro + 2 hL tan Be 
8e = critical angle 
Ro = 2 hWall tan8 
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[2.1] 
Film Thickness Measurement Technique 
- - . - -- . - -....... - . - . - . - . - -- . - - - -- . - . - - - . - . - . 
Critical Angle 
Vapor Core ( L ) 
Tube Wall 
i 
7' +-( - Rleft -----:l)~!(-- Rright 
White Paint 
Laser 
Figure 2.2 Film thickness measurement technique 
) 
As seen in the above relations, R depends on both the tube wall 
thickness and the liquid film thickness. The contribution due to the wall 
thickness, Ro, however, is constant and can be found by measuring R with no 
liquid in the tube. 
To check the validity of the technique, the film thicknesses of stagnant 
water films were measured using the reflected light images and compared to 
measurements taken using calipers. Over the range of measurements 
considered (0.5 to 1.2 em) the two methods showed agreement to within 1 
percent. 
2.3.2 Film Thickness Data Processing 
Using the measurement technique described above, film thickness 
measurements were taken in a horizontal air-water flow loop. A schematic of 
the flow loop is shown in figure 2.3. Air was first drawn by vacuum through 
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an air mass flow measurement section. After turning a U bend, water was 
injected into the air stream resulting in a co-current annular flow pattern. 
The measurement section was a clear acrylic tube with an inner diameter of 
2.54 em and a wall thickness ofO.31B em. Measurements were taken 100 
diameters downstream from the point of water injection. 
A 5 mW He-Ne laser was used as the light source. The reflected light 
images were recorded using a standard video camera with the shutter speed 
set between 111,000 and 1110,000 of a second. For the 111,000 of a second 
setting this results in 3 mm of surface translation while a frame is being 
captured. 
Air - Water Flow Loop 
( S.8 metsrs 
Air In ..Jr 
~ 1 2.S4em --r ~~~ ________________________________ ~ 
l' 
Vacuum Wave Velocity Sensors 
r"""r""1 r-r-'l. 
WatsrIn l 
> 
~~ I==~c=~c===~==~c===~~~====~==~~ __ ~ 
I 
Video 
Camera 
I( 
D Laser 
Figure 2.3 Air-water flow loop 
2.5 IrEtsrs ) 
For a given operating condition, individual frames were sampled at 
random from the videotape by a frame grabber. This generated a bit map 
data file for each frame. Since a standard video camera uses interlacing, one 
frame actually contains two images taken 1160 of a second apart. The two 
interlaced images were separated by a program into two files; one containing 
the odd lines and the other the even lines. These two images were then used 
to measure Rleft and Rright, the reflected light boundary locations down the 
tube axis to the left and right of the point source, resulting in 4 measurements 
per frame. 
B 
Figure 2.4a 
Figure 2.4b 
Calibration image with no liquid film on tube wall 
"De-laced" image with liquid film on tube wall 
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Figure 2.4a shows the constant base radius location due to the tube wall 
thickness, Ro. The dark black object in the center is a light shield used to 
block light which reflects back from the point source. Figure 2.4b shows a 
typical "de-laced" im,age. The radius, R, is measured at the inner edge of the 
reflected light boUndary. Note the larger radius with the liquid film present. 
In some images, no high contrast boundary was observed. It is not 
known if this is caused by a very thick film with a very wide radius, or if this 
represents some other condition such as a finely rippled surface. 
Approximately 16 frames were processed at each operating condition. 
Figure 2.5 shows an example of the resulting 64 realizations of the film 
thickness measurement. The average for this sample was 0.28 mm with a 
standard deviation of 0.21 mID. 
Film Thickness Measurements 
Horizontal Tube· LD. = 1" 
Measurement on side of tube 
Mass flow water = 0.075 kgI_ air = 0.015 kgI_ 
1 .-------------------------~==========~ 
o hL Left [mm] 
II hL Right [mm] 
............................................. .L.... ___ ...::.......;...----:;..J.j... ...... 0.8 - ..................................................... . 
i 
...... 
. ........ _+" 
= 0.6 - ....................................... c ••••••• 
J 
Co) 
~ 0.4 ......................................................... . 
.§ 
.... 0.2 - . ~ 
.. .............. I-
1 S 9 13 17 21 2S 29 
Sample Number 
Figure 2.5 Typical film thickness measurements at one operating condition 
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Average film thicknesses measured at the bottom, side, and top of the 
tube for five different flow rates are shown in table 2.1. Also shown is the 
standard deviation of the film thickness, s, and the standard error, Std Err. 
The standard deviatjon is relatively large showing the large variation in film 
thickness occurring in the annular flow. The standard error is an estimate of 
the error in the average film thickness values. 
Std Err = 2 s I sqrt(n) [2.2] 
where n = sample size 
Table 2.1 Air-water film thickness data, horizontal pipe, I.D. = 2.54 em 
Air-Water Film Thickness Data 
Horizontal Pipe I. D. = 2.54 cm 
AvgFilm Thickness (64 samples) 
mwater mair hL hL hL hL* Std 
Bottom Side Top Cire Error 
Avg 
[kg/s] [kg/s] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 
0.100 0.013 1.40 0.45 0.21 0.63 0.10 
0.075 0.015 0.76 0.28 0.18 0.38 0.06 
0.050 0.016 0.58 0.32 0.25 0.37 0.07 
0.040 0.018 0.52 0.27 0.19 0.31 0.05 
0.013 0.020 0.28 0.25 0.15 0.23 0.04 
Std Deviation of Film Thickness 
mwater mair s s s s* 
Bottom Side Top Cire 
Avg 
[kg/s] [kg/s] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 
0.100 0.013 0.68 0.23 0.18 0.39 
0.075 0.015 0.38 0.17 0.14 0.24 
0.050 0.016 0.40 0.21 0.20 0.27 
0.040 0.018 0.29 0.20 0.13 0.21 
0.013 0.020 0.20 0.13 0.15 0.16 
* Side values used twice when calculating average around circumference 
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2.3.3 Errors and Limitations 
The precision of the film thickness technique outlined above is limited 
by the instruments used in the measurement process and by limitations 
inherent to the tecluJique. 
As seen in figure 2.1, the transition to total internal reflection for an 
air-water interface occurs over an angle of about 1 degree. This causes the 
dark to light boundary on the measured image to not be a perfectly sharp 
edge. Measurement precision is limited by the resolution to which this 
boundary location can be identified. For the air-water flow data presented in 
this paper, boundary blur resulted in an estimated 3% error in film thickness. 
Another inherent limitation to the technique is the error introduced by 
the liquid film surface slope. The surface slope must be on the order of 5 
degrees or less in order for the error in the film thickness measurement to be 
less than 20%. 
Film thickness measurements taken from a "de-laced" reflected image 
can be used to estimate the surface slope. Film thickness measurements 
hleft and hright are from interface locations separated by a distance L = 
(Rleft + Rright) / 2. If we assume this spacing is small relative to the 
wavelength, the surface slope can be estimated by (hieR - hright) / L. For the 
air-water flow data of figure 2.5 the maximum slope is 5 degrees and the 
average is about 1.5 degrees. 
Other sources of error are the uncertainty in the value of the index of 
refraction of the liquid and the vapor, processed image resolution, and the 
motion of the liquid film while the shutter is open. These errors are not 
inherent to the technique and can be reduced if necessary to achieve higher 
precision. 
2.4 Wave Velocity Measurement 
2.4.1 Measurement Technique 
Figure 2.6 shows the sensor arrangement used to measure wave 
velocity. Two high brightness light emitting diodes (1500 mcd, 680 nm) 
spaced axially a fixed distance apart are attached to the tube. Two 3 mm by 
3 mm Hamamatsu Photonics S1133 photo cells are also attached to the tube 
with their surfaces covering the regions in which the LED's light will be 
reflected from the liquid-vapor interface. Since the voltage output from the 
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photo cell depends on the total light incident on the cell's surface, the cell 
output voltage depends on the film thickness and wave structure. 
As a wave propagates downstream it passes over each of the photo 
cells. If the cell spaqing is sufficiently small, the wave characteristic changes 
very little over the distance between the two cells. Thus, waves induce nearly 
identical voltage outputs in each of the photo cells. Using statistical methods, 
the time lag at which the signals are nearly identical can be determined. 
This time lag along with the known spacing of the photo cells is then used to 
calculate the velocity of the waves on the liquid surface. 
+ 
Photo 
Cell 
< 
Vapor Core 
S 
Liquid Film 
Tube Wall 
LED 
+ 
Figure 2.6 Wave velocity measurement diagram 
2.4.2 Data Processing 
) 
Photo 
Cell 
-
LED 
Wave velocity measurements were taken in the horizontal air-water flow 
loop described in Section 2.3.2. As with film thickness, the measurements were 
taken 100 diameters downstream from the point of water injection. 
An example of the signal from one photo cell is shown in figure 2.7. 
The voltage is not constant due to variations in film thickness and surface 
angle which affect the amount of reflected light incident on the photo cell. 
Also, since the length of the photo cell is of the same order as the movement 
of the reflected light boundary, the output is not linearly proportional to film 
thickness. This makes it difficult to interpret the meaning of the signal's 
magnitude. 
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Figure 2.7 Signal from one photo cell 
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Figure 2.8 Overlaid signals from two photo cells spaced 5 em apart 
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Figure 2.8 shows the overlaid output from both photo cells. The time 
lag between signals x and y is found by calculating a correlation coefficient 
based on the cross correlation function. 
Rxy( V = E[(x(t) - pxJ (y(t + V - py)] 
Here, t is time and 't is the shift in time of signal y 
When using a digital signal, Rxy is estimated by the cross correlation 
estimator. 
N-r 
Rxy(c) = 1 / (N - r) .r [(xn - pxJ (Yn+r - py)] 
n=l 
[2.3] 
[2.4] 
In this equation, r is the number of data points by which y is shifted back in 
time and N is the total number of data points. Dividing by the standard 
deviation of the signals gives the correlation coefficient, Pxy. 
Pxy (V= Rxy(V / (CTx CTy) [2.5] 
Figure 2.9 shows the correlation coefficient for the signals shown in 
figure 2.8. The time at which this function reaches a maximum, 'tmax, is the 
time lag between signals x and y. Using'tmax, the wave velocity is calculated 
(Bendat and Pearsol 1986). 
Vw =8/ "max [2.6] 
where 8 = the distance between measurement locations 
From figure 2.9 we see that the time at which the correlation coefficient is a 
maximum is 20 ms, indicating a wave velocity of 2.50 mls. 
Figure 2.10 shows signal x and signal y with signal y shifted by 'tmax. 
The signals are similar but not identical, so they do not overlay precisely. 
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Figure 2.10 Overlaid signals from two photo cells with time shift of signal y 
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Wave velocities measured at the bottom, side, and top of the tube for 
five different flow rates are shown in table 2.2. Each wave velocity was 
calculated by ense~ble averaging 40 correlation coefficient functions, each 
spanning a 125 Dis window, and then finding the time at which the averaged 
function reaches its maximum. 
Table 2.2 Average wave velocity data 
Air-Water Wave Velocity Data 
Horizontal Pipe I. D. = 2.54 cm 
Ensemble average - 40 sets - each 125 ms in width 
mwater mair Vw Vw Vw Vw* 
Bottom Side Top CircAvg 
[kg/s] [kg/s] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] 
0.100 0.013 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 
0.075 0.015 2.8 2.9 3.1 2.9 
0.050 0.016 2.6 2.9 2.8 2.8 
0.040 0.018 2.6 2.8 2.8 2.8 
0.013 0.020 2.5 2.5 N/A 2.5 
* Side values used twice when calculating average around circumference 
2.4.3 Limitations 
The wave velocity measurement relies on the fact that waves maintain 
a degree of coherence as they travel downstream. A strong correlation can 
only be found if the wave structure passing the first photo cell does not evolve 
into an entirely different wave structure by the time it reaches the second 
photo cell. 
For the air-water annular flow data shown above, the waves showed 
sufficient coherence over the 5 em distance between the photo cells for a 
strong correlation to occur. This may not be the case for all liquid-vapor pairs 
or all flow regimes. 
The finite width of the correlation coefficient function shown in figure 
2.9 indicates that some change in wave structure occurs as the wave moves 
from the first to the second photo cell. This change could be the result of the 
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growth or decay of the waves due to forces acting on the liquid. The finite 
width may also be the result of waves with different velocities passing down 
the tube. Jayanti explored this by calculating the correlation coefficient as a 
function of frequency instead of time (Jayanti et al. 1990). The time based 
correlation coefficient used in this study is limited to an estimate of the 
average wave velocity. 
2.5 Conclusion 
The optical technique outlined above can be used to measure film 
thickness and wave velocity of liquid flows. It is a relatively simple, non-
intrusive method. The film thickness technique is limited to flows with 
surface slopes less than about 5 degrees. The wave velocity technique is 
limited to flows which exhibit wave structure coherence over a distance of 
several centimeters. 
Application of the technique is not limited to the two-phase flow 
application for which it was developed. It can be used on any transparent 
fIlm flow or transparent coating system which has an overlying media with a 
lower index of refraction. 
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ChapterS 
Uniform Film Thickness Two-Phase Flow and Heat 
Transfer Model 
In developing a model that predicts refrigerant mixture heat transfer, 
the physics of the flow field in both the liquid and vapor phases must first be 
addressed. The flow field is the starting point from which additional pieces 
such as the mass transfer and heat transfer can be built and integrated into 
the complete model. 
The following sections outline some of the theory and assumptions 
used in developing the flow field portion of the model. 
3.1 Two-Phase Flow Pattern 
While flowing through the evaporator and the condenser, the 
refrigerant passes through a series of different two-phase flow patterns. For 
example, in the evaporator there is a relatively large fraction of liquid at the 
entrance. In a horizontal tube this results in either a slug flow or stratified-
wavy flow pattern with most of the liquid flowing on the tube bottom and the 
vapor flowing in the space above the liquid. 
As the liquid fraction decreases due to evaporation, the vapor velocity 
increases. If the vapor velocity is high enough, the flow pattern will 
transition to annular flow. In annular flow the fluid flows in a thin film on 
the tube wall with the vapor flowing in the core created by the liquid 
boundary. If the liquid Reynolds number is high enough, the liquid surface 
will be rippled with periodic collections of waves called disturbance waves. 
Atomization occurs from the crests of these waves. As a result, a fraction of 
the liquid phase flows in the vapor core in the form of droplets. When the 
film on the wall fully evaporates the flow pattern transitions to mist flow in 
which the liquid phase is carried along only as droplets in the vapor. Finally, 
when all the liquid evaporates, the flow becomes a single phase gas flow 
(Whalley 1987 and Carey 1992). 
A similar series of flow patterns occur in a horizontal condenser. Here, 
the flow enters the condenser as vapor. If the vapor velocity is sufficiently 
high the condensing liquid phase flows on the tube walls in an annular flow 
pattern. As further condensation occurs, the vapor velocity decreases and the 
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flow transitions to stratified-wavy, slug, and plug flow patterns. Finally, 
after all the vapor condenses, the flow becomes a single phase liquid flow 
(Whalley 1987 and Carey 1992). 
At moderate tp high refrigerant mass flux and in tubes of hydraulic 
diameter from about 3 mm to 10 mm in diameter, the predominant flow 
pattern in both the evaporator and condenser is annular flow. This was 
demonstrated by Wattelet (1994) for evaporator tubes with inner diameters of 
7.04 mm, 7.75 mm, 10.21 mm, and 10.92 mm. Annular flow was observed in 
all four tubes at mass fluxes above 200 kglm2-s over the quality range of 0.2 < 
x < 0.9. Because ofits predominance, our work will focus solely on the 
modeling of the refrigerant while in the annular flow pattern. The regime 
will cover refrigerant mass fluxes greater than 200 kglm2-s, in tubes of 
hydraulic diameter greater than about 3 mm, and over the quality range 0.2 
<x < 0.9. 
3.2 Liquid and Vapor Phase Flow Regimes 
At refrigerant mass fluxes greater than 200 kglm2-s, in tubes of 
hydraulic diameter greater than 3 mm, and over the quality range 0.2 < x < 
0.9, the vapor Reynolds number, Reg, is well above 2000. For example, in 
Dobson's (1994) 3.14 mm diameter tubes, at 0.2 quality and at the lowest 
mass flux being considered, 200 kglm2-s, the vapor Reynolds number is about 
60,000. For the regime of this study, therefore, the vapor phase will be 
modeled as a turbulent flow. 
The liquid film Reynolds number is defined as 
[3.1] 
Here ilL is the liquid viscosity and rilL is the liquid film mass flow rate which, 
in the current model, is assumed to be the entire liquid mass flow rate. At 
mass fluxes greater than 200 kglm2-s, in tubes of hydraulic diameter between 
3 and 10 mm, and over the quality range 0.2 < x < 0.9, the liquid film 
Reynolds number varies between about 200 and 10,000. Assuming a 
transition Reynolds number of similar order to pipe flow, this value suggests 
the liquid phase to be in both the laminar and turbulent flow regimes. When 
laminar flow is assumed in the liquid phase, however, model predictions of 
heat transfer rates have been found to be several times lower than 
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experimental values. Carpenter and Colburn (1951) hypothesize that the 
shear driven liquid films found in annular two-phase flow transition to 
turbulence at Reynolds numbers of about 240, well below the typical value of 
2000 used for transition in pipe flow. 
Similarly, when the model we have developed is used to predict heat 
transfer coefficients for pure refrigerants and the liquid layer is assumed to 
be in the laminar flow regime, model predictions are well below the 
experimental values ofWattelet and Dobson. 
The early transition to turbulence in the liquid is likely due to the 
source of the turbulence being agitation of the liquid by the vapor instead of 
the typical wall generated turbulence. 
Based on these observations, the liquid phase will be modeled as 
turbulent flow until the liquid layer reaches the thickness of the laminar 
sublayer, y+ = 5. For y+ < 5 the liquid film flow will be modeled as laminar 
flow. 
3.3 Liquid Film Length Scale Considerations 
Assuming the liquid and vapor phases to be flowing separately, the 
void fraction can be estimated by 
a = ___ ...... 1"'----__ _ 
1 + Ug,avg 1 - x pg 
UL,avg x PL 
[3.2] 
Here, Ug,avg/ UL,avg is the ratio of the vapor to liquid average velocity, x is the 
vapor quality (defined as the ratio of the vapor mass flow rate to the total 
mass flow rate), and pg / PL is the vapor to liquid density ratio. When all the 
liquid flows in a film on the wall of average thickness, hL, the definition of the 
void fraction can be written as 
[3.3] 
Combining [3.2] and [3.3] we can estimate the ratio of the film thickness to 
the tube radius 
or 
hL = 1- Va 
r 
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hL = 1 _ 1 
r [1 + Ug,avg .l..=.x .f1] 0.5 
UL,avg X PL 
[3.4] 
A plot of hIlr'vs. quality is shown in figure 3.1 for R-134a at three 
different vapor to liquid velocity ratios. 
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Figure 3.1 Film thickness magnitude estimate 
A velocity ratio of 5 corresponds to typical low quality conditions and the 
higher velocity ratios of 10 and 15 correspond to the mid to high quality 
conditions. Assuming these velocity ratios are representative of actual 
refrigerant flow, the graph suggests that we can assume the film thickness to 
always be small relative to the tube radius over the quality range 0.2 < x < 
0.9. 
The thin film assumption allows the liquid film to be modeled with 
constant shear stress, tL = tj = t w, and constant heat flux, q" = qw" = qj". This 
simplifies the liquid phase analysis. It also makes the model extendible to 
other geometries such as flow between parallel plates. 
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3.4 Velocity Profiles 
For modeling purposes, the flow in both the liquid phase and the vapor 
phase is assumed ~ be steady and fully developed. This is not representative 
of the actual flow field where the waves on the liquid surface make the flow 
unsteady. A model based on steady flow is still useful, however, ifit can 
successfully predict average values of the heat transfer coefficient and 
pressure drop. 
3.4.1 Liquid Film Velocity 
A graph with the distinct regions modeled in the liquid layer is shown 
in figure 3.2. 
Liquid Film Velocity Profile 
v 
-
-
uL Liquid Film 
Log Region "-, 
hL 
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Buffer Region 
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Figure 3.2 Liquid film velocity prof"Ile 
The liquid layer is modeled using von Karman's form of the Law of the Wall 
velocity profile (von Karman 1939). 
Viscous Sublayer 
Buffer Region UL+ = 5ln(y+) - 3.05 _ 5 < y+ <30 [3.5] 
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Log Region 
B = 5.5, K = 0.4 
In the viscous sublayer the velocity profile is linear and the momentum 
transport is due to molecular diifusivity. In the buffer region both molecular 
and turbulent diifusivity is important. In the log region the momentum 
transport is dominated by turbulent diifusivity. 
The log region starts at y+ = 30 and in the modeling to date extends all 
the way to the liquid surface. This assumes that turbulent eddies are not 
damped as the interface is approached and that no viscous sublayer exists 
near the surface. This may be a reasonable approximation to the real flow 
behavior. Davies (1972) points out that a free surface differs from a fixed 
boundary in that the surface does not fully damp the eddy motion in the 
liquid. In addition, the waves on the liquid surface and the interaction of the 
liquid with the vapor phase may induce motion in this region that is similar 
to turbulence. 
By extending the Log Law to the liquid surface, the interface velocity, 
Ui, can be found by evaluating the log region profile at hL. 
[3.6] 
Another useful relation can be found by integrating the Law of the 
Wall velocity profile. The liquid mass flux for a uniform film is defined as 
lbL UL,avg Ae = 0 UL dA, [3.7] 
where Ac = 1t r hL and UL,avgis the average liquid velocity. With the velocity 
profile a known function of the film thickness and shear stress, integration 
relates these to the average liquid velocity (assuming hL« r). 
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UL,avg = ~ In(h +) + B _ ~ _ M.. 
ui. 1C L 1C hL + 
[3.8] 
h h + hL UL* * {f-0 were L = .• ,uL= ~ 
VL PL 
3.4.2 Liquid Velocity for hL + < 30 
As mentioned in the Flow Regime section, the approach taken in 
modeling the liquid phase is to assume turbulent flow until the liquid layer 
reaches the thickness of the laminar sublayer, y+ = 5. For y+ < 5 the liquid 
flow is modeled as laminar flow. In a uniform film thickness model this 
regime is reached only at very high quality. It becomes more prevalent, 
however, when the model is extended to allow for circumferential variation of 
the liquid film thickness. 
A velocity profile equation is needed for films with thickness less than 
30 in liquid non-dimensional units. The approach taken for this regime is to 
use the Law of the Wall profile up to the limit of the film thickness. For 
example, ifhL + = 20, the viscous sublayer and buffer region equations are 
used to describe the profile. If hL + = 4, only the viscous sublayer equation is 
used. 
This changes the outcome in relations derived using the velocity profile 
such as equation [3.8]. It also changes the equation used to estimate the 
liquid interface velocity, with the buffer region relation used for 5 < hL + < 30 
and the viscous sublayer relation used for hL + < 5. 
3.4.3 Vapor Velocity 
In the refrigerant flow regime ofinterest in this study, the vapor phase 
Reynolds number is always high enough to result in a turbulent flow. The 
vapor velocity profile, therefore, could be modeled using the Law of the Wall 
velocity profile with the friction velocity, u*, evaluated using the interfacial 
shear stress, ti. In the modeling to date, however, a detailed vapor velocity 
profile has not been needed to solve for the heat transfer. 
A fictitious vapor velocity profile is used to find the wall shear stress 
that would occur if the vapor were flowing alone in the tube. This smooth-
tube shear stress, ts, is needed in the correlation for the two-phase interfacial 
shear stress. 
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Integrating the Log Law from 0 to r - hL to determine the average 
vapor velocity gives the following equation, 
Ug,avg - Ui = ~lJ (r - hL) U:] + B _ ...a... 
u: K ~1 Vg 2 K [3.9] 
where U:= -K 
'V"P; 
Here, Ug,avg - Uj is the average vapor velocity relative to the liquid film 
interface, and r - hL is the radius of the vapor core. Equation [3.9] predicts 
values identical to the smooth-tube friction factors in the Moody chart. It is 
an approximation since its derivation assumes the entire velocity profile to be 
described by the Log Law. The error, however, is negligible since nearly all 
the mass is in the log region when the vapor Reynolds number is much 
greater than 2000. 
3.5 Interfacial Shear 
The vapor core in annular two-phase flow is driven by the pressure 
gradient in the tube. The liquid film, however, is driven not primarily by the 
pressure gradient, but by momentum transfer from the vapor. This 
momentum transfer is very large resulting in high shear stress in the liquid 
film and from 2 to 10 times higher pressure drop than is found in smooth 
tube single-phase flow (Asali et al. 1985). 
A detailed accounting of the momentum transfer requires modeling of 
the complex interaction between the liquid surface waves and the vapor flow 
field. An alternate approach is to represent the momentum exchange by an 
average interfacial shear stress, 'tj, or interfacial friction factor, fi, found from 
a correlation. In the modeling to date, both a momentum exchange model 
and a prediction based on a correlation have been attempted. The 
momentum exchange model provides a conceptual guide to help understand 
the transfer. The correlation is being used to predict the numerical value of 
the interfacial shear stress. 
3.5.1 Momentum Exchange Model 
The momentum exchange model looks at the momentum transfer that 
occurs when the vapor flows past the waves on the liquid surface. This 
exchange is thought to be a function of the ratio o(wave height to a turbulent 
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boundary layer thickness, a. Instantaneous film thickness measurements 
taken in an air-water annular flow (see Chapter 2), indicate that wave height 
can be assumed equal to film height, hL. The turbulent boundary layer 
thickness can be found by assuming a critical Reynolds number is maintained 
in the vapor, Rec = pg Ug,avg a/ Jlg = constant. 
The high shear stress observed in the liquid is also thought to be a 
function of the interaction between eddies in the turbulent vapor and the 
liquid surface. As a turbulent eddy in the vapor moves radially, instead of 
being constrained by a rigid wall, it is constrained by a liquid surface which 
deforms upon impact by the eddy. The deformation results in the transfer of 
a large fraction of the eddy's momentum to the liquid. This causes a large 
momentum transfer to the liquid because the axial component of the velocity 
of an eddy in the vapor is large relative to the velocity of the liquid. 
Based on the above reasoning the interfacial shear could be predicted 
by an equation of the form 
tj = f (~L) pg u;. (ug,avg - Uj). [3.10] 
Here f (hua) is an unknown function, u:. is the average vapor velocity 
fluctuation in the radial direction due to turbulence, and Ug,avg is the average 
vapor velocity in the axial direction. In smooth tubes, u;. is proportional to 
Ug,avg - Uj, so [3.10] could be written 
tj = f(~) Pg (ug,avg - Uj)2. [3.11] 
The exact form of f (hua) is not known, but experimental data could be used 
to test hypothesized functional forms. 
3.5.2 Shear Correlation 
The correlation being used to predict the interfacial shear is a modified 
form of the correlation developed by Asali (Asali et al. 1985) for vertical flow. 
2 -1 = 0.45 (hg+ - 4)Reg-o.s [3.12] 
h },_+ - hL U; * _ *.. d Re _ 2 pg (ug,avg - Uj) (r - hL) were ".ag - --, ug - - , an g - --'--"'----=---=-----
Vg Pg - Jlg 
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The interfacial friction factors, fi and fa, are related to the shear stress by the 
relations 
fi= 8"ti and fa= 8'ta 
Pg (ug,avg - Ui~ pg (Ug,avg - Ui~ 
[3.13] 
The smooth tube friction factor, fs, can be found from equation [3.9]. It is the 
limiting value reached as the film thickness tends toward zero. (Note that 
the non-dimensional film thickness, hg +, is defined using vapor side 
properties.) 
In the original form proposed by Asali, the exponent on the vapor 
phase Reynolds number, Reg, is 0.2. The value of 0.3 is being used to improve 
the match between the model predictions and Wattelet's experimental data. 
It is possible that this difference is a function of the current model's 
assumptions, limiting the liquid distribution to only the film on the wall. If 
the model were modified to distribute the liquid mass flux between the film 
on the wall and droplets in the vapor core, the value of 0.2 may then be a 
better match. 
The Asali correlation depends on the local film height. This is valuable 
because it is applicable when the model is modified to allow for an 
asymmetrical flow field with a circumferentially variable film thickness. 
3.6 Model Equations 
The following equations are the full set used in the fluid flow model. 
Interface Velocity 
[3.6] 
h h + hLUj, *~. 0 dB w ere L = , uL = -!l.. , K = .4, an = 5.5 VL PL 
Intemted Liguid Film velocity Profile 
[3.8] 
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Integrated Vapor Velocity to Predict Smooth-Tube Shear Stress 
Ug,avg - Ui =1.1J(r - hL) u!] + B _ ~ 
u! K ul Vg 2 K 
where u!= -~ 
'Vi>; 
Interfacial Shear Correlation 
~ - 1 = 0.45 (hg + - 4)Reg-O•3 
h 1-. + _ hL u;. * _ ff.' d Re _ 2 Pg (Ug,avg - Ui) (r - hL) w ere .. ~ - , 1lg - , an g - ----'--"'--""---=-----
Vg Pg ~ 
and fs= 8ts 
Pg (Ug,avg - Ui~ 
Mass Conservation 
3.7 Model Predictions 
3.7.1 Film Thickness 
[3.9] 
[3.12] 
[3.13] 
[3.14] 
[3.15] 
The set of equations summarized in Section 3.6 can be solved 
simultaneously at a specified liquid and vapor mass flow rate, tube radius, 
and refrigerant temperature to predict the thickness of the liquid film. 
Figure 3.3 shows this prediction for R-134a at three different mass fluxes 
over the quality range 0.2 < x < 0.9. (Also see Appendix B for a complete 
summary of the model predictions.) 
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Figure 3.3 Model film thickness predictions 
Note how thin the film is at high quality (less than 0.2 mm for the chosen 
range of mass fluxes). Note, also, that the radius is at least 8 times greater 
than the film thickness at the lowest quality. At higher qualities it is more 
than 20 to 50 times greater. This is consistent with the thin film assumption, 
hL«r. 
It is interesting that the film is predicted to become progressively 
thinner as the total mass flux increases. This is due to the increased shear 
from the vapor. The higher average vapor velocity increases the average 
liquid film velocity allowing a higher flux through a smaller cross sectional 
area. 
The model prediction of the non-dimensional film thickness, hL +, can 
be compared to the prediction from the correlations developed by Henstock 
and Hanratty (1976) and Asali et al. (1985). Their correlation is only a 
function ofliquid Reynolds number. 
hL + Correlation = [(0.34 ReL 0.6)2.5 + (0.0379 ReL 0.9)2.5]0.4 [3.16] 
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Table 3.1 shows this comparison for R-134a at mass fluxes of 200, 300, 
and 500 kglm2-s and a temperature of 5 oC. 
Table 3.1 Modelfilm thickness compared with correlation 
Model Correlation Model Correlation Model Correlation 
200 kg/m2-s 200 kglm2-s 300 kglm2-s 300 kglm2-s 500 kglm2-s 500 kglm2-s 
Quality hL+ hL+ hL+ hL+ hL+ hL+ 
0.2 91 87 127 121 193 186 
0.3 81 78 112 108 170 166 
0.4 71 69 97 95 148 146 
0.5 61 60 84 82 126 125 
0.6 51 50 70 69 105 104 
0.7 41 40 55 55 83 82 
0.8 31 30 41 40 60 60 
0.9 20 18 25 24 36 35 
The difference between the two predictions is never more than 5%. Note that 
although the film thickness decreases with mass flux, the non-dimensional 
film thickness increases. This is because the friction velocity is increasing 
faster than the film thickness is decreasing. 
3.7.2 Void Fraction 
Figure 3.4 is the void fraction prediction, <x, for the conditions of figure 
3.3. When the liquid travels only in the film on the wall <X can be found from 
the relation 
Also shown in figure 3.4 is the void fraction prediction from Zivi's void 
fraction relation (Souza et al. 1992 and Zivi 1964) 
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Figure 3.4 Void fraction 
3.7.3 Pressure Drop 
The set of equations summarized in Section 3.6 can be solved 
simultaneously to predict the interfacial shear stress, ti. From this, the total 
pressure drop in a tube of length L can be calculated 
Ap = 2 ti L . 
r-hL 
[3.18] 
Figure 3.5 shows this prediction at a series offixed qualities for R-134a at 5 
oC in a 7.75 mm diameter, 1.22 m long tube at a mass flux of 300 kg/m2-s. 
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Figure 3.5 Two-phase and smooth tube pressure drop 
The pressure drop depends primarily on the vapor velocity and the non-
dimensional film thickness. It increases with quality as vapor velocity 
increases, reaching a maximum near a quality of 0.8. Beyond 0.8, pressure 
drop decreases as the film thins and its grip on the vapor decreases. 
The lower curve in figure 3.5 shows the pressure drop if the vapor 
phase were flowing alone in a smooth tube. The largest percentage increase 
above the smooth tube value occurs at low quality where the liquid Reynolds 
numbers are largest and the film is thickest. Both curves are tending 
towards a common limit at a quality of one. 
The parameters used in figure 3.5 were chosen in order to best 
approximate one of the horizontal tube evaporator conditions in the 
experiments done by Wattelet (1994). In these experiments a heat flux was 
applied to the tube. As a result, the quality is not constant, but the change is 
typically less than 0.2 at the lowest heat flux conditions. In figure 3.6 the 
model predictions are compared to Wattelet's low heat flux data. The 
predicted trends show reasonable agreement with _the experimental data. 
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Figure 3.6 Pressure drop predictions 
3.8 Heat Transfer 
The heat transfer coefficient in a two-phase flow is defined as 
" HTC= q 
Twout - Tb 
• 
[3.19] 
To determine the heat transfer coefficient experimentally, the bulk 
temperature, Tb, and an average outside tube wall temperature, T w,out, must 
be measured. It is important to note that the difference between these two 
temperatures is often a small number. An error that has a very small effect 
on the individual temperature measurements may result in a large 
percentage error in their difference. 
The same is true when determining the heat transfer coefficient 
theoretically. Assumptions and approximations which are valid in estimating 
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average temperatures may result in much larger errors in the heat transfer 
coefficient. This becomes more important with refrigerant mixtures due to 
the complexity added from their larger circumferential, axial, and radial 
gradients in both copcentration and temperature. 
The following sections begin to develop the assumptions and theory 
which extend the model to predict heat transfer in annular two-phase flow. 
The fluid flow model predictions of momentum transport, shear stress, film 
thickness, and liquid and vapor phase velocity are the starting point for this 
extension. The model does not yet account for circumferential nor axial 
gradients in concentration or temperature. It also does not account for the 
effects of non-uniform film thickness, but the approach being used allows for 
this elaboration. It is applicable only as a first estimate to the heat transfer 
in pure refrigerants. 
3.8.1 Liquid Film Momentum Diffusivity and Thermal Diffusivity 
The shear in the liquid film is proportional to the velocity gradient and 
to the transport of momentum due to molecular plus turbulent viscosity. 
[3.20] 
Using the assumption of constant shear stress in the liquid, 't = 'ti = 'tw, and 
the definition of the liquid phase friction velocity, ui. = ~ 'tj / PL, equation 
[3.20] can be rewritten in the form 
* 
where UL + = u * ' y+ = Y UL 
UL VL 
[3.21] 
Solving the Law of the Wall velocity profile for du+ / dy+, we can find the 
momentum diffusivity, Em, in each of the three liquid layers. 
Viscous Sublayer §n.= 0 y+<5 
VL 
Buffer Region Fm=Y+_1 
VL 5 5<y+<30 
[3.22] 
Log Region !m. = K y+- 1 0= K y+ 
VL 
30<y+ <hL+ 
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A plot of the diffusivities as a function of the distance from the wall is shown 
in figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Turbulent momentum diffusivity 
If analogous mechanisms exist for the turbulent transport of 
momentum and thermal energy, the momentum diffusivity can be used as an 
estimate of the thermal diifusivity, Prt = £m / £t = 1. 
3.8.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient Estimate 
The heat flux can be related to the thermal diffusivity and the 
temperature gradient by an equation analogous to equation [3.20] 
q" = L~] = - PL CpL VL (-L + §.) aT. LA w PIl. VL dy [3.23] 
The thin film assumption, hL « r, allows the heat flux to be treated as 
constant in the liquid, q" = qw" = <Ii". With the thermal diffusivities known, 
Equation [3.23] can be integrated across each of the liquid layers to find the 
heat transfer resistance, R, (defined as R = AT / q") in each layer. 
R 5PIl. Viscous Sublayer = C • 
PL pL uL 
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RBuffer Region = 
RLog Region = 
5In (1 + 5 PI'L) 
PL CpL UL 
l.ln(~) 
1C 80 
PLCpL UL 
[3.24] 
The liquid resistance network can be used to estimate a heat transfer 
coefficient based on the average inner wall temperature, T w,in, and the liquid-
vapor interface temperature, Ti. 
" HTC= q 
Twin - Ti , 
[3.25] 
Using the resistance network we find 
HTC = PL CpL UL 
5 PI'L + 5In (1 + 5 PI'L) + ! In[~~+] [3.26] 
where UL = - (ti 
'V "ilL 
The accuracy of this estimate depends on the following assumptions: 
1) The tube wall resistance is negligible, i.e. Tw,out = Tw,in. 
2) The heat transfer resistance in the vapor is small compared to the 
resistance in the liquid. This is true if most of the energy transfer at the 
interface goes into phase change resulting in a very small temperature 
gradient in the vapor phase. 
8) The liquid interface temperature is circumferentially uniform. 
4) The tube wall temperature is circumferentially uniform. This is true if the 
interface temperature, the external boundary conditions, and the liquid film 
thickness all do not vary circumferentially. 
5) The bulk temperature is approximately equal to the interface 
temperature. 
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The bulk temperature is defined as, 
[3.27] 
Assumption 5 depends, therefore, on whether the mass flow averaged 
temperature is equal to the interface temperature. This is true when the 
temperature gradient in the vapor is negligible, and when the mass flow 
passing through the high temperature gradient region near the wall is small 
compared to the total mass flow. 
3.8.3 Heat Transfer for hL + < 30 
The heat transfer coefficient estimate outlined above assumes the film 
thickness is such that hL + > 30. A new heat transfer coefficient relation must 
be derived for the regions in which hL + < 30. As discussed in the fluid flow 
model sections, the approach being taken is to use the Law of the Wall profile 
up to the limit of the film thickness. The heat transfer coefficient thus 
becomes 
HTC = PL CpL ui. for 5 < hL+ < 30 
5 Prr. + 5In (1 + hk + Prr. - Pt,.) 
and [3.28] 
where ui. = -r:r;; 
'V PI: 
3.8.4 Model Predictions - Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Using equation [3.26] with the film thickness and friction velocity 
predictions from the fluid flow model we can calculate the heat transfer 
coefficient for pure refrigerant annular two-phase flow. Figure 3.8 shows the 
model heat transfer coefficient predictions at a series of fixed qualities for R-
134a at 5 0C in a 7.75 mm diameter, 1.22 m long tube at a mass flux of 300 
kg/m2-s. The heat transfer coefficient increases with quality in a manner 
similar to pressure drop. This is expected due to heat transfer's strong 
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dependence on shear. (Also see Appendix B for a complete summary of the 
model predictions.) 
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Figure 3.8 Heat transfer coefficient versus quality 
Table 3.2 shows the resistance in each of the liquid layers as a 
percentage of the total resistance for the same conditions as Figure 3.8. 
Table 3.2 Relative heat transfer resistance in the three layers 
Quality 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
RVisc% 
51.4 
51.8 
52.3 
52.8 
53.5 
54.3 
55.5 
58.3 
40 
RBuff% 
39.3 
39.6 
40.0 
40.4 
40.9 
41.5 
42.4 
41.7 
RLog% 
9.3 
8.6 
7.8 
6.8 
5.7 
4.2 
2.2 
0.0 
It is interesting that the log region makes up less than 10% of the total 
resistance to heat transfer. The majority of the resistance is in the buffer 
region and viscous sublayer. This is typical of refrigerants R-12, R-22, and R-
134a over the range. of temperatures and mass flux of interest in this study. 
This observation is important from a modeling perspective. It says that if the 
log region can be assumed well mixed, a more detailed description of the 
complex flow field in this region may not be necessary for accuracy in heat 
transfer predictions. 
Rohsenow (1956), expresses a similar thought in response to a 
comment by Seban. "Realizing that the region of expected error is also a 
region of very small resistance to heat flow when compared to the 'buffer' 
layer and the laminar sublayer, it is felt that deviations in this area will have 
but little effect on the predicted values of heat-transfer coefficient for the 
entire film." 
The buffer region and viscous sublayer may already be well described 
by the Law of the Wall profile. These regions are deep enough below the 
surface that the wave motion itself may not be penetrating down to change 
these region's flow structures. Thus, knowledge of the shear combined with a 
classical description of the flow field may be sufficient for a reasonable heat 
transfer estimate despite the complexity of the actual flow field. (Note that 
this may not be the case when hL+ starts approaching 30.) 
3.8.4.1 Comparison to Experimental Data 
The current model assumes that all the heat flux at the tube wall goes 
into phase change in evaporation, or comes from phase change in 
condensation. The effects of evaporation and condensation on the transfer of 
momentum between the phases has not been considered. The model applies, 
therefore, to both evaporation and condensation. 
Comparison of the model heat transfer coefficient predictions to 
Wattelet's horizontal tube evaporation data is shown for R-l34a in figure 3.9 
and for R-22 in figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.9 R·134a heat transfer coefficient· evaporation 
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Figure 3.10 R-22 heat transfer coefficient - evaporation 
At low mass flux both sets of predictions show reasonable agreement 
with the experimental data. At high mass flux the predictions are somewhat 
higher than the experimental values. This may be due to the fact that the 
current model does not account for droplet flux in the vapor, non-uniform film 
thickness, or dryout on the top of the tube. 
Comparing R-22 to R-134a, the model prediction does not show as 
great of a difference as is seen experimentally. Experimental heat transfer 
coefficient values for R-134a are higher than those of R-22 for the same 
conditions. The model exhibits this trend, but the magnitude is significantly 
smaller. 
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Figure 3.11 R-I34a heat transfer coefficient - condensation 
Model predictions as compared to Dobson's horizontal tube 
condensation data are shown in figure 3.11. Here, even the higher mass flux 
shows reasonable agreement between model predictions and experimental 
values. This differs from the evaporation predictions where poorer 
agreement is seen at higher mass flux. This may suggest that droplets are 
not an important factor in condensation until much higher mass flux. 
Droplet flux is lower in condensation due to higher temperatures resulting in 
higher densities and thus lower vapor velocities. 
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Chapter 4 
Prediction of the Circumferential Film Thickness 
Distributio~ in Horizontal Annular Gas-Liquid Flow 
4.1 Introduction 
The circumferential film thickness distribution in horizontal annular 
air-water flows has been measured over a range of tube diameters by several 
researchers (Dallman 1978; Fukano and Ousaka 1989; Laurinat 1982; Paras 
and Karabelas 1991; Williams 1990). From these studies we begin to see how 
the local time averaged film thickness is influenced by the flow conditions. 
Two general observations from these experiments are: 1) the fIlm thickness is 
small relative to the tube radius - typica1loca1 film thickness values are 
between one tenth and one thousandth of the tube radius; 2) the film is 
asymmetric - it is thicker on the bottom of the tube than on the top. The 
focus of this paper is on the prediction of the circumferential symmetry and 
the prediction of the circumferential film thickness distribution. We will first 
show a method of correlating the film symmetry and then develop the 
circumferential film thickness model. 
Symmetry has been examined by Williams et al. (1996). In this work 
the Froude number, Fr = Ug/(gd)O.5, was used to correlate the data, where Ug 
is the gas superficial velocity, and d is the tube diameter. The Froude 
number dependence shows the effect of the gas phase velocity on symmetry. 
The least symmetric annular flows occur at low gas velocities. Here the flow 
is just entering the annular flow regime and behaves in part like a stratified 
flow. At very high gas velocities the film approaches a symmetric condition 
with very little decrease in film thickness from bottom to top. At 
intermediate gas velocities the flow can be either asymmetric or symmetric 
depending on the liquid phase mass flow rate. 
Correlating the symmetry is a valuable method for examining the 
experimental data. Insight is gained into the flow parameters that influence 
the film thickness distribution. It suggests a method by which the boundary 
between the stratified-annular and asymmetric annular flow regions can be 
predicted. As will be shown later in this paper, the correlation of the 
symmetry also provides additional information to use in closing the 
circumferential film thickness distribution model. 
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A film thickness model that considered both momentum and mass 
balances was developed by Laurinat et al. (1985). In this model the stresses 
internal to the liquid film and the momentum transfers from the gas phase to 
the liquid phase ar~ the dominant factors affecting the distribution of the 
liquid film. Laurinat's model has been the starting point for subsequent 
modeling efforts (e.g. Fukano and Ousaka 1989). It includes momentum 
balances in the axial, radial, and circumferential directions and a mass 
balance which accounts for the circumferential redistribution of mass by 
atomization and deposition of droplets. 
Laurinat "tuned" flow condition dependent constants in his model so 
that model predictions agreed with experimental data. This allowed for an 
evaluation of the relative significance of each of the terms in the momentum 
balance on the film thickness distribution. For the flow conditions considered 
he concluded that the normal stress gradient due to liquid phase velocity 
fluctuations in the circumferential direction is the dominant factor controlling 
the distribution. The interfacial shear acting on the liquid surface due to 
secondary flow in the gas core was found to be of significance near the top of 
the tube. Atomization and deposition resulted in some film redistribution, 
but the effects were relatively small. 
Lin et al. (1985) took circumferential film thickness measurements and 
compared them to predictions from Laurinat's model. The experimental data 
. was at low gas superficial velocities in the stratified-annular region of the 
annular flow regime. At these velocities they concluded that the interfacial 
shear due to secondary gas flows plays an important role in distributing the 
liquid film. 
Fukano and Ousaka (1989) modified Laurinat's model to more directly 
include the effects of the waves on the liquid surface. This was done using a 
model for the normal stress in the liquid that is a function of the static 
pressure gradient in the gas with the static pressure gradient arising due to 
waves on the liquid surface. The result is a continual flow of liquid up the 
tube walls in regions with disturbance waves and a downward draining flow 
in the flatter regions before and after the waves. Experimental evidence of 
this mechanism has been observed by Sutharshan et al. (1995). Interfacial 
shear due to secondary flows was assumed to be negligible in Fukano and 
Ousaka's model. 
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4.2 Theory 
4.2.1 Liquid film circumferential symmetry 
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Figure 4.1 Film thickness measurements versus angle. Air- water data from 
Laurinat (1982) in a 5.08 em diameter horizontal tube at an Ud of 300. 
Laurinat (1982) took time averaged circumferential film thickness 
measurements in a horizontal 5.08 em inner diameter tube over a range of 
different air and water mass flow rates in the annular flow regime. 
Measurements were taken in 45 degree increments around the tube. A graph 
of Laurinat's data at four different flow conditions is shown in figures 4.1 and 
4.2. Measurements from both sides of the tube are included for angles from 
the bottom of 45,90, and 135 degrees. These four curves cover the range of 
symmetry conditions seen in annular flow. At low air mass flow rates the 
distribution is highly asymmetric with the majority of the liquid flowing 
along the bottom of the tube. As the air mass flow rate increases (for a given 
water mass flow rate) symmetry increases. At very high air mass flow rates 
the film becomes nearly symmetric. 
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Figure 4.2 Film thickness measurements versus angle. Air-water data from 
Laurinat (1982) in a 5.08 em diameter horizontal tube at an Ud of aDo. 
Various parameters have been used to quantify symmetry. Williams et 
al. (1996) used the integrated cross sectional area to define the symmetry 
parameter, AL / (110 d). Here, AL is the cross sectional area of the film, 
AL = L" (d - 2h) h dO, h is the local film thickness, ho is the film thickness at 
the bottom of the tube, d is the tube diameter, and e is the angle from the 
tube bottom. As the flow becomes more symmetric, AL / (110 d) approaches its 
maximum value, 1t (1 - 2 m / d), where m is the average film thickness. It 
approaches its minimum value, (4 / a) (ho / d)o.5, when the flow is stratified. 
We will define the symmetry as the average film thickness divided by 
the film thickness at the bottom of the tube, havg / ho, where havg is defined 
by the integral 
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havg= ~ f hd8. [4.1] 
This is a simplified form of Williams parameter with different limits. The 
parameter havg lho' approaches its maximum value, 1, as the flow becomes 
more symmetric. It approaches its minimum value, (41 (3n» <ho 1 d)O·5, when 
the flow is stratified. The distributions in figures 4.1 and 4.2 are labeled with 
their havg 1 ho values. 
Williams correlated symmetry with the Froude number, Fr = Ug I(g d) 0.5. 
Figure 4.3 shows this dependence, using the parameter havg 1 ho, for 
measurements taken by Laurinat (1982) in a 5.08 em diameter tube at an Ud 
of 300, where L is the distance from the point at which water enters the tube. 
Three different horizontal annular flow regions are apparent from this plot; 
stratified-annular at low Ug, asymmetric annular at intermediate Ug, and 
symmetric annular at high Ug. 
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Figure 4.3 Symmetry parameter versus Froude. Air-water data from 
Laurinat (1982) in a 5.08 em diameter horizontal tube at an Ud of 300. 
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The Froude number incorporates the effect of the gas mass flow rate on 
symmetry through the gas superficial velocity. It does not, however, account 
for the effect of the liquid mass flow rate. This is evident from the large 
scatter seen in the a,symmetric annular flow region. In this region, as gas 
velocity increases for a given liquid mass flow rate the symmetry increases. 
In order to include the liquid mass flow rate dependence and further 
collapse the data, other parameters besides the Froude number were 
investigated. The best correlation was found using (rilg I rilL) 0.5 Fr. This 
parameter is the square root of the ratio of the gas phase momentum flux to the 
power required to pump the liquid at it's mass flow rate from the bottom of the 
tube to the top of the tube, (rilg uj I rilL g d) 0.5. The mass flow rates used are the 
total gas mass flow rate and the total liquid mass flow rate. 
A plot ofhavg I 110 vs. (rilg I rilL) 0.5 Fr using Laurinat's data is shown in 
figure 4.4. As seen from the plot, (rilgl rilL) 0.5 Fr eliminates most of the 
scatter that occurs when the symmetry parameter is plotted versus Fr. 
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Figure 4.4 Symmetry parameter versus (rilg I rilL) 0.5 Fr. Air-water data from 
Laurinat (1982) in a 5.08 em diameter horizontal fube at an Ud of 300. 
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Figure 4.4 is a plot of data taken at one tube diameter and one LId. 
Figure 4.5 shows havg / ho vs. (rilg / rilL) 0.5 Fr for a range of tube diameters 
and LId's from a vaijety of different studies (Dallman 1978; Fukano and 
Ousaka 1989; Hurlburt and Newell 1996; Jayanti et aI. 1990; Laurinat 1982; 
Paras and Karabelas 1991; Williams 1990). This larger data set has more 
scatter, but the general trend seen in figure 4.4 remains with the correlation 
significantly stronger than if havg / ho were plotted versus Fr. The data sets 
showing a more rapid transition towards symmetric annular flow (Hurlburt 
and Newell (1996) and Jayanti et aI. (1990» are at the lowest LId's. These 
flows may not be "fully developed" which is argued by Whalley (1987) to 
require an LId of about 400. 
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Figure 4.5 Symmetry parameter versus (rilg / rilL) 0.5 Fr. Air-water data from 
several separate studies at different diameters and different LId's. 
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The generality ofhavg / 110 vs. (rilg / rilL) 0.5 Fr at large Ud allows 
estimation of havg / 110 over a range of tube diameters. A curve fit to the data 
in figure 4.4 (valid for(rilg/rilL)0.5 Fr > 20) is given by 
h. [( (rilg / rilL) 0.5 Fr - 20 )] ~ = 0.2 + 0.7 1- exp - 75 ' [4.2] 
where 
Fr = Ug/(gd)0.5 . [4.3] 
Figure 4.6 shows the data from figure 4.5 over the steeply rising part of 
the curve. Note the effect of diameter on the onset of the initial rise seen from 
Dallman (d = 2.3 em), Laurinat (d = 5.08 em), and Williams (d= 9.5 em). This 
difference in the initial rise is not captured by [4.2] making the correlation 
least accurate in this region. A diameter dependence could be incorporated 
into the correlation by having the lower limit and the value subtracted from 
(rilg / rilL) 0.5 Fr in the exponential both functions of the tube diameter. 
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The correlation ofhavg / ho with (Iilg / IhL) 0.5 Fr allows for an estimation 
of the symmetry from knowledge of only the gas and liquid mass flow rates. 
A known value for ~avg / ho is of value in film thickness modeling. The added 
information on the average thickness of the distribution can be used to 
eliminate one of the constants in the model. 
4.2.2 Prediction of the circumferential film thickness distribution 
The momentum balance equations developed in Laurinat et al. (1985) 
are used to predict the film thickness. Some of the assumptions in this model 
include: 
(1) The liquid film thickness is small relative to the tube radius. This allows 
for the use of Cartesian instead of cylindrical coordinates. 
(2) The liquid phase is turbulent resulting in shear and normal stress forces 
due to gradients in the fluctuating velocities. 
(3) The film height is not varying significantly with time. (The equations use 
time averaged quantities and predict the time averaged behavior.) 
(4) The influence of waves on the liquid surface are accounted for indirectly 
through the interfacial axial shear model. 
(5) The tube diameter is large enough that surface tension forces can be 
ignored. 
(6) A constant pressure is imposed by the gas phase onto the surface of the 
liquid phase. 
(7) 'txx and 'txz can be modeled as independent of radial position. 
(8) The normal stress in the liquid scales with the liquid's axial velocity. 
An implicit assumption is that gas entering the liquid, traveling 
through, and exiting the liquid as bubbles can be ignored. This process was 
observed by Hewitt et al. (1990). 
The circumferential momentum balance is used to determine the film 
thickness. The radial momentum balance is used to eliminate the pressure 
gradient in the circumferential direction. The forces in the gas phase 
responsible for holding the liquid against the radial component of the film's 
weight are not considered. 
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4.2.2.1 Momentum Equations 
The film thickness model uses Laurinat's development of the time-
averaged momentum equations for fully-developed flow. The coordinate 
system is Cartesian,with x as the circumferential direction, y as the radial 
direction, and z as the axial direction. 
The axial momentum equation is 
[4.4] 
The circumferential momentum equation is 
1 dP dtyx 1 d-txx . - 0 
-aax+ dy +a ax -PLgsmX= . [4.5] 
The radial momentum equation is 
- ~; - PLgcos i = 0 . [4.6] 
In these equations txx and 'txz are Reynolds stresses, 'tyz is the axial shear 
stress, tyx is the circumferential shear stress, p is the liquid pressure, PL is 
the density of the liquid, and x is the circumferential distance from the 
bottom of the tube, x, divided by the tube radius, a. 
Integration of [4.6] from any point, y, to the gas-liquid interface gives 
- plh + ply - PLg(h - y)cos i = 0 . [4.7] 
Ignoring surface tension effects the interface pressure, plh, can be assumed 
equal to the gas phase pressure, Po. If the gas phase pressure does not vary 
circumferentially, the radial momentum balance can be differentiated to solve 
for the static pressure gradient in the circumferential direction, 
--;. ~-PLgCOSit=O. [4.8] 
Substitution of [4.8] into [4.5] gives 
d-tvx 1 d-txx . - - .db. 0 [4 9] ~+a ax -PLgsmx-PLgcosx eli = . . 
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Equations [4.4]and [4.9] are non-dimensionalized using the shear for single-
phase flow in a smooth tube, 
1;8 = 0.023 ReiO.2 Pg ui . 
Reg is the gas Reynolds number and pg is the density of the gas. 
The resulting non-dimensional momentum balance equations 
describing the liquid film flow are 
and 
dFyz Idt:z_ 
oy+ + a+ ax - 0 , 
[4.10] 
[4.11] 
iWyx 1 Otix 1 sin i - 1 cos i .dlL = 0, [4.12] 
oy+ + a+ ax - a+Fr". a+2Fr". di 
where [4.13] 
h + = ..h. (.!L)O.5 
VL PL 
and [4.14] 
where VL is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid. 
4.2.2.2 Simplification of the momentum equations 
In this section further simplifications to the momentum equations will 
be made. The simplifications are based on the findings from Laurinat's 
evaluation of the relative impact of the terms in the momentum balance on 
the film thickness distribution. For the conditions considered these findings 
include: 
(1) Atomization and deposition results in some film redistribution but the 
effects are relatively small. 
(2) Interfacial circumferential shear due to secondary flows in the gas is 
significant only near the top of the tube. 
(3) The static pressure gradient due to the circumferential film thickness 
gradient is small relative to the normal stress term. 
(4) The dispersion term, lIa+ (OtizfiJX), appears to be small relative to the 
axial shear. 
The first simplification to the equations uses the result that the 
interfacial shear and atomization and deposition ~ave only a small effect on 
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the time averaged film distribution. When this is true, the local 
circumferential velocity, u, is zero (the time averaged upflow and downflow 
are the same). The radial stress gradient, ~ !dy+, can then be eliminated 
from [4.12] and thec;:ircumferential momentum balance becomes 
~ __ 1-sini- 1 cosi gn:= O. 
ax Fr". a+Fr". dX 
[4.15] 
The second simplification uses the finding that the static pressure 
gradient is small relative to the normal stress. This term is only of 
significance in the limit of fully stratified flows. Equation [4.15] then 
becomes 
[4.16] 
In this form, the circumferential component of the film's weight is balanced 
only by the circumferential normal stress gradient. 
The final simplification to the momentum equations uses the result 
that the dispersion term, 1/a+ (atiz Idi), is small. The axial momentum 
balance [4.11] then becomes 
i)t+ 
yz -0 dy+ - . [4.17] 
This implies that the axial shear is constant in the radial direction. We will 
refer to this radially constant axial shear as the interfacial axial shear, tt, 
where t;z = t;z I h = -ct. 
4.2.2.3 tix model 
As is stated in the circumferential symmetry section, the film thickness 
distribution takes on three different characteristic shapes depending on the 
relative gas and liquid mass flow rates. These have been referred to in this 
paper as the stratified-annular, asymmetric annular, and symmetric annular 
regions of the horizontal annular flow regime. The characteristic shapes can 
be seen in figures 4.1 and 4.2. Stratified-annular flow shows a rapid decay in 
thickness from the bottom of the tube. Symmetric annular flow shows a very 
gradual decrease in film thickness from the bottom to the top of the tube. 
Asymmetric annular flow falls between these two extremes. 
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A model for rxx was developed that captures the behavior from these 
three regions. The normal Reynolds stress is considered to be a strong 
function of film thickness. For films of non-dimensional thickness less than 
12, the Reynolds str~ss is assumed to increase linearly with film thickness, 
rxx = - C h +. For thicker films the Reynolds stress is assumed to increase less 
rapidly with film thickness, rxx = -CIn(h+). In order to avoid the use of two 
separate functions, a single exponential function that captures both the 
linear and logarithmic behavior will be used, 
rxx = - Co + Cl exp (- h+ ) 12 . 
4.2.2.4 Circumferential film thickness solution 
Using [4.18] for rxx, [4.16] becomes 
-~ exp(-h:)~--Lsini=O. 
12 12 dX Fr1:. 
[4.18] 
[4.19] 
This differential equation can be solved analytically for h+. The solution, 
which depends on the non-dimensional film thickness at the bottom of the 
tube, h: = (ho/vLl(ts!PL) 0.5, is 
.1L _ 1n [ a - Ii ( cos i-I)] 
h:- Ina ' [4.20] 
where 
[4.21] 
Ii - 1 
- C1 Fr'ta ' 
[4.22] 
and 
[4.23] 
The value of the parameter Cl depends on the gas and liquid mass flow rates. 
Note that at large Fr'ta, h+ approaches ~ and the film approaches a 
symmetric condition. 
Less complicated analytical solutions to [4.16] can be developed if the 
linear and the natural log models, rxx = -Ch+ and rxx = -CIn(h+), are used. 
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The disadvantage of this approach is that due to circumferential film 
thickness variation, each solution applies only over a range of angles. 
Equation [4.20], which uses the exponential model for'tix, [4.18], is a more 
complicated solution, but it applies at any angle. 
The average film thickness can be found by integration of [4.20] from 0 
to 7t. This results in a theoretical expression for the symmetry parameter, 
[4.24] 
Note that at large Fr'tl, h!vg also approaches h!. 
When the total liquid and gas mass flow rates are known, the 
symmetry correlation [4.2] developed in section 4.2.1 can be used to estimate 
the value ofh!vg/h!. With h!vg/h! known, Cl becomes a function only of h:. 
To complete the film thickness distribution prediction, the film 
thickness at the bottom of the tube, h:, must be determined. Prediction of h: 
requires an interfacial axial shear relation, a relation for the average axial 
velocity of the liquid film, mass conservation, and an entrainment model 
which predicts the fraction of the total liquid mass flowing as droplets 
suspended in the gas core. Relations for the interfacial axial shear and the 
average axial velocity of the liquid film are developed in the following 
sections. An entrainment model is not developed in this paper. For 
comparison of model predictions to experimental data we assume the 
entrainment to be known. 
4.2.2.5 'tyz model 
The term 'tyz is the local shear in the axial direction. From momentum 
balance considerations it is thought to be constant from the liquid-gas 
interface to the wall. As stated earlier, we will refer to this radially constant 
axial shear as the interfacial axial shear, 'ti+, where t;z = t;z I h = < 
The interfacial axial shear has been determined experimentally via 
pressure drop and liquid film mass flow measurements by Asali and 
Hanratty (1985) for vertical air-water flows in the ripple regime (ReLF < 300). 
The correlation found in this study shows interfacial axial shear to be a 
strong function of film thickness, 
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where 
and 
.!i. - 1 = 0.45 RegO.2 (cp hi - 4) , 
'ts 
. JlL (pg }O.5 
cp=- - , 
Jlg PL 
ht_hui 1 - , VL 
* _ /ti ~='Vtr:. 
[4.25] 
[4.26] 
[4.27] 
[4.28] 
Asali's interfacial shear correlation is based on vertical annular flow data. In 
this paper we assume the correlation to be applicable in predicting the local 
axial shear from the local film thickness in horizontal flows as well. 
Asali's interfacial shear correlation is developed from data in which the 
product cphi is less than 100. In this region 'ti/'ts -1 shows the linear increase 
with non-dimensional film thickness seen in equation [4.25]. For films with 
cp hi greater than 100 the rate of increase of'ti l'ts - 1 with film thickness is less 
rapid. An equation that captures this behavior over the entire film thickness 
range is 
'ti ( ( cphi II 
- - 1 = 10 1 - exp - - . 
'ts 250 
[4.29] 
4.2.2.6 Axial velocity 
The liquid film average velocity can be estimated from the 
experimental correlations of Asali and Hanratty (1985) and Henstock and 
Hanratty (1976). Asali correlated film thickness with liquid film Reynolds 
number in the ripple regime, 
hi=0.34Re~ [4.30] 
where 
[4.31] 
and mLF is the liquid film mass flow rate. Henstock correlated film thickness 
with ReLF in the disturbance wave regime, 
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hi = 0.0379 Rell . [4.32] 
When the film thickness is small relative to the tube diameter, ReLF can be 
written 
ReLF = 4 h wavg 
VL 
[4.33] 
Using [4.33] in [4.30] and solving for Wavg, a relation for the average liquid 
velocity in the ripple regime is found, 
wavg _ 1 5 ht 0.666 
* -. 1 • [4.34] 
~ 
Using [4.33] in [4.32] and solving for Wavg, a relation for the average liquid 
velocity in the disturbance wave regime is found, 
Wavg _ 9 5 htO.1ll 
• -. 1 • [4.35] 
~ 
These relations can be combined into a single relation covering both regimes. 
Wa: g =[ (1.5 hi 0.666)-2 + (9.5 hrO.1ll )-2] -0.5 
~ 
[4.36] 
Equation [4.36] has the limiting behaviors of [4.34] and [4.35]. At large h+ 
the right hand side dominates, and at small h+ the left hand side dominates. 
In the transition region between the two regimes both terms contribute to the 
predicted average velocity value. 
4.2.2.7 Mass conservation 
The fraction of the total liquid mass flow rate flowing as a film on the 
wall will be found by assuming the entrainment is known. The entrainment, 
E, is the ratio of the liquid mass flow rate suspended in the gas core, rilLE , to 
the total liquid mass flow rate. 
When the entrainment is known the liquid film mass flow rate can be 
calculated from 
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[4.37] 
[4.38] 
The local film thickness and local average axial velocity are related to the 
mass flow rate in ~e liquid film by the integral 
mLF=2aPL f hwavgdi:. 
4.2.2.8 Film thickness prediction 
The set of simultaneous equations needed to solve for the film 
thickness distribution are summarized below. 
Film thickness distribution 
.lL _ m [ a - f3 ( cos x-I)] 
h:- Ina 
where 
and 
Theoretical prediction of the symmetry parameter 
+ m[ a + f3 +..j a2 + 2 a f3] h:vg _ 2 
h: - Ina 
[4.39] 
[4.20] 
[4.21] 
[4.22] 
[4.14] 
[4.10] 
[4.23] 
[4.24] 
Symmetry correlation curve fit (Equation [4.2] non-dimensionalized - valid 
only for (Dig / rilL) 0.5 Fr > 20) 
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11; [( (rilg / mL)O.& Fr - 20 )] ;; = 0.2 + 0.7 1- exp - 75 
where 
Interfacial axial shear correlation 
where 
and 
'tj ( ( CPht)) 
- - 1 = 10 1 - exp --
'ts 250 
cP = J.lL (pg)0.5 
J.lg PL 
ht_huj' 
1 - VL 
Average liquid axial velocity 
wa: g = [ (1.5 ht 0.666) -2 + (9.5 ht 0.111) -2] - 0.5 
~ 
Liquid film mass flow rate 
mLF = 2 a PL f.' h Wavgdi 
and 
[4.2] 
[4.3] 
[4.29] 
[4.26] 
[4.27] 
[4.28] 
[4.36] 
[4.39] 
[4.37] 
[4.38] 
These equations can be solved at a given liquid and gas mass flow rate 
for a known experimental value of the entrainment. This was done for the 
film thickness distributions shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2 using the 
experimental entrainment values given in Laurinat (1982) at d = 5.08 em. 
The predicted and experimental distributions are shown in figure 4.7a and 
4.7b. The magnitude of Cl for each curve is shown on the graphs. 
Figure 4.8 shows model predictions compared to film thickness 
measurements taken by Dallman (1978) at d = 2.:tem. Note the larger difference 
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between the experimental value ofhavg / 110 and the havg / 110 value predicted 
from the symmetry correlation for the thicker of the two film distributions. 
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Figure 4.7 a Model predictions compared to experimental data. Experimental 
air-water data from Laurinat (1982) in a 5.08 cm diameter horizontal tube at 
an I1d of 300. Flow conditions shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
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Figure 4.7b Model predictions compared to experimental data. Experimental 
air-water data from Laurinat (1982) in a 5.08 cm diameter horizontal tube at 
an IJd of 300. Flow conditions shown in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.8 Model predictions compared to experimental data. Air-water 
data from Dallman (1978) in a 2.3 cm diameter horizontal tube at an IJd of 
600. 
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4.3 Discussion 
The symmetry correlation builds on the work of Williams et al. (1996). 
It provides a method of predicting both qualitative and quantitative 
information about the flow regime. 
Qualitatively, the symmetry correlation suggests a method for 
identifying flow regions based on the liquid and gas mass flow rates. The 
correlation shows a sharp rise in havg / 110 at the onset of asymmetric annular 
flow. This defines the boundary between the stratified-annular and 
asymmetric annular flow regions. A transition is seen where the flow 
becomes nearly symmetric. This defines the boundary between the 
asymmetric and symmetric annular regions. 
Quantitatively, the symmetry correlation provides a prediction of the 
degree of circumferential symmetry. This is of value in film thickness 
modeling. It may also have value in the design of condensers and 
evaporators. Condensation conditions favor asymmetric films. Evaporators 
should operate in the symmetric film region as much as is practical. 
Operation in these regions can be more readily accomplished when the 
dependence of symmetry on gas and liquid mass flow rates is known. 
The film thickness model is based on the work of Laurinat et al. (1985). 
Using the results of this study, a simplified model was developed. The value 
of this model is its simplicity, its range of applicability, and its method of 
determining the constant in the normal stress model. The model can be used 
to estimate the film thickness with reasonable accuracy over a wide range of 
annular flow conditions. 
The predicted film thickness values do not show perfect agreement 
with the experimental data. This is to be expected due to the many 
simplifications of the model. The largest error occurs when the film is most 
asymmetrical in the stratified-annular flow region. The smallest error is 
found in the symmetric annular region. 
The full model does not apply to films in which only part of the tube 
wall is wetted. At these conditions, the film thickness solution, [4.20], would 
likely predict negative values over a range of angles. The negative values 
would invalidate the theoretical estimate of the symmetry from equation 
[4.24] as well. 
The sensitivity of the model to the symmetry correlation is seen in 
figure 4.8. The deviation of the model from the measured values is largely 
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due to the model's poor estimate of the symmetry parameter for this 
condition. This is a weakness of the symmetry correlation in the rising 
asymmetric flow region where diameter may playa role in the onset of the 
steep rise. 
Conditions may exist (due to tube diameter and/or mass flow rate) in 
which redistribution of the liquid film due to atomization and deposition 
and/or circumferential interfacial shear playa significant role in determining 
the average film thickness distribution. These conditions are not considered 
by the simplified model. 
The model's circumferential normal stress is assumed to be a function 
of the local film thickness (equation [4.18]). The correlation for the axial 
interfacial shear is a function of the local film. thickness as well (equation 
[4.25]). If stresses are caused primarily by the waves on the liquid surface, 
the film thickness dependence of the stress may be due to the film thickness 
dependence of the waves. Wave height has been observed to be proportional 
to film thickness. Hurlburt and Newell (1996) took instantaneous film 
thickness measurements in a 2.5 em diameter tube and found the standard 
deviation of the film thickness to be proportional to and of similar order to the 
average film. thickness. 
The magnitude of the fluctuating velocities needed to balance the 
circumferential component of the weight of the liquid film can be calculated 
from the values of Cl. For the conditions considered in this paper the 
fluctuating velocities are at times as large as the liquid film's axial velocity. 
Experimental verification of the magnitude of the fluctuating velocities and 
thus the magnitude of the circumferential normal Reynolds stress gradient 
would help determine if the simplifications made to the momentum balance 
are in fact correct. 
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Chapter 5 
Modeling of the Evaporation and Condensation of Zeotropic 
Refrigerant Mixtures in Horizontal Annular Flow 
5.1 Introduction 
Evaporation and condensation of zeotropic refrigerant mixtures in 
horizontal tubes results in the development of composition gradients in the 
axial and circumferential directions in the liquid film and in the axial and 
radial directions in the vapor core. These gradients determine the local 
temperatures in the liquid film and thus control the temperature difference 
driving heat transfer. They also add complexity to experimental 
measurement of the heat transfer coefficient. 
This paper outlines a method of modeling evaporation and 
condensation of refrigerant mixtures in horizontal annular flow. The model 
tracks the movement of mass and energy in the circumferential and axial 
directions. It is developed for binary mixtures, but could be extended to 
mixtures with a larger number of components. The model is a useful tool for 
the prediction of mixture behavior in an evaporator and a condenser. It 
provides a means of quantifying and understanding the mechanisms 
controlling the heat and mass transfer processes in these systems. The 
theoretical understanding is of value in the effort to implement high glide 
zeotropic refrigerant mixtures (mixtures where the components have large 
differences in boiling points) in air-conditioning and refrigeration systems, 
and realize their higher energy efficiency potential. 
A key factor influencing heat and mass transfer processes is the spatial 
distribution of liquid in the tube. The circumferential film thickness model 
developed by Hurlburt and Newell (1997a) is used to predict this distribution. 
Key model assumptions include: 
- Mass flux and quality are high enough to cause the flow to be in the 
annular flow regime. 
- All the liquid phase travels in a film on the wall, (the model does not 
directly track droplets in the vapor core). 
- Vapor bubble effects in the liquid film are neglected. 
- The effect of phase change on momentum transfer between the phases is 
ignored. 
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- Resistance to heat transfer is entirely in the liquid film. 
- Nucleate boiling effects are neglected. 
- The interface between the liquid and vapor is at equilibrium. 
- The film thicknes~ is small relative to the tube radius, h «r. This allows 
for analysis of the liquid film in Cartesian coordinates. In the Cartesian 
coordinate system used in this paper, x is the circumferential direction (X = xlr 
with x = 0 at the bottom of the tube), y is the radial direction (y=O at the tube 
wall), and Z is the axial direction. 
The model is valid for evaporation and condensation in the annular 
flow regime. For the refrigerant mixture considered in this paper this regime 
is assumed to occur over the quality range of 0.2 to 0.9 for mass fluxes 
between 300 and 700 kglm2-s (Wattelet, 1994) (Quality is defined as the 
vapor mass flow rate divided by the total mass flow rate). 
Predictions of the model include: 
- Local liquid composition, x1(x,z). 
- Average vapor composition, yl(z). 
- Local liquid interface and vapor interface compositions, x1i(X,Z) and y1i(X,Z). 
- Local liquid temperature and local liquid-vapor interface temperature, 
T(x,z) and Ti(X,Z). 
- Local tube wall temperature, T w(X,z). 
- Local film thickness, h(x,z). 
- Local heat transfer coefficient, HTC(X,z). 
- Local axial interfacial shear stress, ti{X,Z) 
- Axial pressure, P(z) 
- Local average liquid axial velocity, WAvg(X,Z) 
A diagram showing the important liquid and vapor gradients 
considered in the model is shown in figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Temperature, concentration, and velocity profiles. 
The model is used to address several questions: What mechanisms 
cause the development of circumferential composition and temperature 
gradients? Are there fluid properties that play an important role in the 
development of gradients? How do mixture heat transfer processes differ 
from the heat transfer processes in pure refrigerants? What can be done to 
increase heat transfer rates in mixtures? 
5.2 Theory 
5.2.1 Circumferential film thickness distribution 
The local composition, local temperature, and local heat transfer 
coefficient in the horizontal annular flow of a refrigerant mixture is strongly 
dependent on the spatial distribution of the liquid phase. The asymmetrical 
distribution of mass in the tube affects local liquid axial shear stress, local 
axial liquid velocity, and local vapor diffusion rates. As phase change occurs 
the asymmetry influences the development of the circumferential composition 
and temperature gradients. 
The film thickness distribution is predicted using the circumferential 
film thickness model described in Hurlburt and Newell (1997a). The model 
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predicts the local liquid film thickness using a symmetry correlation and a 
liquid phase momentum balance in the circumferential direction. The 
symmetry correlation relates the average film thickness divided by the film 
thickness at the bottom of the tube, havg / 110, to a parameter based on the 
liquid and vapor mass flow rates and the Froude number, (Dig / rilL) 0.5 Fr. 
The momentum balance is a balance between the weight of the film and the 
circumferential gradients in the normal Reynolds stress due to 
circumferentially varying liquid film velocity fluctuations. Experimental 
correlations are used for the interfacial axial shear stress, ti, and for the 
average liquid axial velocity, wavg• 
In applying the film thickness model to evaporation and condensation 
it is assumed that as evaporation and condensation occur the flow field 
maintains the "fully developed" film thickness distribution described by the 
symmetry correlation. This requires a redistribution of the liquid film flow 
resulting in a circumferential upflow in evaporation and a circumferential 
downflow in condensation. 
The symmetry correlation was developed using data from horizontal 
air-water flows. It is assumed in this paper that the symmetry correlation is 
general enough to apply to refrigerants. Experimental verification of this 
assumption is needed to validate the model. 
The equations used to predict the distribution are summarized below. 
They are valid for tube diameters between 5 mm and 10 em. A detailed 
description of the film thickness model can be found in Hurlburt and Newell 
(1997a). 
Non-dimensional film thickness divided by the non-dimensional film 
thickness at the bottom of the tube, h+ / h!, 
where 
h+ In[ a - f} (cos x-I)] 
h!= Ina 
a=exp(-~) 
f} = 1 
C1 Fr'tl 
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[5.1] 
[5.2] 
[5.3] 
h + = ..h. (.!L)0.5 ~ 
VL PL· 
Smooth tube shear 
Theoretical prediction of the symmetry parameter 
h!.r _ In[ a + ~ +.J;2 + 2 a ~ 1 
h! - Ina 
Symmetry correlation curve fit (valid for (Dig I rilL) 0.5 Fr > 20). 
~ = 0.25 + 0.6+ _ exp( _ (dig I ril~: .. Fr - 20 ) 1 
where 
Fr = ug /{gd)o.5 
[5.4] 
[5.5] 
[5.6] 
[5.7] 
[5.8] 
[5.9] 
Here Ug is vapor velocity, r is the tube radius, and d is the tube diameter. 
Equation [5.8] is a modification to the correlation found in Hurlburt and 
Newell (1997a). The values 0.25 and 0.65 are used in place of 0.2 and 0.7. 
This is done to improve the correlation predictions for the diameter 
considered in this paper as discussed in Hurlburt and Newell (1997a). When 
(Dig I rilL) 0.5 Fr is less than 20 the flow is approaching a stratified flow 
condition. When (Dig I rilL) 0.5 Fr is greater than 20 the flow is in a developing 
annular or fully annular condition. 
Interfacial axial shear correlation. 
'tj 1 10 Re-1 ( 1 ( cI» ht )) 
'ts - = g - exp - 250 [5.10] 
where 
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cp = ilL (pg )0.5 
Ilg PL 
h+ h uj .' (to )0.5 i = , -Uj = ...!L 
VL PL 
[5.11] 
[5.12] 
A Reynolds number correction to the axial shear correlation shown in 
Hurlburt and Newell (1997a) was made to account for the lower axial shear 
dependence on film thickness observed for refrigerants (Hurlburt and Newell, 
1997b). 
Average liquid axial velocity correlation 
wa: g = [ (1.5 ht 0.666) -2 + (9.5 ht 0.111) -2] - 0.5 
Uj 
Liquid film mass flow rate 
[5.13] 
[5.14] 
The above equations allow prediction of the circumferential film 
thickness distribution at a given tube diameter and given liquid and vapor 
mass flow rates. 
5.2.2 Mass balance assumptions 
For the mass and energy balances the tube was divided into 16 
segments of height h and length di = 2x / 16. By assuming left to right 
symmetry this results in tracking of the flow of mass and energy into and out 
of nine elements. A picture of these segments for a tube cross section is 
shown in figure 5.2. 
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Bottom 
Figure 0.2 Liquid film segments 
In tracking the movement of mixture components during evaporation 
and condensation several assumptions were made: 
- Redistribution of the liquid film occurs simultaneously with evaporation 
and condensation to maintain the "fully developed" profile predicted by the 
symmetry correlation. 
- The liquid-vapor interface remains at equilibrium. 
- Mass diffusion in the vapor between the core and the interface can be 
predicted by the Chilton-Colburn analogy. 
- The liquid is well mixed radially. This assumption is based on findings in 
studies by Shock (1976) and Yoshida et al. (1991). The radially well mixed 
liquid phase allows the liquid interface mass fraction, xmli, to be related to 
the liquid mass fraction, xml. 
l o(i ) _ xml(i,z) + xml(x,z-dz) 
xm. lX,Z - 2 [5.15] 
- The radially well mixed assumption also allows the interface temperature, 
Ti, to be related to the liquid temperature, T. 
Toe ) _ T(x,z) + T(x,z-dz) 
lX,Z- 2 [5.16] 
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5.2.3 Redistribution 
As phase change occurs, the liquid and vapor mass flow rates change. 
This causes the circumferential film thickness distribution to adjust to a new 
symmetry condition.. In evaporation the redistributing flow is upward to 
maintain a thin film in the upper regions of the tube as mass is lost by 
evaporation. In condensation the redistributing flow is downward due to the 
inability of the flow to support an arbitrary thick film on the top and sides of 
the tube. The redistribution is assumed to result in the circumferential 
transfer of mass at the local mass fraction to adjacent liquid film segments . 
. 1 xm1(x,z) + xm1(x,z-dz) . 
m Redis,out = 2 mRedis,out [5.17] 
-:..0 1- xm1(x,z) + 1- xm1(x,z-dz) . 
llUIRedis,out = 2 mRedis,out [5.18] 
. 1 xm1(x-di,z) + xm1(x-di,z-dz) . 
m Redis,in = 2 mRedis,in [5.19] 
-:..0 1 - xm1{x-di,z) + 1 - xm1{x-di,z-dz) . 
llUIRedis,in = 2 mRedis,in [5.20] 
The magnitude of mRedis depends on evaporation and condensation rates and 
is calculated from the simultaneous solution of the mass balance, energy 
balance, and film thickness distribution. Equations [5.19] and [5.20] are for 
evaporation with inflow from circumferential element x-dX. In condensation 
the redistribution flow is downward and equations [5.19] and [5.20] are 
changed so that mass enters from element x+dX. 
5.2.4 Interface mass transfer 
The interface between the liquid and the vapor is assumed to remain 
at equilibrium as phase change occurs at the surface. Raoult's Law was used 
along with the Poynting correction (Gyftopoulos and Beretta, 1991) to relate 
the liquid and vapor interface mole fractions to the interface temperature and 
pressure. The exponent in the Poynting correction was multiplied by a 
constant, Coo", so that predictions were in agreement with the equilibrium 
mole fractions given by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
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Thermodynamic Properties of Refrigerants and Refrigerant Mixtures 
program (Refprop, Version 4.01). 
p(z}+ p(z-dz}. _ .. - .( . - ) --l...-'-----=-_~ y11{X,z} - Poyn11 x11(x,z} P1sat,l T1(x,z} 2 . 
Poyn1i = exp (Ceorr P1sat,i - P ) 
PLI ~~ (Ti + 273.15) 
Poyn2i = exp ~ sa ,1 (C P - P2 t' ) 
PL2 ~! (Ti + 273.15) 
[5.21] 
[5.22] 
[5.23] 
[5.24] 
Here P sat,i is the interface saturation pressure, y1i is the vapor interface mole 
fraction, and Xli is the liquid interface mole fraction. For the R221R114 
mixture considered in this paper, Ceorr was 13 at P = 300 kPa, 10 at P = 400 
kPa, and 8 at P = 600 kPa. Values of the modified Poynting correction terms 
varied between 1.0 and 1.3 in the model runs discussed below. 
The phase diagram predicted by [5.21]-[5.24] for an R221R114 mixture 
is shown in figure 5.3. Also shown in figure 5.3 are the equilibrium mole 
fractions and temperatures predicted by Refprop. 
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The relative amount of each mixture component that changes phase 
depends on the local liquid and vapor compositions and on the diffusional 
flow rates of the ~ure components (Shock 1976). A mass balance at the 
interface on the vapor side is used to track the amount of each component 
leaving or entering the liquid as phase change occurs. 
ril2Evap = rilEvap - rillEvap 
where 
Jl = Ai kmg (ymli(X,Z) _ yml(z) + :m1(Z-dz») 
and 
[5.25] 
[5.26] 
[5.27] 
[5.28] 
Here Jl is the diffusional flow rate of component 1 in the vapor, ymli is the 
vapor interface mass fraction, yml is the vapor core mass fraction, N eire is the 
number of circumferential segments and Ai is the interfacial area. Ai is 
multiplied by the constant CArIner to indirectly account for the increase in 
mass transfer surface area from entrained droplets and from waves on the 
liquid surface. The total rate at which mass is changing phase, rilEvap, 
depends on the heat flux at the wall as described in the Energy Balance 
section. (In evaporation rilEvap is positive and in condensation rilEvap is 
negative.) 
The mass transfer coefficient, kmg, is predicted using the Chilton-
Colburn analogy. 
ti{X,Z) + ti(X,z-dz) 
kmg= 2 
(Ug(z) + ;Jz-dz») SC~.67 
x MWIMW2 
(yml(Z) + yml(z-dz») MW (1 _ yml(z) + yml(z-dz») MW 2 2+ 2 1 
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[5.29] 
Here MW 1 and MW 2 are the molecular weights for components 1 and 2 and 
SCg is the turbulent vapor Schmidt number. Scg is assumed to be equal to 1 
in this paper. 
Determinatiop of the fraction of each component locally leaving or 
entering the liquid is a key factor in predicting the evolution of the liquid's 
circumferential and axial composition and temperature gradients. When the 
composition of the mass leaving or entering the liquid differs from the liquid's 
local composition, the liquid composition will change. The magnitude of the 
change depends on the local mass flow rate. In an asymmetrical film flow 
mass flow rates are lowest along the top of the tube and so the liquid 
composition changes more rapidly at the top than at the bottom. 
5.2.5 Mass balance 
The component mass balances in a circumferential liquid film segment 
are given by, 
rll1(X,z) + rll1Redis,in = rll1(x,z-dz) + rll1Evap + rll1Redis,out [5.30] 
rll2(X,z) + ril2Redis,in = rll2(x,z-dz) + ril2Evap + ril2Redis,out [5.31] 
5.2.6 Energy Balance 
The energy balance in the liquid film is predominantly a balance 
between the heat flux at the wall, qw", and the phase change at the liquid-
vapor interface. A small amount of energy goes into the sensible heating of 
the liquid and vapor. The redistributing flow results in enthalpy flow in the 
circumferential direction. (Convection between the liquid and the vapor core 
is assumed to be small and is not included in the liquid energy balance. 
Conduction in the axial and circumferential directions in the liquid and in the 
tube wall is also assumed to be negligible.) 
The energy balance for a circumferential liquid film segment is given 
by 
[5.32] 
[5.33] 
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Hin = Ihl(X,z) hn(T(x,z» + Ih2(x,z) hdT(X,z)) [5.34] 
Hout = Ihl(x,z~) hn(T(x,z-dz» + Ih2(x,z-dz) hdT(x,z-dz» [5.35] 
H _. 1 hgl(T(X,z» + hgl(T(x,z-dz» Evap - m Evap 2 
~Cl ~T(x,z)} + ~T(x,z-dz» 
+ llUIEvap 2 
[5.36] 
H . 1 hn(T(x-di,z» + hn(T(x-di,z-dz» Redis,in = m Redis,in 2 
~Cl ht2(T(x-tiX,z» + hdT(x-di,z-dz» 
+ llUIRedis,in 2 
[5.37] 
H . 1 hn(T(x,z» + hn(T(x,z-dz» Redis,out = m Redis,out 2 
~Cl htiT(x,z» + hm(T(x,z-dz» 
+ llUIRedis,out 2 
[5.38] 
Here H is an enthalpy rate, hfis the liquid specific enthalpy, hg is the vapor 
specific enthalpy, and T is the liquid film temperature. 
The local vapor temperature is assumed to be equal to the 
circumferential average liquid temperature. 
Tg(z) = L T{x,z) 
Ncirc 
5.2.7 Circumferential Mixing Model 
[5.39] 
In the two-phase flow model the liquid film flows primarily in the axial 
direction. A smaller redistribution flow in the circumferential direction 
occurs due to the changing film distribution symmetry with phase change. In 
an actual annular two-phase flow additional circumferential flows occur due 
to waves on the liquid surface and atomization and deposition of droplets. 
The effect of these circumferential mixing flows is the reduction of 
circumferential composition and temperature gradients. 
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In order to bring the model predictions closer to the experimentally 
measured values a circumferential mixing model was added. The mixing 
model is similar to the mass redistribution model in that it is assumed that 
the movement of m~ss occurs within the liquid film itself so that liquid film 
segments only communicate with adjacent liquid film segments. Other 
assumptions include: 
- The net up and down liquid mjxing flow is zero. 
- The local mixing velocity, UMix, is proportional to the local average liquid 
axial velocity. 
The mass transfer equations that describe this are given by, 
[5.40] 
mMix(X,z) = PL h(x,z) dz uMixCx,z) [5.41] 
. 1 xm1(x,z) + xm1(x,z-dz). (i) 
m Mix,out,top = mMix x,z 2 
[5.42] 
ril2 1 - xm1(x,z) + 1 - xm1(x,z-dz). (-) Mix,out,top = 2 mMix x,z [5.43] 
. 1 xm1(x+di,z) + xm1(x+dX,z-dz). (i) 
m Mix,in,top = 2 mMix x,z [5.44] 
..:..0 1 - xm1(x+di,z) + 1 - xm1(x+di,z-dz). (-) 
.Ilu.Mix,in,top = 2 mMix x,z [5.45] 
[5.46] 
mMix(x-di,Z) = PL h(x-dX,z) dz uMixCx-di,z) [5.47] 
. 1 xm1(x,z) + xm1(x,z-dz). (-_..t;:) 
m Mix,out,bottom = mMix x~z 2 
[5.48] 
ril2Mix,out,bottom = 1- xm1(i,z) + ; - xm1(x,z-dz) mMix(x-dX,Z) [5.49] 
. 1 xm1(x-dX,z) + xm1(x-dX,z-dz). (-..t;:) 
m Mix,in,bottom = 2 mMix X-UAtZ [5.50] 
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"':"0 • • _ 1 - xm1(i-di,z) + 1 - xm1(i-di,z-dz), . (-,t;;) [5 51] 11u.MlX,m,bottom - 2 mMlX X-YA,Z • 
The subscripts top and bottom refer to the top and bottom of an individual 
liquid film segment. The constant Cmix determines the magnitude of the 
mixing velocity. 
The overall mass balance with mixing for a circumferential liquid film 
segment is given by 
ril1(i,z) + ril1Redis,in + ril1Mix,out,top + ril1Mix out bottom = Ih1(i,z-dz) 
, , [5.52] 
+ ril1Evap + ril1Redis,out + ril1Mix,in,top + ril1Mix,in,bottom 
ril2(i,z) + rll2Redis in + ril2Mix,out top + ril2Mix out bottom = ril2(i,z-dz) 
, , , , [5.53] 
+ ril2Evap + ril2Redis,out + ril2Mix,in,top + ril2Mix,in,bottom 
Figure 5.4 depicts the mass flows into and out of a liquid segment. 
Figure 5.4 
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The mixing enthalpy flows for a circumferential liquid film segment 
are given by, 
HMix,in = rillMix,in,top hn(T(i+di,z» + ;n(T(i+di,z-dz» 
. 1 hn(T(i-di,z» + hn(T(i-di,z-dz» 
+ m Mix,in,bottom 2 
. 2 hdT(i+di,z» + hdT(i+di,z-dz» 
+ m Mix,in,top 2 
[5.55] 
ril2 hr1T(i-di,z» + hdT(i-di,z-dz» 
+ Mix,in,bottom 2 
The overall energy balance with mixing for a circumferential liquid 
segment is given by 
Hin + qw + HRedis,in + HMix,in = Hout + HEvap + HRedis,out + HMix,out [5.56] 
5.2.8 Heat Transfer Coefficient 
The heat transfer coefficient is found using the resistance network 
developed in Hurlburt and Newell (1997b). In this model the liquid film is 
assumed to be turbulent. The turbulent film is analyzed in three layers 
which correspond to the three regions in the Law of the Wall velocity profile. 
Some assumptions used in developing the resistance network include: 
- Constant axial shear stress in the liquid, t = ti = two 
- The Law of the Wall can be used to describe the liquid film velocity profile 
and to find the momentum diifusivity, em, in each of the three liquid layers 
(the viscous sublayer, the buffer region, and the log layer). 
- The turbulent momentum diifusivity can be used as an estimate of the 
turbulent thermal diifusivity, Prt = £m / £t = 1. 
The heat transfer resistance, R (defined as R = (Tw - Ti) / qw"), in each 
of the three liquid layers is given by the following ~xpressions: 
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where 
RViscous Sublayer = 5 PI'L 
PLCpL ~ 
., 
RBuffer Region = 
RLog Region = 
5 In (1 + 5 PIl) 
PLCpL ~ 
l.ln(~+) 
K 30 
PLCpL~ 
h + h ui * (t. )0.5 i= ,~=..:1.. 
VI. PL 
[5.57] 
5<y+<30 [5.58] 
[5.59] 
The liquid film resistance network can be used to predict the heat 
transfer coefficient, HTC = 1 / Rtotal . 
HTC = PL CpL ui 
5 Prr. + 5In(1 + 5 PI'L) + ! In{~~) [5.60] 
where 
* ('ti )0.5 11j = -
PL 
The heat transfer coefficient outlined above assumes the non-
dimensional film thickness is greater than 30 (hi+ > 30). A new heat transfer 
coefficient must be derived for the regions in which hi+ < 30. The approach 
taken is to use the Law of the Wall profile up to the limit of the film 
thickness. The heat transfer coefficient for these thinner film regions is given 
by 
and 
where 
HTC = PL CpL ~ for 5 < hi+ < 30 
5 PI'L + 5In(1 + ~+ PI"L - Pl'L) 
HTC = PL CpL ui 
~+PI"L 
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forht < 5 
[5.61] 
[5.62] 
* ('ti )0.5 11i =-PL 
Wall temper~tures can be calculated from the resistance network. 
[5.63] 
Bulk temperatures are approximated by the mass flow rate weighted 
liquid film temperature. 
1b = 1: [rild~,z) T(x,z)] [5.64] 
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5.2.9 Experimental HTC definition 
The local interface temperature, Ti, is very difficult to measure 
experimentally. Because of this the measured heat transfer coefficient is 
often defined in terms of the wall temperature, T w, and a bulk fluid 
temperature, Tb, 
[5.65] 
In this definition the heat transfer coefficient is not fully a local value since 
the bulk temperature is the average fluid temperature. 
Instead of measuring the bulk fluid temperature the pressure is often 
used to calculate the bulk temperature from an equation of state for the 
mixture. This calculation assumes the vapor and liquid are well mixed 
radially and pass through equilibrium states. Using this equilibrium bulk 
temperature, Tb,EquiI, an equilibrium heat transfer coefficient can be defined. 
" HTCEquil = qw 
T w - 1b,Equil 
[5.66] 
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5.2.10 Mixture Properties 
Fluid properties were allowed to vary with local temperature, pressure, 
and composition. Component property values were determined using the 
fluid property data~se in the Engineering Equation Solver (EES) developed 
by F-Chart Software. Mixture density, viscosity, conductivity, and specific 
heats were calculated from mass and mole weighted averages. 
PL = xm1 PL1(T,P) + (1 - xm1) pIdT,P) [5.67] 
[5.68] 
JlL = xl JlLl(T,P) + (1 - xl) JlidT,P) [5.69] 
[5.70] 
kL = xm1 kL1(T,P) + (1 - xm1) kidT,P) [5.71] 
CpL = xm1 CpLl(T,P) + (1 - xm1) CpLiT,P) [5.72] 
5.8 Model Predictions 
The model equations must be solved simultaneously. Calculations 
were done using the Engineering Equation Solver (EES). The solution is 
found by marching down the tube and solving the simultaneous equations at 
each cross section using the previous step in the current step. The 
compositions and temperatures at z = 0 are calculated at the specified inlet 
quality, total pressure, total composition, and total mass flow rate by 
assuming equilibrium states for both the liquid and vapor phases. 
Compositions and temperatures at z = 0 were assumed to be uniform 
circumferentially. The film thickness distribution at z = 0 was assumed to be 
non-uniform and was calculated from the film thickness model. 
The model applies to both evaporation and condensation. This is due 
to the assumption that momentum transfer due to phase change is negligible 
and from neglecting dryout and nucleate boiling effects. The model is valid 
for annular two-phase flow. For the refrigerant mixtures considered in this 
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paper this limits the predictions to a quality range of about 0.2 to 0.9 and to 
mass fluxes between 300 and 700 kglm2-s <Wattelet 1994). 
Model predictions for an R221R114 mixture at a variety of conditions in 
both evaporation an4 condensation are shown below. Evaporation 
predictions are compared to the R221R114 refrigerant mixture evaporation 
data found in Jung (1989) and Jung et al. (1989). Model predictions are 
labeled M#. Experimental data is labeled J#. Runs M1 through M5 are 
evaporation runs at constant heat flux. They are compared to Jung's 
constant heat flux experimental data. Run M6 is evaporation at a constant 
wall temperature of 10 °C. Run M7 is condensation at a constant wall 
temperature of 20 °C. 
R221 Rl14 . Evaporation 
Run CArlner CMix Composition d Mass Flux P (z=o) qw" 
[mole frac R22] [mm] [kglm2-s] [kPa] [kW/m2] 
M1 1 0.0 0.765 9.1 507 435 26 
M2 8 0.0 0.765 9.1 507 435 26 
M3 4 0.015 0.765 9.1 507 435 26 
J263 0.765 9.1 507 435 26 
Model run M1 is a limiting case with no circumferential mixing and no 
increase in surface area for mass diffusion. In model run M2 the diffusion 
surface area is increased by a factor of 8. In model run M3 the diffusion 
surface area is increased by a factor of 4 and the liquid film circumferential 
mixing velocity is set to 1.5% of the local axial liquid film velocity. 
Experimental run J263 is run number 263 in Jung (1989). 
Model predictions of the liquid film thickness at the top, side, and 
bottom of the tube for run M3 are shown in figure 5.5. The film is 
significantly thicker at the bottom of the tube over almost the entire range of 
qualities. The film thickness at the side of the tube is predicted to be very 
similar to the thickness at the top. As quality increases vapor velocities 
increase and the film becomes thinner and more symmetrical. 
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Table 5.1 M3 • Axial liquid and redistribution velocities 
Quality WaVg,Tj Wavg"Side W avg,Bot URedis,Top URedis,Side URedis,Bot [mrills . [mrilIs] [mrilIs] [mm/s] [mm/s] [mm/s] 
0.20 1134 1168 1534 
0.25 1268 1312 1750 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.30 1386 1442 1955 0.0 0.1 0.1 
0.35 1506 1572 2124 0.1 1.1 0.5 
0.40 1617 1694 2270 0.2 1.4 0.7 
0.45 1712 1802 2399 0.2 1.4 0.8 
0.50 1788 1892 2507 0.2 1.4 0.9 
0.55 1843 1964 2591 0.2 1.4 0.9 
0.60 1875 2014 2644 0.2 1.4 1.0 
0.65 1882 2043 2660 0.3 1.6 1.1 
0.70 1866 2047 2630 0.3 2.1 1.2 
0.75 1830 2029 2550 0.5 2.9 1.2 
0.80 1771 1977 2410 0.7 3.8 1.3 
0.85 1679 1872 2201 0.9 4.8 1.3 
Table 5.1 shows magnitudes of the predicted average axial liquid 
velocities along with the circumferential redistributing velocities for run M3's 
top, side, and bottom liquid film segments. The uptlow needed to maintain 
the predicted film thickness distribution is very gradual (redistribution 
velocities are typically less than 0.1% of the local axial liquid velocity). 
The total pressure as a function of quality for run M3 and J263 is 
shown in figure 5.6. The sudden drop in pressure at a quality of 0.35 in the 
experimental data is due to aU-bend in the test loop. The model predicts 
slightly lower pressure drop than the measured value. 
The model can be used to predict the length of tube needed for a given 
quality change. In experimental run J263 the total length after the U-bend is 
4.0 meters. Model run M3 predicts this length to be 3.95 meters. 
Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 show model predictions of the liquid film 
temperature versus quality for runs M1, M2, and M3. With no area increase 
and no circumferential mixing (run M1) a large difference between the top 
and bottom temperature develops. The bottom shows little change in 
temperature axially while the thinner side and top show a large increase. In 
run M2 the increased surface area results in less circumferential temperature 
difference and some rise in the bottom liquid temperature at higher qualities. 
With both an area increase and circumferential mixing (run M3), 
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temperature differences decrease and all three zones show a rise in 
temperature with quality. 
Tube wall temperature is a consequence of both the local liquid film 
temperature and th~ change in temperature near the tube wall due to the 
wall heat flux. For constant heat flux conditions this can result in wall 
temperatures that decrease with quality. This is due to the relatively lower 
heat transfer coefficients at low quality requiring larger wall to liquid 
temperature differences to drive the heat transfer. This decrease is observed 
at low qualities in data set J263. 
Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 show predicted versus experimental tube 
wall temperatures as a function of quality for model runs M1, M2, and M3 
and experimental run J263. Run M1 with no area increase and no 
circumferential mixing results in wall temperatures at the top of the tube 
that differ substantially from the experimental data. By increasing the 
surface area for diffusion (run M2) the model and the data show better 
agreement, but the model predicts that in the bottom liquid film segment 
Rl14 condenses while R22 evaporates. Model run M3 has both an increase in 
surface area and circumferential mixing. Run M3 and experimental data run 
J263 show the best agreement of the three runs and no local condensation of 
Rl14 is predicted to occur. 
Table 5.2 M3 • Axial liquid velocities and mixing velocities 
Quality Wavg,Tj Wavg,side Wavg,Bot UMix,Tj UMix,Side UMix,Bot [IDIil/s [IDIil/s] [IDIil/s] [mmls [mmls] [mmls] 
0.20 1134 1168 1534 
0.25 1268 1312 1750 19 20 26 
0.30 1386 1442 1955 21 22 29 
0.35 1506 1572 2124 23 24 32 
0.40 1617 1694 2270 24 26 34 
0.45 1712 1802 2399 26 28 36 
0.50 1788 1892 2507 27 29 38 
0.55 1843 1964 2591 28 31 39 
0.60 1875 2014 2644 28 32 40 
0.65 1882 2043 2660 28 32 40 
0.70 1866 2047 2630 28 32 39 
0.75 1830 2029 2550 28 32 38 
0.80 1771 1977 2410 27 31 36 
0.85 1679 1872 2201 25 30 33 
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Table 5.2 shows the magnitudes of the predicted average axial liquid 
velocities along with the circumferential mixing velocities for run M3's top, 
side, and bottom liquid film segments. With CMix = 0.015 the circumferential 
mixing velocity is 1.p% of the local axial liquid film velocity. 
The values ofCArIner = 4.0 and CMix = 0.015 from run M3 are used in 
subsequent model runs. They are used in runs M4 and M5 in predicting local 
liquid composition. In these runs comparison is made with experimental 
measurements of local liquid composition from Jung et al. (1989) to further 
establish their validity. 
The predicted heat transfer coefficient, HTC, for run M3 and the 
experimental heat transfer coefficient, HTCEqh for run J263 are shown in 
figure 5.13. The predicted HTC's are based on the liquid film resistance 
network. The experimental heat transfer coefficient is based on 
measurement of the local wall temperature and the calculated equilibrium 
bulk temperature based on the pressure. The model and experimental HTC's 
differ by 30 to 50% at high quality. 
Figure 5.14 shows model and experimental wall and bulk temperatures 
and model equilibrium bulk temperatures. The model bulk temperatures 
differ significantly from the experimental equilibrium bulk temperatures at 
high quality. This explains the 30 to 50% differences in HTC's shown in 
figure 5.13. The experimental equilibrium bulk temperature does not account 
for non-equilibrium effects that increase local liquid film temperatures and 
thus increase the true bulk temperature. 
(Non-equilibrium effects are the result of mass transfer resistance in 
the vapor. The composition of the mass leaving the liquid during phase 
change is not at the liquid interface composition. It's composition depends on 
the rate at which mixture components diffuse between the vapor core and the 
interface. In the model, this is determined by equations [5.25]-[5.28]. In 
evaporation the more volatile component is driven by diffusion from the vapor 
core toward the interface. In condensation the more volatile component is 
driven by diffusion from the interface into the vapor core. The deviation of 
the bulk temperature from equilibrium increases as wall heat flux increases 
because diffusion rates stay relatively constant as evaporation rates increase. 
The bulk temperature stays closer to equilibrium as vapor velocity increases 
due to the higher turbulent transport rates.) 
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Figure 5.7 Ml . Liquid temperature prediction 
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Figure 5.8 M2 • Liquid temperature prediction 
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Figure 0.9 M3 . Liquid temperature prediction 
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Figure 0.10 Ml and J263 . Wall temperature comparison 
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Figures 5.11-5.12 M2, MS, and J263 - Wall temperature comparison 
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Figure o.IS MS and J263 . HTe comparison 
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Figure 0.14 MS and J263 . Wall and bulk temperatures 
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R22! Rl14 - Evaporation 
Run CArIner CMix Composition d Mass Flux P (z=o) qw" 
[mole frac R22] [mm] [kg/m2-s] [kPa] [kW/m2] 
., 
M4 4 0.015 0.470 9.1 354 350.0 17 
M5 4 0.015 0.488 9.1 492 368.0 36 
J2-4 0.470 9.1 354 350.0 17 
J5 0.488 9.1 492 368.0 36 
Jung et al. (1989) took local composition measurements on the top, 
side, and bottom of the tube for an R221R114 mixture at 5 different 
conditions. Model runs M4 and M5 can be compared to four out of five of 
these conditions. (Run J1 is at a quality of 0.2 and is outside the model's 
range of applicability.) 
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the liquid compositions for model runs M4 
and M5 along with experimental runs J2-4 and J5. Figure 5.17 shows the 
predicted and measured wall temperatures. Model predictions of liquid 
composition and wall temperature are within 10% of the experimental values 
for all four conditions. 
Jung used the measured local liquid composition to calculate local 
liquid temperatures. The local liquid temperature can be used to find the 
temperature difference between the wall and the fluid and to calculate a local 
experimental heat transfer coefficient. In figures 5.18 and 5.19 this local 
HTC is compared to the model HTC prediction based on the resistance 
network. Model heat transfer coefficient predictions are in close agreement 
with these measured local heat transfer coefficients. 
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Figures 0.10-0.16 M4,Mo, and J2-4,5 - Liquid mole fraction R22 
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Figures 0.17 M4, Mo, and J2-4, 0 . Wall temperature 
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Figure 0.18 M4 and J2-4 . Local HTC 
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Model runs M1 through M5 are evaporation runs at constant heat flux. 
Run M6 is an evaporation run at a constant wall temperature of 10 °C. 
Predictions of the liquid temperatures and compositions are shown for run 
M6 in figure 5.20 and 5.21. 
Figure 5.22 shows the bulk and equilibrium bulk temperatures for run 
M6. As in the constant heat flux runs, non-equilibrium effects are seen to 
result in a bulk fluid temperature that is higher than it would be if the vapor 
had no radial composition gradients. 
The circumferential temperature gradients result in differing heat 
fluxes circumferentially. The heat fluxes on the bottom, side, and top of the 
tube are shown in figure 5.23. Heat flux is lowest on the top of the tube due 
to the top's higher liquid temperatures. Also shown in figure 5.23 is the 
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average heat flux and the limiting average heat flux when the bulk 
temperature is equal to the equilibrium bulk temperature. 
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Figure 5.20 M6 . Liquid mole fraction R22 
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Figure 5.21 M6 . Liquid temperature 
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M6 . Bulk and equilibrium bulk temperature 
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M6 . Wall heat Dux 
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R22! Rl14 • Condensation 
Run CArIncrCMix Composition d Mass Flux P (z=O) Tw 
[mole frac R22] [mm] [kglm2-s] [kPa] roC] 
M7 4 0.015 0.500 9.1 492 600 20 
Model predictions of the liquid film thickness at the top, side, and 
bottom of the tube for condensation run M7 are shown in figure 5.24. The 
film thickness distribution during condensation is similar to evaporation. As 
quality decreases the vapor velocity decreases and the film becomes thicker 
and less symmetrical. The redistributing flow in condensation is downward. 
Figure 5.25 shows liquid temperature predictions for run M7. In this 
run the quality is 0.9 at z = 0 and the liquid and vapor are assumed to be at 
equilibrium at z = O. As condensation begins the liquid composition rapidly 
changes causing a large change in the liquid temperature. This rapid change 
is due to the high heat flux in this run. Liquid composition changes rapidly 
because the diffusional transfer rates in the vapor are small compared to the 
large phase change mass flow rates which occur at high heat flux. 
Figure 5.26 shows bulk and equilibrium bulk temperatures. At low 
quality the vapor mass decreases driving the liquid composition toward the 
overall mixture composition and the bulk temperature moves toward the 
equilibrium bulk temperature. 
Top, bottom, and side heat fluxes are shown in figure 5.27. The heat 
flux decreases at low quality as the liquid temperature approaches the wall 
temperature of 20 °C. 
The predicted heat transfer coefficients for run M7 are shown in figure 
5.28. Heat transfer coefficients peak at a quality of 0.85. This is due to a 
tradeoff between the effects of vapor velocity and film thickness on interfacial 
shear stress. 
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Figure 5.24 M7 . Liquid film thickness prediction 
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Figure 5.25 M7 . Liquid temperature 
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Figure 5.26 M7 - Bulk and equilibrium bulk temperature 
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Figure 5.27 M7 - Wall heat flux 
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Figure 5.28 M7 • Heat transfer coefficient predictions 
5.4 Discussion 
From the comparison to Jung's binary refrigerant mixture evaporation 
data it is seen that the model is an effective tool for the estimation of local 
composition, local tube wall temperature, and local heat transfer coefficients 
for zeotropic refrigerant mixtures in the horizontal annular flow regime. The 
model can also be used to predict local average liquid axial velocities, local 
interfacial axial shear stress, and local film thickness, but no experimental 
verification of these quantities for refrigerants is available. 
The foundation of the model is Hurlburt and Newell's (1997a) 
circumferential film thickness distribution model. An accurate estimate of 
the liquid film distribution is important because of its effect on the axial 
evolution of the circumferential composition gradients which determine the 
circumferential temperature gradients. 
The model does not directly include the effects of waves or droplets. 
These effects are, however, included indirectly through the axial interfacial 
shear stress correlation, the average axial liquid velocity correlation, a 
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surface area increase to the interfacial diffusional mass transfer, and through 
the addition of an arbitrary circumferential mixing flow. 
Mass diffusion between the vapor and the interface is found to be an 
important factor in:determining the evolution of circumferential composition 
gradients. The interfacial area multiplier used to bring the predictions in 
agreement with the experimental data, CArIncr, was 4.0. This increase 
suggests that waves and droplets play an important role in determining the 
overall system behavior. 
From the energy balance we find the majority of the wall heat flux goes 
into phase change. Sensible heating was typically less than three percent of 
the wall heat flux. 
Fluid property variations are found to be small. Variations are on the 
order of 1% circumferentially and 10% axially. 
The circumferential velocities needed to redistribute the film are very 
small relative to local axial liquid velocities. This adds credibility to the 
assumption that the "fully developed" distribution predicted by the film 
thickness model is maintained as phase change occurs. 
The circumferential mixing velocities are assumed to be 1.5% of the 
local axial liquid velocities. Sutharshan et al. (1995) measured 
circumferential liquid velocities in annular air-kerosene flows. Measured 
circumferential velocities in this flow were on the order of 10% of the axial 
liquid velocity. This indicates that the choice of a mixing velocity that is 1.5% 
of the axial liquid velocity is not extreme. 
In both evaporation and condensation the symmetry parameter, 
havg/ho, was below 0.9 over the majority of the tube length. The symmetry 
correlation in the fum thickness distribution model makes film thickness 
prediction possible in this important developing annular region. 
Pressure drop predictions agree with the experimental data to within 
10%. Error may be due in part to the assumption that all the liquid travels 
as a film on the wall with no droplets suspended in the vapor core. 
Model predictions of the bulk temperature in evaporation are higher 
than the equilibrium values found by Jung experimentally. In the 
experimental data the bulk temperature is calculated from the measured 
pressure, an equation of state for the mixture, and the assumption that the 
liquid and vapor pass through equilibrium states. The equilibrium 
assumption is the cause of the difference between-the model and the 
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experiment. The model bulk temperature depends on the evolution of the 
liquid film temperature during phase change. Phase change in the model 
allows for the possibility of mass transfer resistance and thus radial 
composition gradien~ in the vapor. Finite mass transfer resistance results in 
a larger decrease in the more volatile liquid mole fraction than if mass 
transfer resistance were zero. Lower liquid mole fractions result in higher 
liquid film temperatures and thus higher bulk temperatures. 
The experimental heat transfer coefficient based on the local liquid 
composition is within 10% of the model's HTC calculated from the resistance 
network for 11 of the 12 data points considered. This local HTC comparison 
avoids the error that occurs in the experimental equilibrium heat transfer 
coefficient which is based on the measured pressure and the calculated 
equilibrium bulk temperature. 
No degradation in the heat transfer coefficient due to mixture effects 
was identified from the model. While there is no heat transfer coefficient 
degradation, the total heat transfer under constant wall temperature 
conditions was found to be less than what is ideally possible. This is due to 
the vapor mass transfer resistance effect on the evolution of the bulk 
temperature resulting in lower wall to liquid temperature differences and 
thus lower total heat transfer. 
The constant wall temperature predictions show that the 
circumferential temperature gradients that occur in mixtures may affect 
dryout in an evaporator. The lower heat flux to the hotter top portion of the 
tube results in less evaporation from this thinner region. From a practical 
standpoint this may prevent dryout from occurring as readily. 
The evolution of composition gradients in condensation is predicted by 
the model to differ from the behavior seen in evaporation. In evaporation 
phase change can only slowly alter the composition of the initially large mass 
at the bottom of the tube. In condensation the small liquid mass flow rates at 
the onset of condensation allow phase change to quickly force liquid 
compositions away from there initial values. 
The model can be used to understand the mechanisms that lead to the 
development of circumferential gradients. Circumferential gradients are a 
result of both the finite rates of mass diffusion in the vapor and the liquid 
fIlm asymmetry. The vapor's finite diffusion rates result in the liquid 
composition moving away from the equilibrium composition. In an 
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asymmetrical flow field, local compositions move away from equilibrium by 
different amounts. The top of the tube with its relatively lower mass flow 
rate changes composition more rapidly than the bottom of the tube. 
The circumfe~ential gradients can be reduced by increasing 
circumferential JiJbcing rates of the liquid film, by decreasing mass transfer 
resistance in the vapor, or by increasing the symmetry of the film thickness 
distribution. Increased mixing can be accomplished by helical rifling of the 
tube wall. A greater degree of symmetry can be achieved by use of smaller 
diameter tubes (Hurlburt and Newell 1997a). 
The model explains the mechanisms that drive bulk temperatures 
away from their ideal equilibrium limit and offers insight into how this can 
be prevented. The degree of non-equilibrium is found to depend primarily on 
the rate of diffusional mass transfer in the vapor. Mass transfer rates can be 
increased by decreasing the vapor mass transfer resistance or by increasing 
the interfacial surface area. In practice the vapor mass transfer resistance 
could be decreased by placing a twisted tape insert in the vapor core. The 
interfacial surface area could be increased by the use of a mixture with low 
surface tension and thus higher atomization rates. 
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Appendix A 
The uniform film model outlined in chapter three can be used to 
predict heat transfe.r, pressure drop, and void fraction in the annular flow of 
pure refrigerants. The model requires the solution of a set of simultaneous 
equations. A simplified algebraic form of this model was derived. The 
algebraic equations give values which are very close to the predictions from 
the full set of simultaneous equations. Equations for film thickness, void 
fraction, shear at the liquid-vapor interface, pressure drop, and the 
refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient are shown below. 
Algebraic Uniform Film Model Equations 
Film Thickness 
Void Fraction 
Interfacial Shear 
Pressure Drop 
Heat Transfer Coeff. 
where 
ilL (P ) 0.5 cj) =_ --K. 
Ilg PL 
Ap 2 (hL+) 2 IlL2 (S + 1)3 
L= r3 PL S2 
S = 10 cj) hL+ 
RegO.875 [0.45 Reg-O.3 (cj) hL + _ 4) + 1] 0.5 
hL+=[(0.4 ReLO.6) 3 + (0.033 ReLO.9 ) 3] 113 
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ReL = 2 (1 - x) G r 
_ ilL 
Nomenclature for Algebraic Uniform Film Model Equations 
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure ReL Liquid Reynolds number 
G Total mass flux x Quality x = rilg / riltotal 
hL Liquid film thickness a Void fraction 
hL+ Non-dimensional film thickness Ap Pressure drop 
HTC Heat transfer coefficient f.L Viscosity 
kL Liquid conductivity p Density 
L Tube length 't Shear stress 
rilg Vapor mass flow rate 
rilL Liquid mass flow rate Subscripts 
P~ Liquid Prandtl number g Vapor 
r Tube radius i Interface 
Reg Vapor Reynolds number L Liquid 
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AppendixB 
Uniform Film Model Predictions 
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G Ap Us,aYB UL,Ins Uj Rei ReL hL hL + hL +Correl fl fj tr •. 1 Us· UL· RViac% RBuft% Rr.o,% 
lkWmll.a] [kPa] [mIB] [mIB] [mIB] [mm] [mls] [m/s] 
200 1.41 8.1 0.68 0.66 24,980 4,613 0.49 91 87 0.166 6.4 0.13 0.039 62.6 40.1 7.4 
200 2.06 4.2 0.63 0.79 87,212 4,036 0.36 81 78 0.116 4.2 0.18 0.048 62.9 40.6 6.6 
200 2.67 6.4 0.70 0.90 49,666 3,460 0.27 71 69 0.091 3.4 0.23 0.066 63.4 40.8 6.8 
200 8.22 6.6 0.76 0.97 62,868 2,883 0.21 61 60 0.078 2.7 0.28 0.062 64.0 41.2 4.8 
200 8.88 7.6 0.76 1.01 76,297 2,807 0.16 61 60 0.060 2.1 0.32 0.066 64.6 41.7 3.7 
200 8.99 8.7 0.74 1.02 88,626 1,730 0.13 41 40 0.048 1.6 0.37 0.069 66.4 42,4 2.2 
200 Ul 9.8 0.67 0.99 102,100 1,163 0.09 31 30 0.008 1.2 0.42 0.071 66.6 43.2 0.2 
200 4.00 10.9 _ OJ;g __ "'-~_1l1,~_~77 0.06 20 18 0.~~7 __Q.4L~·IL7C)_ JlI.L _ 38.9 0.0 
I.D ... 7.75 mm L = 1.22 m Tb = 6 OC 
G Ap u"BYB uL,891 Ui Rei ReL hL hL + hL +Correl Ii Ii tr •. 1 Uc· UL· RViIc% RBuft% Rr.o,% 
lkw'mll..] [kPa] [mIB] [mIB] [mIB] [mm] [mls] [mls] 
300 3.16 4.6 0.86 1.04 36,246 6,920 0.46 127 121 0.173 6.7 0.18 0.069 6l.4 39.3 9.3 
300 4.67 6.3 1.00 1.26 64,337 6,066 0.32 112 108 0.127 6.2 0.2li 0.073 61.8 39.6 8.6 
300 6.11 8.0 1.16 l.43 72,864 6,190 0.24 97 96 0.099 4.2 0.32 0.084 62.3 40.0 7.8 
300 7.39 9.7 1.24 1.66 91,814 4,82li 0.19 84 82 0.079 3.3 0.39 0.094 62.8 40.4 6.8 
300 8.40 11.4 1.27 1.61 111,249 3,460 0.16 70 69 0.063 2.6 0.46 0.100 63.6 40.9 6.7 
300 9.00 13.0 1.24 1.62 131,217 2,696 0.11 66 66 0.060 2.0 0.62 0.104 64.3 41.6 4.2 
300 9.16 14.8 1.13 1.66 161,832 1,730 0.08 41 40 0.009 l.4 0.69 0.106 66.6 42,4 2.2 
300 8.66 16.2 0.89 1.36 173,896 886 0.06 2li 24 0.029 0.8 0.66 0.100 68.3 41.7 0.0 
I.D ... 7.75mm L=I.22m 1b-5OC 
G Ap ",891 aL,lns al Rei ReL hL hL+ hL+CorraI Ii III f •• l Uc· aL· RviIc% RBuft% Rr.o,% 
lkw'mll..] [kPa] [mIB] [mIB] [mIB] [mm] [mls] [mls] 
600 8.98 7.3 1.67 1.86 67,761 11,633 0.41 198 186 0.200 9.0 0.27 0.100 60.0 38.2 11.7 
600 13.46 10.2 1.92 2,28 87,280 10,091 0.29 170 166 0.146 7.0 0.38 0.124 60.4 38.6 11.0 
600 17.76 13.1 2.17 2.60 117,728 8,660 0.22 148 148 0.113 6.6 0,49 0.144 60.9 38.9 10.2 
600 21.63 18.0 2.33 2.82 149,112 7,208 0.17 126 126 0.089 404 0.60' 0.160 6l.4 39.3 9.3 
600 2U9 18.8 2.40 2.93 181,497 6,786 0.13 106 104 0.070 3.4 0.70 0.171 62.0 39.8 8.2 
600 26.98 21.6 2.36 2.98 216,016 4,826 0.10 83 82 0.064 2.6 0.81 0.177 62.9 40.4 6.7 
600 26.87 24.3 2.16 2.60 249,922 2,883 0.07 60 60 0.041 1.8 0.92 0.178 64.0 41.3 U 
600 23.44 26.9 l~ 2,46 286.t'26 1,442 0.04 36 36 0.029 1.0 1.04 0.170 66.0 42.8 1.2 
I.D.=7.75mm L.1.22m 1b=5OC 
G Ap ...... aL,lns Ui Rei ReL hL hL + hL +Correl fl fl/f •• l Us· UL· RviIc% RBuft% Rr.o,% 
lkw'mll..] [kPa] [mIB] [mIB] [mls] [mm] [mls] [mIB] 
200 1.08 2,2 0.48 0.69 22,198 6,908 0.66 113 108 0.178 6.1 0.09 0.034 43.0 46.4 11.6 
200 1.62 3.0 0.67 0.70 33,198 6,189 0.40 99 96 0.131 U 0.12 0.041 43.6 46.9 10.6 
200 1.95 3.8 0.64 0.79 44,482 4,431 0.30 86 84 0.102 3.8 o.t6 0.048 44.0 46.6 9.6 
200 2.34 4.6 0.88 0.86 66,064 3,692 0.23 74 73 0.081 3.0 0.19 0.063 44.6 47.1 8.3 
200 2.66 6.4 0.89 0.89 67,966 2,964 0.18 62 61 0.065 2,4 0.22 0.066 46.4 47.9 6.7 
200 2.84 8.1 0.87 0.90 60,232 2,216 0.14 49 49 0.062 1.8 0.26 0.069 48.3 49.0 U 
200 2.90 6.8 0.81 0.86 92,941 1,477 0.10 37 36 0.041 1.2 0.28 0.060 47.7 60.4 1.9 
200 2.78 7.6 0.48 0.74 106906 738 0.06 23 22 0.000 0.7 0.32 0.069 61.8 48.2 0.0 
I.D ... 7.75mm L=I.22m 1b=5OC 
Uc· QL· G Ap Us,891 aL,lns Ui Rei ReL hL hL + hL +Correl fl fl/f •• 1 RVlac% RBuft% Rr.o,% 
lkpll..] [kPa] [mIB] [mIB] [mIB] [mm] [mIB] [mIB] 
300 2.37 3.2 0.71 0.92 31,984 8,861 0.61 167 149 0.199 7.6 0.12 0.061 41.7 44.1 1U 
300 3.44 404 0.98 1.12 48,186 7,764 0.37 138 133 0.145 6.9 0.17 0.063 42.2 44.6 13.2 
300 4047 6.6 1.04 1.26 84,911 8,648 0.28 120 117 0.112 U 0.22 0.072 42.7 46.2 12.1 
300 6.38 6.8 1.11 1.38 82,179 6,638 0.21 102 101 0.088 3.7 0.28 0.080 43.3 46.8 10.9 
300 6.06 8.0 1.14 l.42 100,004 4,431 0.17 86 84 0.070 2.9 0.31 0.086 44.1 46.8 9.4 
300 6.48 9.1 1.11 U2 118,664 3,823 0.13 67 87 0.066 2.2 0.36 0.089 46.0 47.6 7.4 
800 8.60 10.2 1.02 1.38 137,891 2,216 0.09 49 49 0.042 1.6 0.40 0.089 46.3 49.0 4.7 
300 6.02 11.3 0.81 1.20 168471 1108 0.06 30 29 0.000 0.9 0.46 0.086 48.7 61.3 0.0 
RTotal HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2.K] 
0.000662 1,719 
0.000462 2,211 
0.000388 2,676 
0.000347 2,863 
0.000319 3,186 
0.000300 3,331 
0.000288 3,467 
0.000270 3,708 
RTotal ,HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2·K] 
0.000381 2,626 
0.000306 3,280 
0.000261 3,829 
0.000233 4,286 
0.000216 4,660 
0.000200 4,919 
0.000197 6,060 
0.000192 6,212 
RTotal HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2·K]i 
0.000231 4,827 
0.000184 6,444 
0.000167 6,376 
0.000140 7,137 
0.000129 7,729 
0.000123 8,136 
0.000120 8,826 
0.000121 8.243 
-
RTotal HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2.K] 
0.000671 1,763 
0.000461 2,170 
0.000398 2,626 
0.000368 2,829 
0.000326 3,061 
0.000306 3,281 
0.000292 3,427 
0.000273 3661 
RTotal HTC 
[m2.K/W) [W/m2·K] 
0.000391 2,660 
0.000314 3,189 
0.000289 3,723 
0.000240 4,172 
0.000220 4,687 
0.000208 4,814 
0.000200 4,994 
0.000197 6072 
I"'" 
I"'" 
0) 
22 
II 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
II 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1348 
II 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
22 
II 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
II 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
I.D.=7.75mm L=1.22m T!.=5OC 
G Ap u,,11'11 uL,1I'II \Ii Re, ReL bL bL + bL +Corral rl fi If •• 1 u,. UL· Rylac% RBuII'% RLog% 
[kWml..] [kPa] [mIB) [mIB) [mIB) [mm] [mls] [mIB] 
600 6.63 6.2 l.40 1.64 60,477 14,769 0.47 240 229 0.233 10.2 0.18 0.086 40.3 42.6 17.2 
600 9.84 7.3 1.70 2.01 76,748 12,923 0.33 211 204 0.168 7.9 0.25 0.106 40.7 43.0 16.3 
600 12.90 9.2 1.99 2.28 104,112 11,077 0.25 183 179 0.128 6.3 0.33 0.123 41.2 43.6 15.3 
600 16.66 11.2 2.07 2.47 132,697 9,231 0.19 156 154 D.100 4.9 0.40 0.136 41.8 44.1 14.1 
600 17.67 13.1 2.13 2.67 162,291 7,384 0.15 129 128 0.078 3.8 0.47 0.146 42.6 44.9 12.7 
600 18.64 15.0 2.10 2.67 193,373 6,638 0.11 101 101 0.060 2.9 0.66 0.161 43.4 45.8 10.8 
600 18.43 16.9 1.99 2.44 226,182 3,692 0.08 73 73 0.046 1.9 0.63 0.161 44.7 47.2 8.1 
600 11!.48 _18.'L 1.56 2.13 261,1!11 1.848 0.05 43 42 0.090 1.1 0.71 0.143 47.0 49.6 3.4 
Uniform FUm Model Predictions· Condensation 
I.D •• 3.14 mm L=O.94m Tb=45OC 
G Ap u" .. ilL, .. \Ii Re, ReL bL bL + bL +Corral rl fi I r •• 1 u,. uL· RYilC% RBuII'% RLog% 
[kWml..] [kPa] [mIs] [mIB) [mIB] [mm] [mIB) [mls] 
300 2.86 1.7 0.65 0.69 10,705 4,607 0.34 94 85 0.250 7.2 0.06 0.041 60.6 4U 8.0 
300 3.73 2.2 0.83 0.80 16,052 3,944 0.25 82 76 0.180 6.6 0.08 0.048 61.1 U.8 7.1 
300 4.65 2.7 0.69 0.88 21,618 3,380 0.19 71 68 0.137 404 0.10 0.064 61.6 42.2 6.2 
300 6.26 3.2 0.72 0.94 27,422 2,817 0.16 61 59 0.108 3.6 0.12 0.059 62.2 42.7 6.1 
300 6.81 3.7 0.73 0.97 33,492 2,264 0.12 61 49 0.086 2.8 0.14 0.083 52.9 43.2 3.9 
300 6.13 U 0.70 0.97 39,871 1,690 0.09 41 39 0.067 2.1 0.16 0.065 63.7 43.9 2.3 
300 6.17 U 0.62 0.93 46,631 1,127 0.07 31 29 0.052 1.6 0.19 0.066 64,9 44.9 0.1 
300 6.90 
-
_~.O 0.46 0.77 54~19 563 0.04 19 18 0.038 0.9 0.21 0.065 69.7 40.3 0.0 
I.D. =3.14mm L.O.94m Tb=45OC 
G Ap 1Ig,1I'II IIL,DB 111 Reg ReL bL bL+ bL+eom.l rl fi I r •• 1 u,. UL· Rylac% RBuII'% RLog% 
lkWml..] [kPa] [mIB] [mIB] [mIB] [mm] [mIB] [mls] 
660 12.19 3.6 1.31 1.67 20,672 9,766 0.31 176 161 0.312 11.2 0.11 0.085 48.6 39.6 11.9 
660 16.64 U 1.54 1.86 31,543 8,645 0.22 163 144 0.221 8.6 0.16 0.103 48.9 40.0 11.1 
660 20.66 6.7 1.71 2.07 43,077 7,324 0.17 132 127 0.166 6.7 0.19 0.117 49,4 40.4 10.2 
660 24,22 6.7 1.82 2.22 66,324 6,109 0.13 112 109 0.128 6.3 0.23 0.128 60.0 40.9 9.2 
660 26.90 7.7 1.86 2.30 68,367 4,883 0.10 93 91 0.099 U 0.27 0.137 60.6 4U 7.9 
660 26.31 8.7 1.81 2.30 82,361 3,682 0.08 73 72 0.076 3.0 0.31 0.141 61.6 42.1 6.4 
660 28.00 9.7 1.66 2.18 97,634 2,441 0.06 68 62 0.056 2.1 0.36 0.142 62.7 43.1 4,2 
660 25.26 10.6 1.31 1.92 114494 1 1 0.04 32 81 0.038 1.2 0.41 0.135 64.7 44.8 0.6 
I.D. = 3.14 mm L = 0.94 m Tb=45OC 
G Ap u,,11'11 IIL,DB 111 Reg ReL hL bL+ bL+eom.l rl fi I r.·1 u,. ilL· Rylac% RBuII'% RLog% 
[kWm2..] [kPa] [mIs] [mIB] [mIB] [mm] [mIB] [mIB] 
300 2.34 1.4 0.61 0.63 9,236 6,637 0.38 112 101 0.278 7.8 0.05 0.087 42.6 46.6 11.8 
300 2.98 1.8 0.59 0.73 13,908 4,846 0.28 98 90 0.198 6.0 0.06 0.043 43.2 46.2 10.6 
300 3.67 2.2 0.64 0.80 18,802 4,163 0.22 84 80 0.160 4.7 0.08 0.046 43.7 46.8 9,4 
300 4.08 2.6 0.67 0.85 23,968 3,461 0.17 72 69 0.117 3.7 0.09 0.052 4404 47.6 8.1 
300 4,47 2.9 0.67 0.87 29,400 2,769 0.18 60 68 0.092 2.9 0.11 0.056 46.2 48.8 6.6 
300 4.68 3.2 0.65 0.87 35,182 2,076 0.10 48 46 0.071 2.2 0.12 0.056 46.2 49,4 4.5 
300 4.68 3.6 0.68 0.64 41,390 1,384 0.07 35 34 0.056 1.6 0.14 0.068 47.6 60.9 1.6 
300 4.43 8.8 0.45 0.71 48842 692 0.05 22 21 0.099 0.9 0.16 0.057 61.9 48.1 0.0 
I.D. = 3.14 mm L=O.94 m Tb=45OC 
G Ap 1Ig,DB IIL,DB 111 Re, ReL bL bL + bL +eom.l fi fi I r •• 1 u,. UL· Rylac% RBuII'% RLog% 
lkwm2..] [kPa] [mIB] [mls] [mls] [mm] [mIB] [mIB] 
660 9.85 2.8 1.21 1.44 17,692 11,997 0.84 212 192 0.352 12.2 0.08 0.076 40.4 43.2 16.6 
660 13.02 3.7 1.42 1.69 28,966 10,497 0.26 183 171 0.247 9.3 0.11 0.091 40.9 48.7 16.4 
660 16.02 U 1.56 1.87 37,014 8,998 0.19 168 151 0.184 7.3 0.14 0.103 41.4 44.3 14.3 
660 18.62 6.8 1.66 2.01 47,808 7,498 0.16 134 129 0.141 6.7 0.17 0.118 42.0 44.9 18.1 
660 20.67 6.1 1.70 2.07 69,438 6,999 0.11 110 108 D.108 404 0.20 0.120 42.7 46.7 11.6 
660 21.67 6.8 1.66 2.07 72,071 4,499 0.09 87 85 0.081 8.2 0.23 0.124 48.7 46.7 9.6 
660 21.26 7.6 1.62 1.97 86,018 2,999 0.06 62 62 0.059 2.2 0.27 0.124 46.0 48.1 6.9 
660 19.05 8.2 1.22 1.72 101,948 1,600 0.04 37 86 0.099 1.2 0.31 0.119 47.3 60.6 2.1 
RToIaI HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2·K] 
0.000240 4,160 
0.000191 5,226 
0.000183 6,126 
0.000145 6,874 
0.000134 7,469 
0.000127 7,894 
0.000123 8,121 
0.000123 ~l()1j 
RToIaI HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2·K] 
0.000507 1,973 
0.000424 2,359 
0.000372 2,688 
0.000337 2,968 
0.000313 3,193 
0.000297 3,367 
0.000287 3,481 
0.000268 3,732 
RToIaI HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2·K] 
0.000263 3,960 
0.000206 4,810 
0.000181 6,636 
0.000163 6,142 
0.000151 6,626 
0.000143 6,970 
0.000140 7,148 
0.000141 7093 
RToIaI HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2.K] 
0.000516 1,939 
0.000434 2,308 
0.000382 2,618 
0.000346 2,888 
0.000321 8,114 
0.000304 3,293 
0.000292 8,420 
0.000272 3670 
RToIaI HTC 
[m2.K!W] [W/m2·Kl 
0.000262 8,819 
0.000217 4,611 
0.000189 6,296 
0.000170 5,882 
0.000157 6,361 
0.000149 6,719 
0.000144 6,931 
0.000144 6,953 
AppendixC 
Circumferential and Axial Evaporation and Condensation 
Zeotrope Model Predictions 
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M3 • Evaporation R221R1l4 Compo = 0.766 d = 9.1 mm Mass flus: = 607.4 kg/m2•• qw" = 26 kW/m'J. 
Quality P dz CArIner CMix Reg Psat1[O] Psat2[O] 'ts 'ti[8] 'ti[ 4] 'ti[O] 
lkPa] [m] lkPa] [kPa] [N/m2] [N/m2] [N/m2] [N/m2] 
0.20 435.0 0.00 ""0 0.015 100603 643.5 97.' 1.96 7.1 7.3 8.2 
" 0.25 0&32.9 0." ""0 0.015 118848 M5.6 97.8 2.63 9.2 9.' 10.8 
0.30 ~., 0.0&3 ""0 0.015 136939 M9.6 98.7 3.39 lU 11.8 13.8 
0.35 '27.5 0.0&3 '.0 0.015 1~72 553.5 99.5 '.22 13.8 1'.3 17.0 
0.40 ~.O 0.0&3 '.0 0.015 172720 558.8 100.7 5.12 16.3 17.0 20.' 
O.~ '20.1 0.'2 ""0 0.015 190501 56"-6 101.9 6.09 18.8 19.7 ~.O 
0.50 415.7 0.42 ""0 0.015 208162 572.0 103.6 7.13 21.3 22.4 27.6 I 0.55 '10.9 0.41 '.0 0.015 2257~ 580.1 105.3 8.23 23.6 25.0 31.2 
0.60 405.7 0.40 4.0 0.015 2o&31~ 590.1 107.5 9.36 25.7 27.' 3U 
0.65 .00.2 0.39 4.0 0.015 260393 601.3 110.0 10.66 27.5 29.6 37.' 
0.70 39'-6 0.39 ""0 0.015 277~7 61'.9 113.0 11.76 28.9 3U 39.' 
0.75 388.8 0.38 4.0 0.015 290&358 630.' 116.5 13.00 30.0 32.9 40.6 
0.80 383.2 0.37 4.0 0.015 310993 "9.2 120.7 14.25 30.8 33.8 40.' 
0.85 377.7 0.36 '.0 0.015 327352 671.2 125.6 15.49 31.0 33.8 38.9 
Quality Tg 'lb 'll8] 'll4] 'llO] Tw[8] Twl4] TwlO] Ti[8] Ti[4] Ti[O] 
[OC] [OC] [OC] rOC] rOC] rOC] rOC] rOC] rOC] rOC] [OC] 
0.20 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 10.98 10.94 11.34 
0.25 3.08 3.03 3.20 3.12 2.87 10." 10.30 10.32 2.97 2.93 2.81 
0.30 3.~ 3.35 3.70 3.49 3.10 10.20 9.93 9.71 3.~ 3.31 2.98 
0.35 3.78 3.65 '.14 3.62 3.32 10.06 9.66 9.24 3.92 3.65 3.21 
0.40 4.15 '.02 4.59 4.19 3.62 10.05 9.56 8.98 '.37 '.00 3.'7 
0.45 '.62 4.39 5.02 '.66 3.96 10.09 9.55 8.85 '.81 4.37 3.79 
0.50 4.98 ,.84 5.52 5.01 4.36 10.29 9.70 8.90 5.27 '.79 '.15 
0.55 5.45 5.31 6.03 5.49 '.81 10.57 9.93 9.05 5.77 5.25 '.58 
0.60 6.05 5.89 6.67 6.08 5.35 11.01 10.32 9.36 6.35 5.78 5.08 
0.65 6.68 6.52 7.35 6.71 5.96 11.53 10.79 9.79 7.01 6.39 5.66 
0.70 7." 7.27 8.15 7.45 6.68 12.22 lUI 10.37 7.75 7.09 6.32 
0.75 8.26 8.09 8.99 8.27 7.49 12.96 12.12 11.09 8.57 7.87 7.08 
0.80 9.20 9.05 9.92 9.20 8.~ 13.82 12.98 12.01 9.45 8.7' 7.97 
0.85 10.21 10.10 10.87 10.22 9.55 1'.71 13.95 13.12 10.39 9.71 9.00 
Quality h[8] h[4] h[O] hi+[8] hi+[4] hi+[O] wavg[8] wavgl4] Wavg[O] u([8] u([4] u([O] 
[m] [m] [m] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] 
0.20 0.0000&34 0.000473 0.002050 175 193 885 1.13 1.17 1.53 0.072 0.073 0.077 
0.25 0.000348 0.000382 0.001668 160 178 829 1.27 1.31 1.75 0.081 0.083 0.088 
0.30 0.000286 0.000316 0.001388 145 164 778 1.39 1." 1.96 0.090 0.092 0.100 
0.36 0.0002" 0.000272 0.001062 138 166 661 1.51 1.57 2.12 0.099 0.101 0.110 
0.40 0.000212 0.000237 0.000803 130 145 545 1.62 1.69 2.27 0.108 0.110 0.121 
o.~ 0.000164 0.000207 0.000616 121 139 456 1.71 1.80 2.40 0.116 0.119 0.131 
0.50 0.000160 0.000181 0.000478 112 130 380 1.79 1.89 2.51 0.123 0.126 0.140 
0.66 0.000138 0.000158 0.000374 102 120 316 1.64 1.96 2.59 0.129 0.133 0.1~ 
0.60 0.000119 0.000137 0.000293 92 109 262 1.88 2.01 2." 0.1S. 0.139 0.156 
0.65 0.000101 0.000118 0.000230 62 99 21' 1.88 2.04 2.66 0.139 0.1" 0.162 
0.70 0.000086 0.000102 0.000180 72 88 173 1.87 2.05 2.63 0.142 0.148 0.166 
0.75 0.000073 0.000087 0.000139 62 77 136 1.83 2.03 2.55 0.145 0.162 0.168 
0.80 0.000062 0.00007' 0.000107 53 67 105 1.77 1.98 2.41 U'6 0.153 0.168 
0.85 0.000051 0.000060 0.000080 
" 
65 77 1.68 1.87 2.20 0.147 0.153 0.165 
.-
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M3 • Evaporation R221R1l4 Comp. = 0.765 d = 9.1 mm Mass flux = 507.4 kg!m2-s q .. " = 26 kW/m2 
Quality yl xl[8] xl[4] xl[O] ylj[8] ylj[4] ylj[O] Jl[8] Jl[4] J1[O] 
[mol frae] [mol frac] [mol frac] [mol frac] [mol frac] [mol frae] [mol frac] [kgls] [kgls] [kgIs] 
.0.20 .0.925 .0.7173 .0.7173 .0.7173 
.0.25 .0.924 .0.696:1 .0.6982 .0.7.073 .0.9217 .0.9222 .0.9238 .().OOOOOI6 .().OOOOO25 .().0000003 
.0.30 .0.919 .0.6726 .0.6798 .0.6934 .0.9139 .0.9167 .0.9198 .().()()()()()44 .().OOOOO69 .().0000009 
.0.35 .0.914 .0.6602 .0.6611 .0.6781 .0.9068 .0.9091 .0.9148 .().OOOOO69 .().OOOOO99 .().OOOOOI3 
.0.40 .0.908 .0.628.0 .0.6411 .0.6699 .0.8973 .0.9020 .0.9088 .().OOOOO93 .().0000128 .().OOOOOI8 
.0.45 .0.902 .0.6060 .0.6196 .0.6396 .0.8884 .0.8941 .0.9017 .().0000116 .().0000160 .().OOOOO28 
.0.60 .0.896 .0.5806 .0.6960 .0.6163 .0.8786 .0.8861 .0.8934 .().0000140 .().0000198 .() .()()()()()42 
.0.55 .0.887 .0.5642 .0.6703 .0.5911 .0.8676 .0.8747 .0.8837 .().0000166 .().0000241 .().OOOOO62 
.0.60 .0.877 .0.6268 .0.6426 .0.5636 .0.8649 .0.8629 .0.8725 .().0000194 .().0000292 .().0000088 
.0.66 .0.867 .0.4966 .0.6129 .0.6340 .0.8404 .0.8492 .0.8597 .().0000223 .().()()()0348 .().OOOO 118 
.0.7.0 .0.856 .0.4640 .0.4818 .0.6026 .0.8239 .0.8338 .0.8449 .().0000255 .().()()()()4()8 .().0000162 
.0.75 .0.843 .0.4320 .0.4497 .0.4596 .0.8055 .0.8163 .0.8281 .().()()()()284 .().()()()()469 .().0000188 
.0.80 .0.829 .0.4005 .0.4171 .0.4349 .0.7855 .0.7969 .0.8088 .().000031.o .().0000631 .().OOOO225 
.0.85 .0.814 .0.3697 .0.3839 .0.3989 .0.7640 .0.7751 .0.7866 .().0000330 .().0000587 .().0000261 
Quality uMix78 uMix34 uMixOl uRedis78 uRedis34 uRedisOl <mtmL'PJJFr el sym Ug 
[mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] 
.0.20 1.0.7 132828 .0.25 6.4 
.0.25 .0 • .0191 .0 • .0201 .0.0262 .().000004 .().000021 .0.000005 14.5 58856 .0.25 7.5 
.0.30 .0.0208 .0.0221 .0.0293 .0.000015 .0.000114 .0.000053 18.8 28298 .0.25 8.6 
.0.35 .0.0226 .0.0242 .0 • .0319 .0.000145 .0.0011.06 .0.000505 23.8 16923 .0.28 9.7 
.0.40 .0.0243 .0.0261 .0.0340 .0.000191 .0.001425 .0.000744 29.4 10648 .0.33 1.0.8 
.0.45 .0.0258 .0 . .0278 .0 • .0360 .0.000191 .0.001400 .0.000821 35.8 6557 .0.37 11.8 
.0.60 .0.0269 .0 • .0293 .0 • .0376 .0 • .000191 .0.001360 .0.000878 43.1 397.0 .0.42 12.9 
.0.55 .0.0278 .0 • .0306 .0 • .0389 .0.000197 .0.001355 .o.()()()947 51.5 2361 .0.47 13.9 
.0.60 .0.0282 .0.0315 .0 • .0397 .0.000211 .0.001400 .0.001.013 61.1 1392 .0.52 14.9 
.0.66 .0.0284 .0 • .0321 .0 • .0399 .0.000252 .0.001600 .0.001100 72.4 821 .0.68 15.9 
.0.7.0 .0.0282 .0 • .0323 .0.0394 .0.000339 .0.002066 .0.00117.0 85.8 496 .0.63 16.8 
.0.75 .0.0276 .0 • .0322 .0 • .0382 .0.000487 .0.002875 .0.001233 1.02.5 312 .0.68 17.7 
.0.80 .0.0268 .0.0314 .0.0362 .0.000673 .0.003832 .0.001262 123.8 208 .0.74 18.5 
.0.85 .0.0254 .0.0296 .0.0330 .0.00087.0 .0.004775 .0.001290 153.4 148 .0.79 19.3 
Quality mlEvap[8] mlEvap[4] mlEvap[O] m2Evap[8] m2Evap[4] m2Evap[O] IITe[S] HTC[4] HTC[O] 
[kg/s] [kg/s] [kg/s] [kgIs] [kgIs] [kg/s] [W/m2.K] [W/m2.K] [W/m2.K] 
.0.2.0 3158 3174 3025 
.0.25 .0.000087 .0.000174 .0.000091 .0.000016 .0.000032 .0.000015 3592 362.0 3487 
.0.3.0 .0.000083 .0.000167 .0.000089 .0.000021 .0.000039 .0.000016 3999 4042 3933 
.0.36 .0.000079 .0.000162 .0.000088 .0.000025 .0.000044 .0.000018 4393 4450 4394 
.0.40 .0.000076 .0.000157 .0.000086 .0.000029 .o.()()()()49 .0.000019 4768 4838 4853 
.0.45 .0.000072 .0.000151 .0.000083 .0.000032 .0.000055 .0.000021 5120 5204 5300 
.0.50 .0.000068 .0.000144 .0.000080 .0.000037 .0.000062 .0.000024 5442 5642 5725 
.0.66 .0.000064 .0.000136 .0.000076 .0.000041 .0.00007.0 .0.000027 5734 5853 6124 
.0.60 .0.000060 .0.000128 .0.000071 .0.000046 .0.000078 .0.000032 5989 6129 6482 
.0.66 .0.000055 .0.000118 .0.000066 .0.000051 .0.000088 .0.000037 6209 6374 6794 
.0.7.0 .o.()()()()49 .0.0001.07 .0.000059 .0.000057 .0.000099 .0.000042 6393 6682 7040 
.0.75 .0.000043 .0.000096 .0.000053 .0.000063 .0.00011.0 .0.000048 6549 6757 7214 
.0.8.0 .0.000038 .0.000084 .o.()()()()46 .0.000068 .0.000122 .0.000055 6673 6887 7299 
.0.85 .0.000033 .0.000072 .0.000040 .0.000073 .0.000134 .0.000061 6757 6966 7283 
119 
M6 • Evaporation R221R1l4 Comp •• 0.78& d = 9.1 mm Mass fiwr • &07 A kglm2•• T,... 10 etC 
Quality P dz CArIner CMix Reg Psat1[O] Psat2[O] 'ttl 'q[8] 'q[4] 'q[O] 
[kPa] [m] [kPa] [kPa] [N/m2] [N/m2] [N/m2] [N/m2] 
0.20 435.0 0.10 4.0 O.oI5 100603 543.5 97.4 1.96 7.1 7.3 8.2 
0.25 432.9 0.46 ". 4.0 0.015 118849 545.6 97.8 2.64 9.2 9.4 10.8 
0.30 430.4 0.43 4.0 0.015 136940 549.8 98.7 3.39 11.4 11.8 13.8 
0.35 427.6 0.40 4.0 0.015 154868 554.1 99.7 4.21 13.8 14.3 17.0 
0.40 424.4 0.39 4.0 0.015 172704 560.0 101.0 5.11 16.3 17.0 20.4 
0.45 420.8 0.39 4.0 0.015 190466 566.6 102.4 6.08 18.8 19.7 23.9 
0.50 416.6 0.39 4.0 0.015 208111 574.9 104.2 7.11 21.2 22.4 27.6 
0.55 411.9 0.40 4.0 0.015 225674 583.8 106.2 8.21 23.6 25.0 31.2 
0.60 406.4 0.43 4.0 0.015 243125 594.2 IOS.4 9.36 25.7 27.4 34.5 
0.65 400.1 0.45 4.0 0.015 260535 604.6 110.7 10.60 27.6 29.7 37.5 
0.70 392.8 0.60 4.0 0.015 277895 616.1 113.1 11.92 29.3 31.8 39.8 
0.75 384.4 0.54 4.0 0.015 295290 624.2 115.1 13.35 30.9 33.7 41.3 
0.80 374.9 0.59 4.0 0.015 312683 632.2 116.9 14.89 32.2 35.2 41.7 
0.85 364.4 0.65 4.0 0.015 330086 638.6 118.3 16.55 33.1 35.9 40.8 
Quality Tg 'l'b T[8] T[4] 'ltO] qw"[8] qw"[4] qw"[O] Ti[8] Ti[4] Ti[O] 
[OC] [OC] rOC] rOC] [OC] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [OC] [OC] rOC] 
0.20 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 22.91 23.03 21.95 
0.25 3.07 3.02 3.18 3.11 2.87 24.49 24.94 24.87 2.97 2.93 2.81 
0.30 3.44 3.35 3.67 3.49 3.11 25.34 26.31 27.09 3.43 3.30 2.99 
0.35 3.78 3.67 4.10 3.83 3.35 25.94 27.45 29.19 3.88 3.66 3.23 
0.40 4.18 4.06 4.56 4.23 3.69 25.95 27.89 30.59 4.33 4.03 3.52 
0.45 4.58 4.46 4.98 4.63 4.06 25.69 27.93 31.45 4.77 4.43 3.88 
0.50 5.05 4.93 5.46 5.10 4.52 24.71 27.14 31.31 5.22 4.86 4.29 
0.55 5.52 5.41 5.91 5.57 5.01 23.44 25.93 30.48 5.69 5.33 4.77 
0.60 6.04 5.94 6.41 6.09 6.58 21.56 24 28.64 6.16 5.83 5.30 
0.65 6.54 6.45 6.85 6.57 6.13 19.66 21.91 26.29 6.63 6.33 5.86 
0.70 7.02 6.95 7.28 7.05 6.69 17.55 19.55 23.4 7.07 6.81 6.41 
0.75 7.42 7.37 7.62 7.44 7.17 15.8 17.5 20.62 7.45 7.25 6.93 
0.80 7.77 7.74 7.93 7.79 7.58 14.17 15.56 17.92 7.78 7.61 7.37 
0.85 8.04 8.02 8.15 8.04 7.91 12.94 14 15.6 8.04 7.92 7.74 
Quality h[8] h[4] h[O] hi+[8] hi+[4] hi+[O] wavg[8] wavg£4] Wavg[O] Ui"[8] ui'"[4] ui'"[O] 
[m] [m] [m] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] 
0.20 0.000434 0.000473 0.002060 175 193 885 1.13 1.17 1.53 0.072 0.073 0.077 
0.25 0.000348 0.000382 0.001668 160 178 829 1.27 1.31 1.75 0.081 0.083 0.088 
0.30 0.000286 0.000316 0.001388 146 164 778 1.39 1.44 1.96 0.090 0.092 0.100 
0.35 0.000245 0.000272 0.001063 138 156 661 1.51 1.57 2.12 0.099 0.101 0.110 
0.40 0.000212 0.000237 0.000804 130 148 548 1.62 1.69 2.27 0.108 0.110 0.121 
0.45 0.000184 0.000207 0.000617 122 139 457 1.71 1.80 2.40 0.116 0.118 0.131 
0.50 0.000160 0.000181 0.000479 112 130 381 1.79 1.89 2.50 0.123 0.126 0.140 
0.55 0.000138 0.000158 0.000374 102 120 317 1.84 1.96 2.59 0.129 0.133 0.149 
0.60 0.000119 0.000137 0.000293 92 109 262 1.88 2.02 2.64 0.135 0.139 0.156 
0.65 0.000101 0.000118 0.000229 82 99 213 1.89 2.05 2.66 0.139 0.145 0.162 
0.70 0.000086 0.000102 0.000177 72 88 171 1.88 2.06 2.64 0.143 0.149 0.167 
0.75 0.000073 0.000087 0.000136 62 77 134 1.86 2.05 2.56 0.147 0.153 0.170 
0.80 0.000061 0.000073 0.000103 53 56 102 1.81 2.02 2.43 0.160 0.157 0.170 
0.85 0.000050 0.000059 0.000076 45 54 74 1.74 1.92 2.23 0.152 0.158 0.168 
-
120 
M6 • Evaporation R.22IR1l4 Comp. = 0.765 d=9.1mm Mass flus: = G07.4 kg/m2 •• T ... =lOOC 
Quality yl d[8] xl[4] xl[O] y 1i[8] y 1i[4] yli[O] Jl[8] Jl[4] J1[O] 
[mol frac] [mol frae] [mol frac] [mol frac] [mol frac] [mol frac] [mol frac] [kgla] [kgla] [kg/a] 
0.20 0.925 0.7173 0.7173 0.7173 
0.25 0.924 0.6956 0.6983 0.7071 0.9218 0.9222 0.9237 -0.0000015 -0.0000025 -0.0000003 
0.30 0.919 0.6738 0.6798 0.6929 0.9142 0.9158 0.9196 -0.0000042 -0.0000058 -0.0000010 
0.35 0.915 0.6519 0.6609 0.6773 0.9063 0.9091 0.9145 -0.0000063 -0.0000096 -0.0000015 
0.40 0.909 0.6301 0.6408 0.6586 0.8981 0.9019 0.9084 -0.0000084 -0.0000125 -0.0000022 
0.45 0.902 0.6077 0.6190 0.6375 0.8894 0.8939 0.9011 -0.0000104 -0.0000157 -0.0000034 
0.50 0.895 0.5844 0.5955 0.6134 0.8800 0.8848 0.8924 -0.0000127 -0.0000199 -0.0000053 
0.55 0.887 0.5599 0.5703 0.5871 0.8897 0.8745 0.8822 -0.0000152 -0.0000248 -0.0000079 
0.60 0.877 0.5347 0.5438 0.5585 0.8584 0.8631 0.8704 -0.0000181 -0.0000309 -0.0000116 
0.65 0.867 0.5088 0.5165 0.5288 0.8462 0.8505 0.8572 -o.OOl10210 -0.0000375 -0.0000160 
0.70 0.854 0.4832 0.4892 0.4986 0.8332 0.8369 0.8427 -0.0000241 -0.0000450 -0.0000210 
0.75 0.841 0.4574 0.4620 0.4691 0.8194 0.8225 0.8272 -0.0000267 -0.0000518 -0.0000259 
0.80 0.827 0.4323 0.4356 0.4404 0.8050 0.8075 0.8111 -0.0000292 -0.0000584 -0.0000302 
0.85 0.812 0.4070 0.4094 0.4127 0.7898 0.7917 0.7944 -0.0000313 -0.0000639 -0.0000334 
Quality uMix78 uMix34 uMjxOl uRedia78 uRedia34 uRedia°1 (~L"f'.DFr c1 aym Ug 
[mla] [mla] [mla] [mla] [mla] [mla] [mla] 
0.20 10.7 132828 0.25 6.4 
0.25 0.0191 0.0201 0.0263 -0.000009 -0.000046 0.000005 14.5 58816 0.25 7.5 
0.30 0.0208 0.0221 0.0293 0.000002 0.000052 0.000053 18.8 28290 0.25 8.6 
0.35 0.0226 0.0242 0.0319 0.000132 0.001063 0.000532 23.8 16932 0.28 9.7 
0.40 0.0243 0.0261 0.0340 0.000171 0.001375 0.000792 29.4 10657 0.33 10.7 
0.45 0.0257 0.0278 0.0359 0.000161 0.001299 0.000871 35.7 6578 0.37 11.8 
0.50 0.0269 0.0293 0.0376 0.000143 0.001166 0.000903 43.0 3988 0.42 12.8 
0.55 0.0278 0.0305 0.0388 0.000129 0.001053 0.000928 51.4 2372 0.47 13.9 
0.60 0.0283 0.0315 0.0397 0.000118 0.000956 0.000921 61.1 1395 0.52 14.9 
0.65 0.0285 0.0322 0.0399 0.000127 0.000986 0.000918 72.8 818 0.58 16.0 
0.70 0.0284 0.0325 0.0396 0.000166 0.001200 0.000875 87.1 490 0.63 17.0 
0.75 0.0280 0.0325 0.0384 0.000241 0.001616 0.000817 105.3 307 0.69 18.2 
0.80 0.0274 0.0319 0.0364 0.000318 0.001997 0.000724 129.6 205 0.75 19.4 
0.85 0.0262 0.0303 0.0334 0.000377 0.002227 0.000633 164.2 146 0.81 20.6 
Quality mlEvap[8] mlEvap[4] mlEvap[O] m2Evap[8] m2Evap[4] m2Evap[O] HTC{8] HTC[4] HTC{O] 
[kg/a] [kg/a] [kg/a] [kg/a] [kg/a] [kg/a] [W/m2-KJ [W/m2-K] [W/m2-KJ 
0.20 3158 3174 3025 
0.25 0.000085 0.000173 0.000091 0.000016 0.000032 0.000015 3593 3620 3487 
0.30 0.000079 0.000166 0.000091 0.000020 0.000038 0.000017 4001 4042 3932 
0.35 0.000075 0.000161 0.000093 0.000023 0.000043 0.000019 4395 4449 4393 
0.40 0.000070 0.000155 0.000092 0.000026 0.000049 0.000021 4769 4835 4849 
0.45 0.000066 0.000149 0.000092 0.000029 0.000054 0.000024 5120 5199 5293 
0.50 0.000062 0.000142 0.000089 0.000033 0.000061 0.000028 5443 5536 5715 
0.55 0.000057 0.000133 0.000086 0.000037 0.000070 0.000033 5738 5849 6113 
0.50 0.000052 0.000123 0.000081 0.000041 0.000079 0.000039 6003 6132 6477 
0.65 0.000047 0.000113 0.000074 0.000046 0.000090 0.000046 6240 6392 6801 
0.70 0.000042 0.000101 0.000066 0.000050 0.000101 0.000053 6454 6628 7071 
0.75 0.000038 0.000090 0.000058 0.000055 0.000112 0.000060 6651 6843 7278 
0.80 0.000034 0.000080 0.000049 0.000060 0.000124 0.000067 6830 7027 7409 
0.85 0.000031 0.000071 0.000041 0.000064 0.000134 0.000072 6980 7159 7453 
121 
M7 • Condensation R221R1l4 Comp. = 0.50 d = 9.1 mm Mass flux = 492 kglmZ-s T.., = 20 oC 
Quality P dz CArIner CMix Reg Psat1[O] Psat2[O] 'ts 'ti[8] 'ti[4] 'tirO] 
[kPa] em] [kPa] [kPa] [N/m2] [N/m2] [N/m2] [Nlm2] 
0.90 600.0 0.10 4.0 0.015 313184 1430.5 310.5 10.30 18.7 21.0 25.1 
" 0.85 598.6 0.03 4.0 0.015 305072 l245.4 263.4 11.17 22.2 24.8 30.6 
0.80 597.0 0.03- 4.0 0.015 290069 1200.7 252.2 10.34 22.4 24.8 31.8 
0.75 595.3 0.15 4.0 0.015 274218 1182.0 247.5 9.34 21.8 24.0 3l.4 
0.70 593.6 0.16 4.0 0.015 258099 1170.5 244.6 8.33 20.9 22.7 29.8 
0.65 591.8 0.18 4.0 0.015 242018 1158.1 241.6 7.39 19.7 21.2 27.6 
0.60 590.0 0.20 4.0 0.015 225840 1145.8 238.5 6.49 18.3 19.5 24.9 
0.55 588.1 0.23 4.0 0.015 209727 1130.8 234.8 5.66 16.7 17.6 22.1 
0.50 586.2 0.26 4.0 0.015 193549 1115.1 230.9 4.88 14.9 15.6 19.2 
0.45 584.1 0.32 4.0 0.015 177425 1096.4 226.3 4.16 13.1 13.7 16.6 
0.40 582.0 0.38 4.0 0.015 161271 1076.7 22l.4 3.49 11.3 11.8 14.0 
0.35 579.5 0.50 4.0 0.015 145080 1053.4 215.7 2.88 9.7 10.1 11.7 
0.30 576.7 0.68 4.0 0.015 128814 1028.0 209.5 2.32 8.1 8.4 9.5 
Quality Tg 'lb '1'[8] '1'[4] '1'[0] q..,"[8] qw"[4] qw"[O] Til8] Ti[4] Ti[O] 
rOC] rOC] rOC] rOC] rOC] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] rOC] rOC] rOC] 
0.90 37.19 37.19 37.19 37.19 37.19 -84.18 -87.07 -92.39 
0.85 30.52 30.78 29.60 30.40 31.71 -63.7 -69.85 -71.31 29.87 30.68 32.00 
0.80 29.51 29.69 28.95 29.40 30.29 -49.76 -53.86 -63.25 28.93 29.43 30.38 
0.75 29.09 29.24 28.63 29.02 29.69 -46.82 -50.32 -58.25 28.79 29.21 29.99 
0.70 28.85 28.96 28.51 28.79 29.32 -44.7 -47.32 -53.77 28.57 28.90 29.51 
0.65 28.46 28.57 28.12 28.41 28.91 -41.11 -43.46 -48.83 28.31 28.60 29.12 
0.60 28.13 28.22 27.87 28.07 28.51 -38.09 -39.77 -43.77 27.99 28.24 28.71 
0.55 27.61 27.71 27.33 27.56 28.01 -33.71 -35.3 -38.45 27.60 27.82 28.26 
0.50 27.13 27.22 26.91 27.08 27.48 -30 -31.1 -33.25 27.12 27.32 27.74 
0.45 26.46 26.56 26.20 26.41 26.84 -25.23 -26.34 -28 26.56 26.74 27.16 
0.40 25.82 25.92 25.61 25.76 26.16 -21.2 -2L96 -23.02 25.91 26.08 26.50 
0.35 24.99 25.08 24.74 24.93 25.35 -16.54 -17.35 -18.24 25.18 25.35 25.76 
0.30 24.17 24.24 23.99 24.12 24.44 -12.7 -13.2 -13.67 24.36 24.53 24.90 
Quality b[8] h[4] h[O] hi+[8] hi+[4] hj+[O] wavg[8] wavgl4] wavg[O] ut[8] ut[4] ut[O] 
em] em] em] [m/a] [m/a] [m/a] [m/a] [m/a] [m/a] 
0.90 0.000043 O.OOOOM 0.000077 29 39 61 1.15 1.35 1.69 0.116 0.123 0.134 
0.85 0.000053 0.000066 0.000100 41 M 90 l.41 1.62 2.06 0.126 0.133 0.148 
0.80 0.000065 0.000080 0.000136 51 66 126 1.51 1.71 2.25 0.127 0.133 0.151 
0.75 0.000079 0.000095 0.000183 61 77 169 1.57 1.75 2.36 0.125 0.131 0.150 
0.70 0.000096 0.000112 0.000243 72 89 219 1.61 1.76 2.41 0.122 0.128 0.146 
0.65 0.000113 0.000131 0.000316 83 100 274 1.62 1.75 2.40 0.119 0.123 0.141 
0.60 0.000132 0.000152 0.000410 94 111 338 1.60 1.72 2.35 0.114 0.118 0.133 
0.55 O.oooIM 0.000175 0.000527 104 122 411 1.57 1.66 2.27 0.109 0.112 0.126 
0.50 0.000178 0.000200 0.000681 114 132 496 1.51 1.59 2.18 0.103 0.106 0.117 
0.45 0.000204 0.000228 0.000881 123 141 596 l.44 1.51 2.07 0.097 0.099 0.109 
0.40 0.000234 0.000261 0.001151 131 149 717 1.35 l.42 1.95 0.090 0.092 D.l00 
0.35 0.000278 0.000308 0.001348 145 163 768 1.28 1.33 1.79 0.083 0.085 0.091 
0.30 0.000334 0.000366 0.001596 159 177 820 1.19 1.23 1.63 0.076 0.077 0.082 
.-
122 
M7 - Condensation R221R1l4 Compo = 0.50 d = 9.1 mm Mass flux = 492 kg/m2.. T .... = 20 °C 
Quality y1 x1[8] x1[4] x1[O] y1i[8] y1i[4] y1i[O] J1[8] 
[kg/s] 
J1[4] 
[kg/s] 
J1[O] 
[kg/s] 
0.90 
0.85 
0.80 
0.75 
0.70 
0.65 
0.60 
0.55 
0.50 
0.45 
0.40 
0.35 
0.30 
[mol !rae] [mol !rae] [mol frac] [mol !rae] [mol !rae] [mol frac] [mol frac] 
0.529 
0.534 
0.544 
0.557 
0.571 
0.587 
0.603 
0.621 
0.640 
0.660 
0.681 
0.704 
0.726 
0.1825 0.1825 0.1825 
0.2949 0.2818 0.2605 0.6642 0.6498 0.6260 0.0000173 0.0000327 0.0000148 
0.3080 0.2992 0.2831 0.6794 0.6706 0.6538 0.0000280 0.0000569 0.0000295 
0.3093 0.3029 0.2915 0.6810 0.6737 0.6599 0.0000302 0.0000625 0.0000349 
0.3127 0.3068 0.2968 0.6834 0.6776 0.6670 0.0000302 0.0000624 0.0000357 
0.3152 0.3106 0.3020 0.6864 0.6814 0.6723 0.0000305 0.0000624 0.0000353 
0.3209 0.3164 0.3079 0.6903 0.6860 0.6779 0.0000300 0.0000608 0.0000333 
0.3263 0.3227 0.3148 0.6956 0.6918 0.6842 0.0000299 0.0000600 0.0000314 
0.3350 0.3312 0.3230 0.7021 0.6988 0.6914 0.0000288 0.0000574 0.0000281 
0.3438 0.3406 0.3326 0.7100 0.7069 0.6997 0.0000283 0.0000558 0.0000251 
0.3559 0.3523 0.3438 0.7191 0.7162 0.7091 0.0000267 0.0000519 0.0000207 
0.3682 0.3649 0.3569 0.7294 0.7266 0.7197 0.0000255 0.0000484 0.0000170 
0.3834 0.3799 0.3726 0.7406 0.7379 0.7319 0.0000229 0.0000419 0.0000125 
Quality uMix78 uMix34 uMjx01 uRedis78 uRedis34 uRedis01 <mimLY'.oFr c1 sym Ug 
[mls] 
0.90 
0.85 
0.80 
0.75 
0.70 
0.65 
0.60 
0.55 
0.50 
0.45 
0.40 
0.35 
0.30 
[mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] [mls] 
0.0214 0.0260 0.0308 .0.001504 .0.008659 .0.002529 
0.0229 0.0275 0.0338 .0.001282 .0.007797 .0.002979 
0.0238 
0.0243 
0.0244 
0.0242 
0.0236 
0.0227 
0.0216 
0.0204 
0.0192 
0.0179 
0.0279 
0.0279 
0.0275 
0.0268 
0.0258 
0.0246 
0.0233 
0.0218 
0.0204 
0.0188 
0.0355 
0.0361 
0.0359 
0.0352 
0.0341 
0.0326 
0.0310 
0.0292 
0.0269 
0.0244 
.0.000843 .0.006409 .0.002455 
.0.000536 .0.003620 .0.002269 
.0.000360 .0.002589 .0.001894 
.0.000315 .0.002302 .0.001594 
.0.000264 .0.001999 -0.001263 
.0.000245 .0.001852 -0.001019 
.0.000200 .0.001649 -0.000756 
.0.000171 .0.001311 -0.000550 
.0.000018 .0.000161 -0.000082 
.0.000009 .0.000077 -0.000040 
124.4 
112.1 
91.0 
74.4 
61.4 
5Ll 
42.6 
35.6 
29.5 
24.4 
20.0 
16.1 
12.8 
96 
145 
226 
375 
656 
1163 
2035 
3491 
5856 
9607 
16461 
30669 
63184 
0.74 
0.71 
0.65 
0.59 
0.53 
0.47 
0.42 
0.37 
0.33 
0.29 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
12.4 
14.1 
13.6 
12.8 
12.0 
11.2 
10.4 
9.6 
8.8 
8.1 
7.3 
6.6 
5.8 
Quality m1Evap[8] m1Evap[4] m1Evap[O] m2Evap[8] m2Evap[4] m2Evap[O] HTC{8] HTC[4] HTC[O] 
0.90 
0.85 
0.80 
0.75 
0.70 
0.65 
0.60 
0.55 
0.50 
0.45 
0.40 
0.35 
0.30 
[kgls] [kg/s] [kg/s] [kg/s] [kgls] [kg/s] [W/m2-K1 [W/m2.K1 [W/m2'K1 
.0.000024 
-0.000019 
-0.000017 
-0.000018 
.0.000019 
-0.000020 
·0.000021 
-0.000024 
-0.000025 
-0.000028 
-0.000030 
-0.000035 
.0.000055 
.0.000041 
.0.000038 
.0.000039 
-0.000040 
.0.000043 
-0.000045 
.0.000050 
.0.000064 
.0.000060 
-0.000066 
.0.000076 
-0.000034 
-0.000025 
-0.000021 
-0.000021 
-0.000021 
-0.000023 
-0.000024 
-0.000027 
-0.000030 
-0.000033 
-0.000037 
-0.000042 
-0.000066 -0.000142 
-0.000072 -0.000164 
-0.000074 -0.000159 
-0.000075 -0.000158 
-0.000075 -0.000157 
-0.000075 -0.000155 
-0.000074 -0.000153 
-0.000073 -0.000149 
-0.000071 -0.000145 
-0.000069 -0.000139 
-0.000066 -0.000134 
-0.000063 -0.000124 
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.0.000078 
-0.000089 
.0.000092 
-0.000091 
-0.000090 
-0.000086 
-0.000082 
-0.000077 
-0.000071 
-0.000064 
.0.000059 
-0.000052 
4898 
5596 
5558 
6426 
5255 
5064 
4840 
4801 
4339 
4067 
3777 
3490 
3184 
5066 
5757 
5728 
5579 
5384 
5169 
4926 
4671 
4395 
4112 
3813 
3516 
3203 
5376 
6090 
6144 
6010 
5770 
6478 
5145 
4803 
4445 
4092 
3735 
3409 
3077 
Appendix D 
Circumferential and Axial Evaporation and Condensation Model for Zeotropes 
{Engineering Equation Sol\.er (EES) Equations} 
{ x = liquid mole fraction y = vapor mole fraction } 
{ i = interface v = vapor 1 = comp 1 2 = comp 2 } 
{[j] circumferential segments (0,1,2 ... ) where 0 is the bottom} 
Procedure symrat(Frdotsym) 
If (Frdot>= 20) Then 
sym := 0.25 + 0.65 • (l-exp(-(Frdot-20)n5» 
EndIf 
If (Frdot < 20) Then 
sym:= 0.25 
EndIf 
Fnd 
Procedure resist(reo,hip,yvsp,ybp,PrL:Rvisc,Rbuff,Rlog) 
C3:= yvsp/2 
If (hip >= ybp) Then 
Rvisc := yvsp • PrL / reo 
Rbuff := yvsp • 10(1 + ybp/yvsp • PrL - PrL) / reo 
Rlog := C3 • lo(hlplybp) / reu 
EndIf 
If (hip < ybp) Then 
If (hip > yvsp) Then 
Rvisc := yvsp • PrL / reu 
Rbuff := yvsp • 10(1 + hiplyvsp • PrL - PrL) / reu 
Rlog :=0 
EndIf 
EndIf 
If (hip <= yvsp) Then 
Rvisc := hip • PrL / reo 
Rbuff:=O 
Rlog :=0 
EndIf 
Fnd 
Procedure Redist(mR01,mRI2,mR23,mR34,mR45,mR56,mR67,mR78,xmAvgl[0],xmAvgl[I], 
xmAvgl [2],xmAvgl [3],xmAvgl [4],xmAvgl [5],xmAvgl [6],xmAvgl[7],xmAvgl [8 ]:mlR01,m2R01,mlR 
12,m2RI2,mlR23,m2R23,mlR34,m2R34,mlR45,m2R45,mlR56,m2R56,mlR67,m2R67,mlR78,m2R 
78) 
If (mROl >= 0) Then {Uptlow} 
mlROl := mROl • xmAvgl[O] 
m2ROl := mROl • (l-xmAvgl[O]) 
EndIf 
If (mR12 >= 0) Then 
mlR12 := mR12 • xmAvgl[1] 
m2R12 := mR12 • (l-xmAvgl[1]) 
EndIf 
If (mR23 >= 0) Then 
mlR23 := mR23 • xmAvg1[2] 
m2R23 := mR23 • (l-xmAvgl[2]) 
EndIf 
If (mR34 >= 0) Then 
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mlR34 := mR34 * xmAvgl[3] 
m2R34 := mR34 * (l-xmAvgl[3]) 
EndIf 
If (mR45 >= 0) Then 
mlR45 := mR45 * xmAvgl[4] 
m2R45 := mR45 * (l;'~vgl[4]) 
EndIf 
If (mR56 >= 0) Then 
mlR56 := mR56 * xmAvgl[5] 
m2R56 := mR56 * (l-xmAvgl[5]) 
EndIf 
If (mR67 >= 0) Then 
mlR67 := mR67 * xmAvgl[6] 
m2R67 := mR67 * (l-xmAvgl[6]) 
EndIf 
If (mR78 >= 0) Then 
mlR78 := mR78 * xmAvg1[7] 
m2R78 := mR78 * (l-xmAvgl[7]) 
EndIf 
If (mROI < 0) Then {Oowoflow} 
mlROI := mROl * xmAvgl[1] 
m2ROl := mROI * (l-xmAvgl[1]) 
EndIf 
If (mR12 < 0) Then 
mlRl2 := mRl2 * xmAvgl[2] 
m2R12 := mRl2 * (l-xmAvg1[2]) 
EndIf 
If (mR23 < 0) Then 
mlR23 := mR23 * xmAvgl[3] 
m2R23 := mR23 * (l-xmAvgl[3]) 
Endif 
If (mR34 < 0) Then 
mlR34 := mR34 * xmAvgl[4] 
m2R34 := mR34 * (l-xmAvgl[4]) 
EndIf 
If (mR45 < 0) Then 
mlR45 := mR45 * xmAvg1[5] 
m2R45 := mR45 * (l-xmAvgl[5]) 
EndIf 
If (mR56 < 0) Then 
mlR56 := mR56 * xmAvgl[6] 
m2R56 := mR56 * (l-xmAvgl[6]) 
EndIf 
If (mR67 < 0) Then 
mlR67 := mR67 * xmAvgl[7] 
m2R67 := mR67 * (l-xmAvgl[7]) 
EndIf 
If (mR78 < 0) Then 
mlR78 := mR78 * xmAvgl[8] 
m2R78 := mR78 * (l-xmAvgl[8]) 
EndIf 
FJJd 
Procedure 
HRedis(mIROl,mlR12,mlR23,mlR34,mlR45,mlR56,mlR67,mlR78,HRupOl,HRup12,HRup23,HRup 
34,HRup45,HRup56,HRup67,HRup78,HRdnOI,HRdnI 2,HRdn23,HRdn34,HRdn45,HRdn56,HRdn67,HRd 
n78:HROI,HRI2,HR23,HR34,HR45,HR56,HR67,HR78) 
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IT (mlROl >= 0) Then 
HROl:=HRupOl 
EndIf 
IT (mlR12 >= 0) Then 
HR12:=HRup12 
EndIf 
IT (mlR23 >= 0) Then 
HR23:=HRup23 
EndIf 
IT (mlR34 >= 0) Then 
HR34:=HRup34 
EndIf 
IT (mlR45 >= 0) Then 
HR45:=HRup45 
EndIf 
IT (mlR56 >= 0) Then 
HR56:=HRup56 
EndIf 
IT (mlR67 >= 0) Then 
HR67:=HRup67 
EndIf 
IT (mlR78 >= 0) Then 
HR78:=HRup78 
EndIf 
IT (mlROl < 0) Then 
HROl:=HRdnOl 
EndIf 
IT (mlR12 < 0 ) Then 
HRI2:=HRdn12 
EndIf 
IT (mlR23 < 0) Then 
HR23:=HRdn23 
EndIf 
IT (mlR34 < 0 ) Then 
HR34:=HRdn34 
EndIf 
IT (mlR45 < 0) Then 
HR45:=HRdn45 
EndIf 
IT (mlR56 < 0 ) Then 
HR56:=HRdn56 
EndIf 
IT (mlR67 < 0) Then 
HR67:=HRdn67 
EndIf 
IT (mlR78 < 0 ) Then 
HR78:=HRdn78 
EndIf 
Flld 
{Upfiow} 
{Downfiow} 
{ Convergence Method For Condensation Runs 
1. Drive ptot in row 2 about 100 above the starting value for row 1 and store in initial guesses. 
2. Converge row 1. 
3. Slowly step row 2's pressure down to row l's pressure. (Very small quality increments when fJrSt 
converging.) 
4. Finally allow ptot to be calcu1ated. 
Difficult due to the steep rise of xl at the beginning! } 
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{Mass Transfer Model} 
{ Overall composition (comptot1), total mass flow rate (mtot), initial pressure (ptot) 
and quality (qual) area all set in the parametric table for row 1 (equilmmn initial condition) } 
CArIner = 4.0 {Area Enhancement - Mass Traosfer} 
Cmix = 0.015 
Crct = 10 {Values of ~ = 13 at P = 300 kPa, 10 at P = 400 kPa, and 8 at P = 600 kPa for R221R114 
} 
dqual=O.05 
{Constant Flux} 
qaux[O] = 26 {*(d+O.5/1000)/d) 
qflux[l] = qaux[O] {*(d+O.5/1000)/d) 
qflux[2] = qflux[O] {*(d+O.511000)/d) 
qflux[3] = qaux[O] {*(d+O.5/1000)/d) 
qaux[4] = qflux[O] {*(d+O.5/1000)/d) 
qflux[5] = qaux[O] {*(d+O.5/1000)/d) 
qaux[6] = qaux[O] {*(d+O.5/1000)/d) 
qflux[7] = qaux[O] {*(d+O.5/1000)/d) 
qflux[8] = qaux[O] {*(d+O.511000)/d) 
{Constant Tw} 
{Tw[O] = 10 
Tw[l] = Tw[O] 
Tw[2] = Tw[O] 
Tw[3] = Tw[O] 
Tw[4] = Tw[O] 
Tw[5] = Tw[O] 
Tw[6] = Tw[O] 
Tw[7] = Tw[O] 
Tw[8] = Tw[O]} 
qflux[O] = qw[O]/(pi * dl16 * dz) 
qflux[1] = qW[1]/(pi * dIS * dz) { Note factor of 2 } 
qflux[2] = qw[2]1(pi * dIS * dz) 
qaux[3] = qW[3]/(pi * dIS * dz) 
qaux[4] = qw[4]1(pi * dIS * dz) 
qflux[5] = qw[5]/(Pi * dIS * dz) 
qaux[6] = qw[6]I(pi * dIS * dz) 
qflux[7] = qW[7]/(Pi * dIS * dz) 
qflux[8] = qw[8]/(pi * dl16 * dz) 
mfIux = mtotl(pi * d * d 14) 
mtot = mdotg+mdotL 
qual = mdotglmtot 
comptotl = «m1 v+mdotLF1)1mwl)/«m1 v+mdotLF1)lmwl+(m2v+md0tLF2)/mw2) 
mdotg = ml v+m2v 
mdotLFl = ml [O]+ml [l]+ml[2]+ml [3]+ml [4]+ml [5]+ml[6]+ml [7]+ml [8] 
mdotLF2 = m2[0]+m2[1]+m2[2]+m2[3]+m2[4]+m2[5]+m2[6]+m2[7]+m2[8] 
mdotLF = mdotLF1+mdotLF2 
mdotL = mdotLF {Assuming no Enttainment} 
{ Assumes vapor ttacks the liquid surface averaged t's - due to evaporation and convection } 
tv = (t[O] + 2*t[1]+2*t[2]+2*t[3]+2*t[4]+2*t[5]+2*t[6]+2*t[7]+t[8])/16 { Note the factor of 2 } 
{Mole fractions} 
y1=(ml v/mwl)/(ml v/mwl+m2vlmw2) 
xl [O]=(ml[0]lmw1)1(m1[O]lmw1+m2[0]1mw2) 
xl [1]=(ml [1]lmw 1)1(ml [l]lmw1+m2[I]lmw2) 
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xl[2]=(ml[2]lmwl)l(ml[2]/mwl+m2[2]1mw2) 
xl [3]=(ml [3]lmwl)l(ml [3]1mwl+m2[3]lmw2) 
xl [4]=(ml [4]lmwl)l(ml [4]1mwl+m2[4]lmw2) 
xl [5]=(ml[5]lmwl)l(ml [5]1mwl+m2[5]lmw2) 
xl [6]=(ml[6]lmwl)l(ml [6]1mwl+m2[6]lmw2) 
xl [7]=(ml [7]lmwl)l(ml [7}1mwl+m2[7]Imw2) 
xl [8]=(ml [8]lmwl)l(ml [8]1mwl+m2[8]lmw2) 
{Mass fractions } 
yml = yll(yl+(l-yl)*(mw2lmwl» 
xml[O] = xl[O]l(xl[O]+(l-xl[O])*(mw2lmwl» 
xml[l] = xl [l]l(xl [l]+(l-xl[l])*(mw2lmwl» 
xml[2] = xl [2]1(xl[2]+(l-xl[2])*(mw2lmwl» 
xml[3] = xl [3]1(xl[3]+(1-x1[3])*(mw2lmwl» 
xm1[4] = xl [4]1(x1[4]+(1-x1[4])*(mw2lmwl» 
xml[5] = x1[5]1(xl[5]+(1-x1[5])*(mw2lmwl» 
xml[6] = xl [6]1(xl [6]+(1-xl[6])*(mw2lmwl» 
xml[7] = xl [7]1(xl [7]+(l-xl [7])*(mw2lmwl» 
xml[8] = xl [8]1(xl[8]+(1-xl[8])*(mw2lmwl» 
{ *** Comment out below after running row 1 *** } 
{ 
Poynl[O] = exp(CIctlrboLl[O]*(Psatl[O]-ptot)/(8.3l4Imwl*(t[O]+273.l5») 
Poyn2[O] = exp(CIctlrhoL2[O]*(ptot-Psat2[O])/(8.3l4lmw2*(t[O]+273.15») 
Poynl[l] = exp(CrctlrhoLl[1]*(Psatl[l]-ptot)/(8.3l4lmwl*(t[l]+273.l5») 
Poyn2[l] = exp(CIctlrboL2[1]*(ptot-Psat2[1])/(8.3l4lmw2*(t[l]+273.l5») 
Poynl[2] = exp(CIctlrboLl[2]*(Psat1[2]-ptot)/(8.314lmwl*(t[2]+273.15») 
Poyn2[2] = exp(CIctlrb0L2[2]*(ptot-Psat2[2])/(8.314lmw2*(t[2]+273.15») 
Poynl[3] = exp(CIctlrboLl[3]*(Psat1[3]-ptot)/(8.314lmwl*(t[3]+273.15») 
Poyn2[3] = exp(CIctlrboL2[3]*(ptot-Psat2[3])/(8.3l41mw2*(t[3]+273.l5») 
Poynl[4] = exp(CIctlrboLl[4]*(Psatl[4]-ptot)/(8.3l4Imwl*(t[4]+273.l5))) 
Poyn2[4] = exp(CIctlrboL2[4]*(ptot-Psat2[4])/(8.3l4Imw2*(t[4]+273.l5))) 
Poynl [5] = exp(CIctlrhoL 1[5]*(Psat1[5]-ptot)/(8.3l4lmw 1*(t[5]+273.l5») 
Poyn2[5] = exp(CIctlrb0L2[5]*(ptot-Psat2[5])/(8.3l4lmw2*(t[5]+273.15») 
Poynl [6] = exp(CIctlrboLl[6]*(Psat1[6]-ptot)/(8.3l4Imwl*(t[6]+273.l5») 
Poyn2[6] = exp(CIctlrboL2[6]*(ptot-Psat2[6])/(8.3l41mw2*(t[6]+273.l5») 
Poynl[7] = exp(CIctlrboLl[7]*(Psat1[7]-ptot)/(8.314Imwl*(t[7]+273.15») 
Poyn2[7] = exp(CIctlrhoL2[7]*(ptot-Psat2[7])/(8.3l41mw2*(t[7]+273.l5») 
Poyn 1 [8] = exp(CIctlrboL 1 [8]*(Psatl [8]-ptot)/(8.3 l4lmwl *(t[8]+273. 15») 
Poyn2[8] = exp(CIctlrboL2[8]*(ptot-Psat2[8])/(8.3 l4lmw2*(t[8]+273. 15») 
ptot*yl=xl[O]*Psatl[O]*Poynl[O] 
ptot*(l-y l)=(l-xl [O])*Psat2[O] *Poyn2[O] 
ptot*yl=xl[l]*Psatl[1]*Poynl[l] 
ptot*(l-yl)=(l-xl [l])*Psat2[1]*P0yn2[1] 
ptot*yl=xl [2] *Psatl [2]*Poynl [2] 
ptot*(1-yl)=(1-xl[2])*Psat2[2]*Poyn2[2] 
ptot*yl=xl [3] *Psatl [3]*Poynl [3] 
ptot*(l-y l)=(l-xl [3])*Psat2[3] *Poy02[3] 
ptot*yl=xl [4]*Psatl [4]*Poynl [4] 
ptot*(l-yl)=(l-xl [4])*Psat2[4]*Poyn2[4] 
ptot*yl=xl [5]*Psatl [5]*Poynl [5] 
ptot*(l-yl)=(l-xl [5])*Psat2[5] *P0y02[5] 
ptot*yl=xl [6]*Psatl [6]*Poynl [6] 
ptot*(1-yl)=(1-xl[6])*Psat2[6]*P0y02[6] 
ptol*yl=xl [7]*Psatl[7]*Poynl [7] 
ptot*(l-yl)=(l-xl [7])*Psat2[7]*P0y02[7] 
ptot*yl=xl [8]*Psatl [8]*Poynl [8] 
ptot*(1-yl)=(1-xl[8])*Psat2[8]*Poy02[8] 
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} 
{ *** Comment out above after running row 1 *** } 
{ *** Comment out below while running row 1 *** } 
{ } 
{Constraints } 
d=9.l/l000 
qual = tablevalue(row-l ~#qual) + dqual 
dp = (taui[O] + 2*taui[1] + 2*taui[2] + 2*taui[3] + 2*taui[4] + 2*taui[5] + 2*taui[6]+2*taui[7]+ taui[8])/16 
* 4.0 * dz I (d - 2 * (b[O] + 2*b[1] + 2*b[2]+ 2*b[3]+ 2*b[4]+ 2*b[5]+ 2*b[6]+ 2*b[7]+ b[8])116) 
dpkPa = dp 11000 
plOt = tablevalue(row-l ,#ptot) - dpkPa 
{ Uptlow and dowot1ow same magnitude (i.e mMOl = mM10) } 
uMOl = Cmix*wavg[O] 
uM12 = Cmix*wavg[1] 
uM23 = Cmix*wavg[2] 
uM34 = Cmix*wavg[3] 
uM45 = Cmix*wavg[4] 
uM56 = Cmix*wavg[5] 
uM67 = Cmix*wavg[6] 
uM78 = Cmix*wavg[7] 
uMOl = mMOll(rboL[0]*b[0]*dz*2) 
uM12 = mM12l(rboL[1]*b[1]*dz*2) 
uM23 = mM23/(rboL[2]*b[2]*dz*2) 
uM34 = mM34/(rboL[3]*b[3]*dz*2) 
uM45 = mM45/(rboL[4]*b[4]*dz*2) 
uM56 = mM56I(rboL[5]*b[5]*dz*2) 
uM67 = mM67/(rboL[6]*b[6]*dz*2) 
uM78 = mM781(rboL[7]*b[7]*dz*2) 
{UpMix} 
mlMOl = mMOl * xmAvgl[O] 
m2MOl = mMOl * (l-xmAvgl[O]) 
mlM12 = mM12 * xmAvgl[1] 
m2M12 = mM12 * (l-xmAvgl[1]) 
mlM23 = mM23 * xmAvgl[2] 
m2M23 = mM23 * (l-xmAvg1[2]) 
mlM34 = mM34 * xmAvgl[3] 
m2M34 = mM34 * (1-xmAvgl[3]) 
mlM45 = mM45 * xmAvgl[4] 
m2M45 = mM45 * (1-xmAvgl[4]) 
mlM56 = mM56 * xmAvgl[5] 
m2M56 = mM56 * (1-xmAvgl[5]) 
mlM67 = mM67 * xmAvgl[6] 
m2M67 = mM67 * (l-xmAvgl[6]) 
mlM78 = mM78 * xmAvgl[7] 
m2M78 = mM78 * (1-xmAvgl[7]) 
{DownMix} 
mlM10 = mMOl * xmAvgl[1] 
m2M10 = mMOl * (l-xmAvgl[1]) 
mlM2l = mM12 * xmAvgl[2] 
m2M2l = mM12 * (1-xmAvg1[2]) 
mlM32 = mM23 * xmAvg1[3] 
m2M32 = mM23 * (1-xmAvgl[3]) 
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mlM43 = mM34 * xmAvgl[4] 
m2M43 = mM34 * (1-xmAvg1[4]) 
mlM54 = mM45 * xmAvg1[5] 
m2M54 = mM45 * (1-xmAvgl[5]) 
mlM65 = mM56 * xmAvg1[6] 
m2M65 = mM56 * (1-mu\.vgl[6]) 
mlM76 = mM67 * xmAvgl[7] 
m2M76 = mM67 * (l-xmAvgl[7]) 
mlM87 = mM78 * xmAvgl[8] 
m2M87 = mM78 * (1-xmAvgl[8]) 
Call Redist(mROl,mR12,mR23,mR34,mR45,mR56,mR67,mR78,xmAvgl[0],xmAvgl[1],xmAvgl[2], 
xmAvgl [3],xmAvgl [4],xmAvgl [5],xmAvgl [6],xmAvgl [7],xmAvgl[8]:mlROl,m2R0 1,mlR12,m2R12, 
mlR23,m2R23,mlR34,m2R34,mlR45,m2R45,mlR56,m2R56,mlR67,m2R67,mlR78,m2R78) 
oROl = mROll(rhoL[0]*h[0]*dz*2) 
oR12 = mR12l(rhoL[1]*h[1]*dz*2) 
uR23 = mR23/(rhoL[2]*h[2]*dz*2) 
uR34 = mR34/(rhoL[3]*h[3]*dz*2) 
uR45 = mR451(rhoL[4]*h[4]*dz*2) 
uR56 = mR56I(rhoL[5]*h[5]*dz*2) 
uR67 = mR67/(rhoL[61*h[6]*dz*2) 
oR78 = mR781(rhoL[7]*h[7]*dz*2) 
{Mass Balance - Valid fCX' evaporation and condensation} 
mlEvap[O]+ml[O]+mlRO+mlMOl = tablevalue(row-l,#ml[O]) + mlMlO 
m2Evap[O]+m2[O]+m2R01+m2MOl= tablevalue(row-l,#m2[O]) + m2MIO 
mlEvap[1]+ml[1]+mlR12+mlMlO+mlM12 = tablevalue(row-l,#ml[l]) + mlROl + mlMOl + mlM21 
m2Evap[l]+m2[1]+m2R12+m2MIO+m2M12 = tablevalue(row-l,#m2[l]) + m2ROl + m2MOl + m2M21 
mlEvap[2]+ml[2]+mlR23+mlM21+mlM23 = tablevalue(row-l,#ml[2]) + mlR12 + mlM12 + mlM32 
m2Evap[2]+m2[2]+m2R23+m2M21+m2M23 = tablevalue(row-l,#m2[2]) + m2R12 + m2M12 + m2M32 
mlEvap[3]+ml[3]+mlR34+mlM32+mlM34 = tablevalue(row-l,#m1[3]) + mlR23 + mlM23 + mlM43 
m2Evap[3]+m2[3]+m2R34+m2M32+m2M34 = tablevalue(row-l,#m2[3])+m2R23+m2M23+ m2M43 
mlEvap[4]+m1[4]+mlR45+mlM43+mlM45 = tablevalue(row-l,#ml[4]) + mlR34 + mlM34 + mlM54 
m2Evap[4]+m2[4]+m2R45+m2M43+m2M4S = tablevalue(row-l,#m2[4]) + m2R34 + m2M34 + m2M54 
mlEvap[S]+ml[S]+mlR56+mlM54+mlM56 = tablevalue(row-l,#m1[5]) + mlR45 + mlM45 + mlM65 
m2Evap[S]+m2[5]+m2R56+m2M54+m2M56 = tablevalue(row-l,#m2[S]) + m2R4S + m2M45 + m2M65 
mlEvap[61+ml[61+mlR67+mlM65+mlM67 = tablevalue(row-l,#ml[6]) + mlR56 + mlM56 + mlM76 
m2Evap[61+m2[61+m2R67+m2M65+m2M67 = tablevalue(row-l,#m2[6]) + m2R56 + m2M56 + m2M76 
mlEvap[7]+ml[7]+mlR78+mlM76+mlM78 = tablevalue(row-l,#ml[7]) + mlR67 + mlM67 + mlM87 
m2Evap[7]+m2[7]+m2R78+m2M76+m2M78 = tablevalue(row-l,#m2[7]) + m2R67 + m2M67 + m2M87 
mlEvap[8]+ml[8]+mlM87 = tablevalue(row-l,#ml[8]) + mlR78 + mlM78 
m2Evap[8]+m2[8]+m2M87 = tablevalue(row-l,#m2[8]) + m2R78 + m2M78 
ml v = tablevalue(row-l,#mlv)+mlEvap[0]+mlEvap[l]+mlEvap[2]+mlEvap[3]+mlEvap[4] 
+mlEvap[5]+mlEvap[6]+mlEvap[7]+mlEvap[8] 
m2v = tablevalue(row-l,#m2v)+m2Evap[0]+m2Evap[l]+m2Evap[2]+m2Evap[3]+m2Evap[4] 
+m2Evap[S]+m2Evap[6]+m2Evap[7]+m2Evap[8] 
Scg = 1.0 
kmtg[O] = «taui[O]+tablevalue(row-l,#taui[O]»)I2) I «(ug+tablevalue(row-l,#Ug»)I2) * Scgll().67) * 
mwll1000 * mw21(ymlAvg * mw2 + (1 - ymlAvg) * mwl) 
kmtg[l] = «taui[1]+tablevalue(row-l,#taui[l]»)I2) I «(ug+tablevalue(row-l,#Ug»)I2) * Scgll().67) * 
mwll1000 * mw21(ymlAvg * mw2 + (1 - ymlAvg) * mWl) 
kmtg[2] = «taui[2]+tablevalue(row-l,#taui[2]»)I2) I «(ug+tablevalue(row-l,#Ug»)I2) * Scgll().67) * 
mwl/lOOO * mw21(ymlAvg * mw2 + (1- ymlAvg) * mwl) 
kmtg[3] = «taui[3]+tablevalue(row-l,#taui[3]))I2) I «(ug+tablevalue(row-l,#ug»)I2) * Scgll().67) * 
mwl/1000 * mw2l(ymlAvg * mw2 + (1- ymlAvg) * mwl) 
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kmtg[4] = «taui[4]+tablevalue(row-1,#taui[4]))I2) 1 «(ug+tablevalue(row-1,#Ug»)I2) * Scg"O.67) * 
mw1l1000 * mw21(ym1Avg * mw2 + (1 - ym1Avg) * mw1) 
kmtg[5] = «taui[5]+tablevalue(row-1,#taui[5]))I2) 1 «(ug+tablevalue(row-1,#Ug»)I2) * Scg"O.67) * 
mw1l1000 * mw21(ym1Avg * mw2 + (1 - ym1Avg) * mw1) 
kmtg[6] = «taui[6]+tablevalue(row-1,#taui[6]))I2) 1 «(ug+tablevalue(row-1,#Ug»)I2) * Scg"O.67) * 
mw1/1000 * mw2l(ym1Ayg * mw2 + (1 - ym1Avg) * mw1) 
kmtg[7] = «taui[7]+tablevalue(row-1,#taui[7]))I2) 1 «(ug+tablevalue(row-1,#Ug»)I2) * Scg"O.67) * 
mw1l1000 * mw21(ym1Avg * mw2 + (1 - ym1Avg) * mw1) 
kmtg[8] = «taui[8]+tablevalue(row-1,#taui[8]))I2) 1 «(ug+tablevalue(row-1,#Ug»)I2) * Scg"O.67) * 
mw1/1000 * mw2l(ym1Avg * mw2 + (1 - ym1Avg) * mw1) 
][0] = CArIner * 1/16 * pi * (d - 2*b[0]) * dz * kmtg[O] * (ymli[O] - ym1Avg) 
][1] = CArIner * 2116 * pi * (d - 2*b[1]) * dz * kmtg[1] * (ymli[1] - ym1Avg) 
][2] = CArIner * 2116 * pi * (d - 2*b[2]) * dz * kmtg[2] * (ymli[2] - ym1Avg) 
][3] = CArIner * 2116 * pi * (d - 2*b[3]) * dz * kmtg[3] * (ymli[3] - ym1Avg) 
][4] = CArIner * 2116 * pi * (d - 2*b[4]) * dz * kmtg[4] * (ymli[4] - ym1Avg) 
][5] = CArIner * 2116 * pi * (d - 2*b[5]) * dz * kmtg[5] * (ymli[5] - ym1Avg) 
][6] = CArIner * 2116 * pi * (d - 2*b[6]) * dz * kmtg[6] * (ymli[6] - ym1Avg) 
][7] = CArIner * 2116 * pi * (d - 2*b[7]) * dz * kmtg[7] * (ymli[7] - ym1Avg) 
][8] = CArIner * 1116 * pi * (d - 2*b[8]) * dz * kmtg[8] * (ymli[8] - ym1Avg) 
{For both evaporation and condensation} 
mlEvap[O] = mEvap[O] * ymli[O] + ][0] 
m2Evap[O] = mEvap[O] - m1Evap[0] 
m1Evap[1] = mEvap[1] * ymli[1] + ][1] 
m2Evap[1] = mEvap[1] - m1Evap[1] 
m1Evap[2] = mEvap[2] * ymli[2] + ][2] 
m2Evap[2] = mEvap[2] - mlEvap[2] 
mlEvap[3] = mEvap[3] * ymli[3] + ][3] 
m2Evap[3] = mEvap[3] - mlEvap[3] 
mlEvap[4] = mEvap[4] * ymli[4] + ][4] 
m2Evap[4] = mEvap[4] - mlEvap[4] 
mlEvap[5] = mEvap[5] * ymli[5] + ][5] 
m2Evap[5] = mEvap[5] - mlEvap[5] 
m1Evap[6] = mEvap[6] * ymli[6] + ][6] 
m2Evap[6] = mEvap[6] - mlEvap[6] 
m1Evap[7] = mEvap[7] * ymli[7] + ][7] 
m2Evap[7] = mEvap[7] - mlEvap[7] 
mlEvap[8] = mEvap[8] * ymli[8] + ][8] 
m2Evap[8] = mEvap[8] - mlEvap[8] 
{Evaporation Rates} 
{Interface at equilibrium - Modified Raoult's Law} 
Psatli[O] = Pressure(R22, T=ti[0],x=O.5) 
Psat2i[O] = Pressure(R114,T=ti[0],x=O.5) 
Psatli[1] = Pressure(R22, T=ti[1],x=O.5) 
Psat2i[1] = Pressure(R114, T=ti[1],x=O.S) 
Psatli[2] = Pressure(R22, T=ti[2],x=O.S) 
Psat2i[2] = Pressure(R114,T=ti[2],x=O.5) 
Psatli[3] = Pressure(R22, T=ti[3],x=O.S) 
Psat2i[3] = Pressure(R114,T=ti[3],x=O.S) 
Psatli[4] = Pressure(R22, T=ti[4],x=O.S) 
Psat2i[4] = Pressure(R114,T=ti[4],x=O.5) 
Psatli[5] = Pressure(R22, T=ti[5],x=O.S) 
Psat2i[5] = Pressure(R114, T=ti[S],x=O.5) 
Psat1i[6] = Pressure(R22, T=ti[6],x=O.S) 
Psat2i[6] = Pressure(R114, T=d[6],x=O.5) 
Psatli[7] = Pressure(R22, T=ti[7],x=O.S) 
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psaai[7] = Pressure(R114,T=ti[7],x=O.S) 
Psatli[8] = Pressure(R22,T=ti[8],x=O.5) 
Psat2i[8] = Pressure(R114,T=ti[8],x=O.5) 
Poynli[O] = exp(CrctirboL~ [0] *(Psatli[0]-ptot)/(8.3 14lmwl *(d[0]+273. IS») 
Poyn2i[O] = exp(Crctlrb~[0]*(ptot-Psat2i[0])/(8.314lmw2*(d[0]+273.1S») 
Poynli[l] = exp(CrctirboLl [l]*(Psatli[l]-ptot)/(8.314lmw 1 *(d[l]+273. IS) » 
Poyn2i[l] = exp(Crctlrb0L2[l]*(ptot-Psat2i[l])/(8.3141mw2*(d[l]+273.1S») 
Poynli[2] = exp(CrctirboLl [2]*(Psatli[2]-ptot)/(8.314Imwl*(d[2]+273.1S») 
Poyn2i[2] = exp(Cn:tlrb0L2[2]*(ptot-Psat2i[2])/(8.3141mw2*(d[2]+273.1S») 
Poynli[3] = exp(CrctirboLl[3]*(Psatli[3]-ptot)/(8.314lmwl*(d[3]+273.1S») 
Poyn2i[3] = exp(CrctirboL2[3]*(ptot-Psat2i[3])/(8.314Imw2*(d[3]+273.1S») 
Poynli[4] = exP(CrctirboLl [4]*(Psatli[4]-ptot)/(8.314Imw 1*(d[4]+273.1S») 
Poyn2i[4] = exp(CrctirboL2[4]*(ptot-Psat2i[4])/(8.3141mw2*(d[4]+273.1S») 
Poynli[S] = exp(CrctirboLl [S]*(Psatli[S]-ptot)/(8.314Imwl*(d[S]+273.1S») 
Poyn2i[S] = exp(Cn:tlrb0L2[S]*(ptot-Psat2i[S])/(8.3141mw2*(d[5]+273.1S») 
Poynli[6] = exp(CrctirboLl [6] *(Psatli[6]-ptot)/(8.314lmwl*(d[6]+273.1S») 
Poyn2i[6] = exp(CrctlrboL2[6]*(ptot-Psat2i[6])/(8.314lmw2*(d[6]+273.1S») 
Poynli[7] = exp(CrctirboLl [7]*(Psatli[7]-ptot)/(8.314lmwl*(d[7]+273.1S») 
Poyn2i[7] = exp(CrctirboL2[7]*(ptot-Psat2i[7])/(8.3141mw2*(d[71+273.1S») 
Poynli[8] = exp(CrctirboLl [8]*(Psatli[8]-ptot)/(8.314Imwl*(d[8]+273.1S») 
Poyn2i[8] = exp(CrctirboL2[8]*(ptot-Psat2i[8])/(8.314Imw2*(d[8]+273.1S») 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)l2*y li[O] = x li[O]*Psatli[O]*Poyn li[O] 
(tablevalue(row-l ,#ptot)+ptot)I2*(l-y li[O]) = (l-x H[O])*Psat2i[O]*Poyn2i[O] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptol)+ptot)l2*yli[l] = xli[1]*PsatH[l]*Poynli[1] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)I2*(l-yH[1]) = (l-xH[l])*Psat2i[1]*Poyn2i[l] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)l2*y li[2] = x U[2] *Psatli[2] *Poyn li[2] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)I2*(1-yli[2]) = (1-xli[2])*Psat2i[2]*Poyn2i[2] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptol)+ptot)l2*yU[3] = xU[3]*Psatli[3]*Poynli[3] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptDt)I2*(l-yli[3]) = (1-xU[3])*Psat2i[3]*Poyn2i[3] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)l2*yU[4] = xU[4]*PsatU[4]*Poynli[4] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)I2*(1-yli[4]) = (1-xli[4])*Psat2i[4]*Poyn2i[4] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)l2*y U[S] = x U[S]*Psatli[S]*Poyn li[S] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)I2*(l-y U[S]) = (l-xli[S])*Psat2i[S]*Poyn2i[S] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)l2*yU[6] = xU[6]*Psatli[6]*Poynli[6] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)I2*(1-yU[6]) = (l-xli[6])*Psat2i[6]*Poyn2i[6] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)l2*yU[71 = xU[71*PsatH[7]*PoynH[7] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptot)I2*(1-yH[7]) = (l-xH[71)*Psat2i[7]*Poyn2i[71 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptol)+ptot)l2*y H[8] = xU[8] *PsatH[8] *Poyn H[8] 
(tablevalue(row-l,#ptot)+ptol)I2*(l-yH[8]) = (1-xH[8])*Psat2i[8] *Poyn2i[8] 
{Mass fractions } 
xmH[O] = xU[O]l(xH[O]+(l-xli[O»*(mw2lmwl» 
xmli[l] = xH[1]1(xli[1]+(l-xli[1])*(mw2lmwl» 
xmli[2] = x1i[2]1(xH[2]+(1-xli[2»*(mw2lmwl» 
xmli[3] = x1i[3]/(xH[3]+(1-xli[3])*(mw2lmwl» 
xm1i[4] = x1i[4]1(xli[4]+(1-xli[4])*(mw2lmwl» 
xmli[S] = x1i[S]I(x1i[S]+(1-xli[S»*(mw2lmwl» 
xm1i[6] = x1i[6]1(xH[6]+(1-xH[6»*(mw2lmwl» 
xmU[7] = xH[7]1(xH[71+(1-xH[7])*(mw2lmwl» 
xmU[8] = xU[8]1(xli[8]+(1-xH[8])*(mw2lmwl» 
ymU[O] = y1i[O]l(yH[0]+(1-yH[0»*(mw2lmwl» 
ymli[1] = y1i[1]1(yli[1]+(1-yli[1»*(mw2lmwl» 
ym1i[2] = yU[2]1(yli[2]+(1-yli[2])*(mw2lmwl» 
ymli[3] = yli[3]1(yli[3]+(1-yli[3])*(mw2lmwl» 
ymU[4] = yli[4]1(yli[4]+(1-yli[4])*(mw2lmwl» 
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ymli[5] = yli[5]1(yli[5]+(1-yli[5])*(mw2imwl» 
ymli[6] = yli[6]1(yli[6]+(1-yli[6])*(mw2imwl» 
ymli[7] = yli[7]1(yli[7]+(1-yli[7])*(mw2imwl» 
ymli[8] = yli[8]1(yli[8]+(1-yli[8])*(mw2Jmwl» 
{Segment average mass fni¢ons} 
xmAvgl[O] = (xml[O]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[O]»)12 
xmAvgl[l] = (xml[1]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[l]»)12 
xmAvgl[2] = (xml[2]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[2]»)12 
xmAvgl[3] = (xml[3]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[3]»)12 
xmAvgl[4] = (xml[4]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[4]»)12 
xmAvgl[5] = (xml [5]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[5]»)12 
xmAvgl[6] = (xml[6]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[6]»)12 
xmAvgl[7] = (xml[7]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[7]»)12 
xmAvgl[8] = (xml[8]+tablevalue(row-l,#xml[8]»)12 
ymlAvg = (yml+tablevalue(row-l,#yml»12 
{ Mass fraction of the interface equal to segment average liquid mass fraction } 
{ Assumes liquid well mixed with negligible concentration gradient at liquid interface } 
{ Interface mass fraction value is valid only for bulk calculations } 
xmli[O] = xmAvgl[O] 
xmli[l] = xmAvgl[1] 
xmli[2] =xmAvgl[2] 
xmli[3] = xmAvgl[3] 
xmli[4] = xmAvgl[4] 
xmli[5] = xmAvgl[5] 
xmli[6] = xmAvgl[6] 
xmli[7] = xmAvgl[7] 
xmli[8] = xmAvgl[8] 
{ti's controlled by concentration gradients needing a certain interface composition!} 
tirO] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[O]) + t[O])12 
ti[1] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[l]) + t[1])12 
ti[2] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[2]) + t[2])12 
ti[3] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[3]) + t[3])12 
ti[4] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[4]) + t[4])12 
ti[5] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[5]) + t[5])12 
ti[6] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[6]) + t[6])12 
ti[7] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[7]) + t[7])12 
ti[8] = (tablevalue(row-l,#t[8]) + t[8])12 
{Energy Balances} 
{ Includes energy associated with redistributing flow } 
{ Too many variables to pass to the procedure } 
HRupOl=mlROl *(hlfn[O]+hlft[O])I2+m2ROl *(h2fn[O]+h2ft[O])12 
HRupl2=mlR12*(hlfn[l]+hlft[1])12+m2R12*(h2fn[l]+h2ft[1])12 
HRup23=mlR23*(hlfn[2]+hlft[2])12+m2R23*(h2fn[2]+h2ft[2])12 
HRup34---mlR34*(hlfn[3]+hlft[3])I2+m2R34*(h2fn[3]+h2ft[3])12 
HRup45=mlR45*(hlfn[4]+hlft[4])12+m2R45*(h2fn[4]+h2ft[4])12 
HRup56=mlR56*(hlfn[5]+hlft[5])12+m2R56*(h2fn[5]+h2ft[5])12 
HRup67=mlR67*(h1 fn[6]+hlft[6])I2+m2R67*(h2fn[6]+h2ft[6])12 
HRup78=mlR78*(hlfn[7]+hlft[7])12+m2R78*(h2fn[7]+h2ft[7])12 
HRdnOl=mlROl *(hlfn[1]+hlft[1])I2+m2ROl *(h2fn[1]+h2ft[1])12 
HRdnl2=mlR12*(hlfn[2]+hlft[2])12+m2R12*(h2fn[2]+h2ft[2])12 
HRdn23=mlR23*(hlfn[3]+hlft[3])12+m2R23*(h2fn[3]+h2ft[3])12 
HRdn34--mlR34*(hlfn[4]+hlft[4])12+m2R34*(h2fn[4]+h2ft[4])12 _ 
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HRdn4S=mlR4S*(hlfn[S]+hlft[S])I2+m2R4S*(h2fn[S]+h2ft[S])12 
HRdn56=mlR56*(hlfn[6]+hlft[6])12+m2R56*(h2fn[6]+h2ft[6])12 
HRdn67=mlR67*(hlfn[7]+hlft[7])I2+m2R67*(h2fn[7]+h2ft[7])12 
HRdn78=mlR7S*(hlfn[S]+hlft[S])I2+m2R7S*(h2fn[S]+h2ft[S])12 
Call HRedis(mlROl,mlR~2,mlR23,mlR34,mlR4S,mlR56,mlR67 ,mlR7S,HRupOl,HRup12,HRup23, 
HRup34,HRup4S,HRup56,HRup67,HRup78,HRdnOl,HRdn12,HRdD23,HRdn34,HRdn4S,HRdnS6,HRdn6 
7,HRdn7S:HROl,HR12,HR23,HR34,HR4S,HR56,HR67,HR7S) 
HMOl=mlMOl*(hlfn[O]+hlft(O])I2+m2MOl*(h2fn[O]+h2ft(O])12 
HMl2=mlM12*(hlfn[1]+hlft(1])12+m2M12*(h2fn[1]+h2ft(1])12 
HM23=mlM23*(hlfn[2]+hlft(2])12+m2M23*(h2fn[2]+h2ft(2])12 
HM34--mlM34*(hlfn[3]+hlft[3])12+m2M34*(h2fn[3]+h2ft[3])12 
HM4S=mlM4S*(hlfn[4]+hlft(4])12+m2M4S*(h2fn[4]+h2ft[4])12 
HMS6=mlM56*(hlfn[5]+hlft[S])I2+m2M56*(h2fn[5]+h2ft[5])12 
HM67=mlM67*(hl fn [6] +h lft[61)I2+m2M67*(h2fn[6]+h2ft(6])12 
HM78=mlM7S*(hlfn[7]+hlft[7])12+m2M7S*(h2fn[7]+h2ft[7])12 
HMIO=mlMlO*(hlfn[l]+hlft[l])I2+m2MlO*(h2fn[l]+h2ft[l])12 
HM21=mlM21*(hlfn[2]+hlft[2])12+m2M21*(h2fn[2]+h2ft[2])12 
HM32=mlM32*(hlfn[3]+hlft[3])12+m2M32*(h2fn[3]+h2ft[3])12 
HM43=mlM43*(hlfn[4]+h Ift(4])12+m2M43 *(h2fn[4]+h2ft(4])12 
HM54--mlM54*(hlfn[S]+hlft(S])I2+m2M54*(h2fn[S]+h2ft[5])12 
HM65=mlM6S*(hlfn[61+hlft(61)I2+m2M6S*(h2fn[6]+h2ft(6])12 
HM76=mlM76*(hlfn[7]+hlft[7])12+m2M76*(h2fn[7]+h2ft[7])12 
HMS7=mlMS7*(hlfn[S]+hlft(S])I2+m2MS7*(h2fn[S]+h2ft[S])12 
hlfn[O] = Enthalpy(R22, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[O]),x=O.O) 
h2fn[0] = Enthalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[0]),x=O.0) 
hlft[O] = Enthalpy(R22,T=t[0],x=O.0) 
h2ft[O] = Enthalpy(R114,T=t[0],x=O.0) 
hlgn[O] = Enthalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[0]),x=1.0) 
h2gn[0] = Enthalpy(Rl14, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[O]),x=l.O) 
hlgt[O] = Enthalpy(R22,T=t[O],x=l.O) 
h2gt[O] = Enthalpy(R114, T=t[O],x=l.O) 
Hn[O]=tablevalue(row-l,#ml[O])*hlfn[O]+tablevalue(row-l,#m2[O])*h2fn[O] 
Ht[O]=ml [O]*h Ift[O]+m2[O]*h2ft[O] 
HE[O]=mlEvap[O] *(hlgn[O]+hlgt[O])I2+m2Evap[O] *(h2gn[O]+h2gt[O])12 
Hn[O]+qw[O]+HMIO=HROl +HE[O]+Ht[O]+HMOl 
hlfn[1] = Enthalpy(R22, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[l]),x=O.O) 
h2fn[1] = Enthalpy(Rl14,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[1]),x=O.0) 
hlft[1] = Enthalpy(R22,T=t[1],x=O.0) 
h2ft[1] = Enthalpy(R114,T=t[1],x=O.0) 
hlgn[l] = Enthalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[1]),x=1.0) 
h2gn[1] = Enthalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[1]),x=1.0) 
hlgt[1] = Enthalpy(R22,T=t[1],x=1.0) 
h2gt[1] = Enthalpy(R114,T=t[1],x=1.0) 
Hn[1]=tablevalue(row-l,#ml [l])*hlfn[l]+tablevalue(row-l,#m2[1])*h2fn[l] 
Ht[l]=ml [l]*hlft[1]+m2[l] *h2ft[l] 
HE[1]=mlEvap[l] *(hlgn[l]+h 19t[l])I2+m2Evap[l] *(h2gn[l]+h2gt[l])12 
HR01+Hn[l]+qw[l]+HM01+HM21=HR12+HE[1]+Ht[1]+HMIO+HM12 
hlfn[2] = Enthalpy(R22, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[2]),x=O.0) 
h2fn[2] = Enthalpy(Rl14,T=tabievalue(row-l,#t[2]),x=O.0) 
hlft[2] = Enthalpy(R22,T=t[2],x=O.0) 
h2ft[2] = Enthalpy(R114,T=t[2],x=O.0) 
hlgn[2] = Enthalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[2]),x=1.0) 
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b2gn[2] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[2]),x=1.0) 
hlgt[2] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[2],x=I.O) 
h2gt[2] = Enthalpy(R114,T=t[2],x=I.O) 
Ho[2]=tablevalue(row-I,#m1[2])*hlfn[2]+tablevalue(row-I,#m2[2])*h2fn[2] 
Ht[2]=m1 [2] *hlft[2]+m2[2] *b2ft[2] 
HE[2]=mIEvap[2]*(hlgn[~]+hlgt[2])1l+m2Evap[2]*(h2gn[2]+b2gt[2])1l 
HRI2+Ho[2]+qw[2]+HM12+HM32=HR23+HE[2]+Ht[2]+HM2I+HM23 
hlfn[3] = Entbalpy(R22, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[3]),x=O.O) 
h2fn[3] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[3]),x=O.O) 
hlft[3] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[3],x=O.O) 
h2ft[3] = Entbalpy(R114,T=t[3],x=O.O) 
hlgn[3] = Entbalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[3]),x=1.0) 
b2gn[3] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[3]),x=I.O) 
hlgt[3] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[3],x=1.0) 
b2gt[3] = Entbalpy(R114,T=t[3],x=I.O) 
Ho[3]=tablevalue(row-l,#m1[3])*hlfn[3]+tablevalue(row-l,#m2[3])*h2fn[3] 
Ht[3]=ml [3] *h Ift[3]+m2[3] *b2ft[3] 
HE[3]=mlEvap[3] *(hl gn[3]+h Igt[3])fl+m2Evap[3] *(h2gn[3]+b2gt[3])1l 
HR23+Ho[3]+qw[3]+HM23+HM43=HR34+HE[3]+Ht[3]+HM32+HM34 
hlfn[4] = Entbalpy(R22, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[4]),x=O.O) 
h2fn[4] = Enthalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[4]),x=O.O) 
hlft[4] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[4],x=O.O) 
h2ft[4] = Entbalpy(R114,T=t[4],x=O.O) 
hlgn[4] = Entbalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[4]),x=1.0) 
b2gn[4] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[4]),x=I.O) 
hlgt[4] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[4],x=1.0) 
h2gt[4] = Enthalpy(R114,T=t[4],x=I.O) 
Ho[4]=tablevalue(row-I,#ml[4])*hlfn[4]+tablevalue(row-I,#m2[4])*h2fn[4] 
Ht[4]=ml [4]*hlft[4]+m2[4]*b2ft[4] 
HE[4]=mlEvap[4] *(hlgn[4]+hlgt[4])1l+m2Evap[4] *(h2gn[4]+b2gt[4])1l 
HR34+Hn[4]+qw[4]+HM34+HM54=HR45+HE[4]+Ht[4]+HM43+HM4S 
h Ifn[S] = Entbalpy(R22, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[S]),x=O.O) 
h2fn[S] = Enthalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[S]),x=O.O) 
hlft[S] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[S],x=O.O) 
h2ft[S] = Entbalpy(R114,T=t[S],x=O.O) 
hlgn[S] = Entbalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[S]),x=1.0) 
b2gn[S] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[S]),x=1.0) 
hlgt[S] = Enthalpy(R22,T=t[S],x=1.0) 
b2gt[S] = Enthalpy(R114,T=t[S],x=1.0) 
Ho[S]=tablevalue(row-l,#ml[5])*hlfn[5]+tablevalue(row-l,#m2[S])*h2fn[5] 
Ht[S]=mI[5]*hlft[S]+m2[5]*b2ft[S] 
HE[S]=mIEvap[5] *(hl gn[S]+hlgt[S])Il+m2Evap[5] *(h2gn[S]+b2gt[S])1l 
HR4S+Ho[S]+qw[S]+HM4S+HM6S=HR56+HE[S]+Ht[S]+HMS4+HM56 
hlfn[6] = Entbalpy(R22, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[6]),x=O.O) 
h2fn[6] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[6]),x=O.O) 
hlft[6] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[6],x=O.O) 
h2ft[6] = Entbalpy(R114,T=t[6],x=O.O) 
hlgn[6] = Entbalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[6]),x=1.O) 
b2gn[6] = Entbalpy(R114, T=tablevalue(row-l,#t[6]),x=1.0) 
hlgt[6] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[6],x=1.0) 
b2gt[6] = Enthalpy(R114,T=t[6],x=1.0) 
Ho[6J=tablevalue(row-l,#ml [6])*hlfn[6]+tablevalue(row-l,#m2[6])*b2fn[6] 
Ht[6]=mI[6]*hlft[6]+m2[6]*b2ft[6] 
HE[6]=mlEvap[6]*(hlgn[6]+hlgt[6])1l+m2Evap[6]*(b2gn[6]+b2gt[6J)1l 
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HR56+Hn[6]+qw[6]+HM56+HM76=HR67+HE[6]+Ht[6]+HM6S+HM67 
hlfn[7] = Entbalpy(R22. T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[7]),x=O.O) 
h2fn[7] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[7]),x=O.O) 
hlft[7] = Enthalpy(R22,T=t[7],x=O.O) 
h2ft[7] = Entbalpy(R114,1:=t[7],x=O.O) 
hlgn[7] = Enthalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[7]),x=l.O) 
h2gn[7] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[7]),x=l.O) 
hlgt[7] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[7],x=l.O) 
h2gt[7] = Entbalpy(R114,T=t[7],x=I.0) 
Hn[7]=tablevalue(row-I,#mI[7])*hlfn[7]+tablevalue(row-I,#m2[7])*h2fn[7] 
Ht[7]=m1 [7]*hlft[7]+m2[7]*h2ft[7] 
HE[7]=mlEvap[7]*(hlgn[7]+hlgt[7])I2+m2Evap[7]*(h2gn[7]+h2gt[7])12 
HR67+Hn[7]+qw[7]+HM67+HM87=HR78+HE[7]+Ht[7]+HM76+HM78 
hlfn[8] = Entbalpy(R22. T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[8]),x=O.O) 
h2fn[8] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[8]),x=O.O) 
hlft[8] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[8],x=O.O) 
h2ft[8] = Entbalpy(R114,T=t[8],x=O.O) 
hlgn[8] = Enthalpy(R22,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[8]),x=l.O) 
h2gn[8] = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#t[8]),x=l.O) 
hlgt[8] = Entbalpy(R22,T=t[8],x=I.O) 
h2gt[8] = Entbalpy(R114,T=t[8],x=l.O) 
Hn[81=tablevalue(row-I,#m1 [8])*hlfn[8]+tablevalue(row-I,#m2[8])*h2fn[8] 
Ht[8]=m1 [8] *hlft[8]+m2[8] *h2ft[8] 
HE[8]=mIEvap[8]*(hlgn[8]+hlgt[8])I2+m2Evap[8]*(h2gn[8]+h2gt[8])12 
HR78+Hn[8]+qw[8]+HM78=HE[8]+Ht[8]+HM87 
(Hgn=tablevalue(row-l,#ml v)*hlgn+tablevalue(row-I,#m2v)*h2gn 
Hgt = ml v*hlgt+m2v*h2gt 
hlgn = Entbalpy(R22, T=tablevalue(row-I,#tv),x=l.O) 
h2gn = Entbalpy(R114,T=tablevalue(row-I,#tv),x=l.O) 
blgt = Entbalpy(R22,T=tv,x=l.O) 
b2gt = Entbalpy(R114,T=tv,x=l.O) 
HE[O]+HE[I]+HE[2]+HE[3]+HE[4]+HE[S]+HE[6]+HE[7]+HE[8]+Hgn=Hgt} 
{ } 
{ *** Comment out above while running row I *** } 
{ Circumf Fllm Thickness Model} 
grav = 9.81 
nuL[O] = muL[O] I rhoL[O] 
nuL[l] = muL[l] I rhoL[1] 
nuL[2] = muL[2] I rhoL[2] 
nuL[3] = muL[3] I rhoL[3] 
nuL[4] = muL[4] I rhoL[4] 
nuL[S] = muLeS] I rhoL[S] 
nuL[6] = muL[6] I rhoL[6] 
nuL[7] = muL[7] I rhoL[7] 
nuL[8] = muL[8] I rhoL[8] 
Reg = rhog * ug * d I mug 
phi[O] = muL[O] I mug * (rhogirhoL[O])A().5 
phi[l] = muL[l] I mug * (rhogidloL[l])A().5 
phi[2] = muL[2] I mug * (rhogidloL[2])A().5 
phi[3] = muL[3] I mug * (dlogidloL[3])A().5 
phi[4] = muL[4] I mug * (rbogidloL[4])A().5 
phi[5] = muL[5] I mug * (rhogidloL[5])A().5 
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phi[6] = muL[6] / mug * (rhogirhoL[6]Y'O.S 
pbi[7] = muL[7] / mug * (rhogirhoL[7]Y'O.S 
pbi[8] = muL[8] / mug * (rhogirhoL[8])"O.s 
ug =mdotg/(rbog*pi*(d _2*(h[0]+2*h[l]+2*h[2]+2*h[3]+2*h[4]+2*h[S]+2*h[6]+2*h[7]+h[8])/I6)A2/4) 
Fr = ugl(grav*d)"O.S 
Frdot = (mdotg/mdotL)"O.S * Fr 
Call symrat(Frdot:sym) 
sym = havgplhpo 
alpha = exp( -hpo/I2) 
beta = 1/(c1 * Frtaus) 
Frtaus = tausl(rboL * grav * dI2) 
ustar = (taus / rhoL)"O.5 
taus = 0.023 * RegA( -0.2) * rhog * ugA2 
havgp/hpo = lo«alpha + beta + (alphaA2 + 2*alpba*beta)"O.S)f2)IIn(alpha) 
hp[O]1hpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(O)-I»)Iln(alpba) 
hp[l]/hpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(22.5)-I»IIn(alpba) 
hp[2]1hpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(4S)-I»IIn(alpba) 
hp[3]/hpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(67.S)-1»IIn(alpba) 
hp[4]lhpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(90)-I»IIn(alpba) 
hp[S]lhpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(112.S)-1»)Iln(alpba) 
hp[6]lhpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(I3S)-I»IIn(alpba) 
hp[7]lhpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(IS7.5)-I»)IIn(alpba) 
hp[8]1hpo = lo(alpha - beta*(cos(I80)-I»IIn(alpha) 
hp[O] = h[O] / nuLlO] * ustar 
hp[l] = h[l] / nuL[l] * ustar 
hp[2] = h[2] / nuL[2] * ustar 
hp[3] = h[3] / nuL[3] * ustar 
hp[4] = h[4] / nuL[4] * ustar 
hp[S] = h[S] / nuLlS] * ustar 
hp[6] = h[6] / nuL[6] * ustar 
hp[7] = h[7] / nuL[7] * ustar 
hp[8] = h[8] / nuL[8] * ustar 
hip[O] = h[O] / nuLlO] * ustari[O] 
hip[l] = h[l] / nuL[l] * ustari[l] 
hip[2] = h[2] / nuL[2] * ustari[2] 
hip[3] = h[3] / nuL[3] * ustari[3] 
hip[4] = h[4] / nuL[4] * ustari[4] 
hip[S] = h[S] / nuLlS] * ustari[S] 
hip[6] = h[6] / nuL[6] * ustari[6] 
hip[7] = h[7] / nuL[7] * ustari[7] 
hip[8] = h[8] / nuL[8] * ustari[8] 
{ Modified shear correlation for refrigenmts } 
RetCorr = RegA(-O.3)1RegA(-O.2) 
taui[O]ltaus -1 = 10 * (I - exp(-pbi[O]*hip[O]f2SO» * RetCorr 
taui[l]ltaus - 1 = 10 * (I - exp(-pbi[l]*hip[l]f2S0» * RetCorr 
taui[2]ltaus -I = 10 * (1- exp(-pbi[2]*hip[2]f2S0» * RetCorr 
taui[3]ltaus -I = 10 * (1- exp(-pbi[3]*hip[3]f2S0» * RetCorr 
taui[4]ltaus - 1 = 10 * (1 - exp(-phi[4]*hip[4]f2S0» * RetCorr 
taui[S]ltaus -I = 10 * (1- exp(-phi[S]*hip[S]f2S0» * RetCorr 
taui[6]ltaus - 1 = 10 * (I - exp(-phi[6]*hip[6]f2S0» * RetCorr 
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taui[7]/taus - 1 = 10 * (1 - exp(-phi[7]*hip[7]1250» * RefCorr 
taui[8]/taus - 1 = 10 * (1- exp(-phi[8]*hip[8]I2S0» * RefCorr 
ustari[O] = (taui[O]lrhoL[O])A().5 
ustari[1] = (taui[1]/rhoL[I])A().5 
ustari[2] = (taui[2]1rhoL[2]),A().5 
ustari[3] = (taui[3]1rhoL[3])A().5 
ustari[4] = (taui[4]1rhoL[4])A().5 
ustari[S] = (taui[S]lrhoL[5])A().5 
ustari[6] = (taui[6]/rhoL[6])A().5 
ustari[7] = (taui[7]/rhoL[7])A().5 
ustari[8] = (taui[8]/rhoL[8])A().5 
wavg[O] I ustari[O] = «1.S * hip[O]A().666)A( -2}+{9 .S*hip[O]A().111)"( -2»)"{ -0.5) 
wavg[1] I ustari[1] = «1.S * hip[1]A().666)A( -2}+{9 .S*hip[1]A().111)"( -2»)"{-O.5) 
wavg[2] I ustari[2] = «1.S * hip[2]A().666)A(-2}+(9.S*hip[2]A().111)"(-2»)"{-O.5) 
wavg[3] I ustari[3] = «1.S * hip[3]A().666)A( -2}+{9 .5*hip[3]A().111)"( -2»)"{ -0.5) 
wavg[4] I ustari[4] = «1.S * hip[4]A().666)A(-2}+(9 .S*hip[4]A().111),,( -2»)"{ -O.S) 
wavg[S] I ustari[S] = «1.S * hip[S]A().666)A(-2}+(9.S*hip[S]A().111)"(-2»)"{-O.5) 
wavg[6] I ustari[6] = «1.S * hip[6]A().666)"{ -2}+{9 .5*hip[6]A().111)"( -2»)"{ -O.S) 
wavg[7] I ustari[7] = «1.5 * hip[7]A().666)A( -2)+(9 .S*hip[7]A().111)"( -2»)"{ -0.5) 
wavg[8] I ustari[8] = «1.5 * hip[8]A().666)A( -2)+(9 .5*hip[8]A().111)"( -2»)"{ -0.5) 
mdotLF[O] = 1116 * (Pi * d * h[O] - pi * h[O]"2) * rhoL[O] * wavg[O] 
mdotLF[I] = 2116 * (Pi * d * h[1] - pi * h[1]"2) * rhoL[1] * wavg[1] 
mdotLF[2] = 2116 * (Pi * d * h[2] - pi * h[2]A2) * rhoL[2] * wavg[2] 
mdotLF[3] = 2116 * (Pi * d * h[3] - pi * h[3]A2) * rhoL[3] * wavg[3] 
mdotLF[4] = 2116 * (Pi * d * h[4] - pi * h[4]A2) * rhoL[4] * wavg[4] 
mdotLF[S] = 2116 * (Pi * d * h[S] - pi * h[S]A2) * rhoL[S] * wavg[S] 
mdotLF[6] = 2116 * (Pi * d * h[6] - pi * h[6]"2) * rhoL[6] * wavg[6] 
mdotLF[7] = 2116 * (Pi * d * h[7] - pi * h[7]"2) * rhoL[7] * wavg[7] 
mdotLF[8] = 1116 * (Pi * d * h[8] - pi * h[8]"2) * rhoL[8] * wavg[8] 
mdotLF[O] = ml[O]+m2[O] 
mdotLF[1] = ml[1]+m2[I] 
mdotLF[2] = ml[2]+m2[2] 
mdotLF[3] = m1[3]+m2[3] 
mdotLF[4] = ml[4]+m2[4] 
mdotLF[5] = ml[S]+m2[S] 
mdotLF[6] = m1[6]+m2[6] 
mdotLF[7] = ml[7]+m2[7] 
mdotLF[8] = m1[8]+m2[8] 
{ Heat Transfer Coefficient} 
yvsp= S 
ybp=30 
alphaL[O] = kL[O] I (rhoL[O] * CpL[O]) 
alphaL[1] = kL[1] I (rhoL[1] * CpL[l]) 
alphaL[2] = kL[2] I (rhoL[2] * CpL[2]) 
alphaL[3] = kL[3] I (rhoL[3] * CpL[3]) 
alphaL[4] = kL[4] I (rhoL[4] * CpL[4]) 
alphaL[S] = kL[S] I (rhoL[S] * CpL[S]) 
alphaL[6] = kL[6] I (rhoL[6] * CpL[6]) 
alphaL[7] = kL[7] I (moL[7] * CpL[7]) 
alphaL[8] = kL[8] I (moL[8] * CpL[8]) 
PrL[O] = nuLlO] I alphaL[O] 
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{ Note the factor of 2 } 
PrL[1] = nuL[1] I alpbaL[1] 
PrL[2] = nuL[2] I alpbaL[2] 
PrL[3] = nuL[3] I alpbaL[3] 
PrL[4] = nuL[4] I alpbaL[4] 
PrL[5] = nuL[5] I alpbaL[51 
PrL[6] = nuL[6] I alpbaL[6] 
PrL[7] = nuL[7] I alphaL[7] 
PrL[8] = nuL[8] I alpbaL[8] 
rcu[O] = rhoL[O] * CpL[O] * ustari[O] 
Call resist(rcu[O],hip[O],yvsp,ybp,PrL[O]:Rvisc[O],Rbuff[O],Rlog[O]) 
Rtotal[O] = Rvisc[O] + Rbuff[O] + Rlog[O] 
rcu[1] = rhoL[1] * CpL[1] * ustari[1] 
Call resist(rcu[1 ],hip[1],yvsp,ybp,PrL[1]:Rvisc[1],Rbuff[I],Rlog[1]) 
Rtotal[l] = Rvisc[l] + Rbuff[l] + Rlog[1] 
rcu[2] = rhoL[2] * CpL[2] * ustari[2] 
Call resist(rcu[2],hip[2],yvsp,ybp,PrL[2]:Rvisc[2],Rbuff[2],Rlog[2]) 
Rtotal[2] = Rvisc[2] + Rbuff[2] + Rlog[2] 
rcu[3] = rhoL[3] * CpL[3] * ustari[3] 
Call resist(rcu[3],hip[3],yvsp,ybp,PrL[3]:Rvisc[3],Rbuff[3],Rlog[3]) 
Rtotal[3] = Rvisc[3] + Rbuff[3] + Rlog[3] 
rcu[4] = rhoL[4] * CpL[4] * ustari[4] 
Call resist(rcu[4],hip[4],yvsp,ybp,PrL[4]:Rvisc[4],Rbuff[4],Rlog[4]) 
Rtotal[4] = Rvisc[4] + Rbuff[4] + Rlog[4] 
rcu[5] = rhoL[5] * CpL[5] * ustari[5] 
Call resist(rcu[5],hip[5],yvsp,ybp,PrL[5]:Rvisc[5],Rbuff[5],Rlog[5]) 
Rtotal[5] = Rvisc[5] + Rbuff[5] + Rlog[5] 
rcu[6] = rhoL[6] * CpL[6] * ustari[6] 
Call resist(rcu[6],hip[6],yvsp,ybp,PrL[6]:Rvisc[6],Rbuff[6],Rlog[6]) 
Rtotal[6] = Rvisc[6] + Rbuff[6] + Rlog[6] 
rcu[7] = rhoL[7] * CpL[7] * ustari[7] 
Call resist(rcu[7],hip[7],yvsp,ybp,PrL[7]:Rvisc[7],Rbuff[7],Rlog[7]) 
Rtotal[7] = Rvisc[7] + Rbuff[7] + Rlog[7] 
rcu[8] = rhoL[8] * CpL[8] * ustari[8] 
Call resist(rcu[8],hip[8],yvsp,ybp,PrL[8]:Rvisc[8],Rbuff[8],Rlog[8]) 
Rtotal[8] = Rvisc[8] + Rbuff[8] + Rlog[8] 
Rvisc%[O] = 100 * Rvisc[O] I Rtotal[O] 
Rbuff%[O] = 100 * RbufttO] I Rtotal[O] 
Rlog%[O] = 100 * Rlog[O] I Rtotal[O] 
Rvisc%[1] = 100 * Rvisc[1] I Rtotal[1] 
Rbuff%[1] = 100 * Rbuff[l] I Rtotal[1] 
Rlog%[1] = 100 * Rlog[1] I Rtotal[1] 
Rvisc%[2] = 100 * Rvisc[2] I Rtotal[2] 
Rbuff%[2] = 100 * Rbuff[2] I Rtotal[2] 
Rlog%[2] = 100 * Rlog[2] I Rtotal[2] 
Rvisc%[3] = 100 * Rvisc[3] I Rtotal[3] 
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Rbuff%[3] = 100 * Rbuff[3] / Rtotal[3] 
RIog%[3] = 100 * RIog[3] / Rtotal[3] 
Rvisc%[4] = 100 * Rvisc[4] / Rtotal[4] 
Rbuff%[4] = 100 * Rbuff[4] / Rtotal[4] 
Rlog%[4] = 100 * RIog[4] / Rtotal[4] 
Rvisc%[5] = 100 * Rvisc[5] / Rtotal[5] 
Rbuff%[5] = 100 * Rbuff[5] / Rtotal[5] 
RIog%[5] = 100 * RIog[5] / Rtotal[5] 
Rvisc%[6] = 100 * Rvisc[6] / Rtotal[6] 
Rbuff%[6] = 100 * Rbuff[6] / Rtotal[6] 
RIog%[6] = 100 * RIog[6] / Rtotal[6] 
Rvisc%[7] = 100 * Rvisc[7] / Rtotal[7] 
Rbuff%[7] = 100 * Rbuff[7] / Rtotal[7] 
RIog%[7] = 100 * RIog[7] / Rtotal[7] 
Rvisc%[8] = 100 * Rvisc[8] / Rtotal[8] 
Rbuff%[8] = 100 * Rbuff[8] / Rtotal[8] 
RIog%[8] = 100 * RIog[8] / Rtotal[8] 
dT[O] = tOOO * qflux[O] * Rtotal[O] 
dT[1] = 1000 * qflux[1] * Rtotal[1] 
dT[2] = 1000 * qflux[2] * Rtotal[2] 
dT[3] = 1000 * qflux[3] * Rtotal[3] 
dT[4] = 1000 * qflux[4] * Rtotal[4] 
dT[5] = 1000 * qflux[5] * Rtotal[5] 
dT[6] = 1000 * qflux[6] * Rtotal[6] 
dT[7] = 1000 * qflux[7] * Rtotal[7] 
dT[8] = 1000 * qflux[8] * Rtotal[8] 
Tw[O] = teO] + dT[O] 
Tw[1] = t[1] + dT[1] 
Tw[2] = t[2] + dT[2] 
Tw[3] = t[3] + dT[3] 
Tw[4] = t[4] + dT[4] 
Tw[5] = t[5] + dT[5] 
Tw[6] = t[6] + dT[6] 
Tw[7]=t[7]+dT[7] 
Tw[8] = t[8] + dT[8] 
HTC[O] = 1IRtotal[0] 
HTC[1] = 1IRtotal[1] 
HTC[2] = 1IRtotal[2] 
HTC[3] = 1IRtotal[3] 
HTC[4] = 1IRtotal[4] 
HTC[5] = 1IRtotal[5] 
HTC[6] = 1IRtotal[6] 
HTC[7] = 1IRtotal[7] 
HTC[8] = 1IRtotal[8] 
HTC = (lITC[0]+2*HTC[1]+2*HTC[2]+2*HTC[3]+2*HTC[4]+2*HTC[5]+2*HTC[6]+2*HTC[7] 
+HTC[8])/16 
Tbulk = (mdotLF[0]*t[0]+mdotLF[l]*t[1]+mdotLF[2]*t[2]+mdotLF[3]*t[3]+mdotLF[4]*t[4] 
+mdotLF[5] *t[5]+mdotLF[6]*t[6]+mdotLF[7] *t[7]+mdotLF[8]*t[8])lmdotLF 
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{Mixture Properties} 
PsatI[O] = Pressure(R22,T=t[O],x=O.S) 
Psat2[O] = Pressure(R1l4,T=t[O],x=O.5) 
PsatI[1] = Pressure(R22,T=t[I],x=O.S) 
Psat2[1] = Pressure(R114,T=t[1],x=O.S) 
PsatI[2] = Pressure(R22,T=t[2],x=O.S) 
Psat2[2] = Pressure(RU4,T=t[2],x=O.5) 
Psat1[3] = Pressure(R22,T=t[3],x=O.S) 
Psat2[3] = Pressure(R114, T=t[3],x=O.5) 
PsatI[4] = Pressure(R22,T=t[4],x=O.5) 
Psat2[4] = Pressure(R1l4,T=t[4],x=O.S) 
PsatI[S] = Pressure(R22,T=t[5j,x=O.5) 
Psat2[S] = Pressure(R114, T=t[S],x=O.5) 
PsatI[6] = Pressure(R22,T=t[6],x=O.S) 
Psat2[6] = Pressure(R114,T=t[6],x=O.S) 
PsatI[7] = Pressure(R22,T=t[7],x=O.5) 
Psat2[7] = Pressure(R1l4,T=t[7],x=O.S) 
PsatI[8] = Pressure(R22,T=t[8],x=O.S) 
Psat2[8] = Pressure(R114,T=t[8],x=O.5) 
rhogl[O] = Density(R22,T=t[O]+O.01,P=Psat1[O]) 
rhoLl[O] = Density(R22, T=t[O]-O.OI,P=Psatl[O]) 
rhog2[O] = Density(R114,T=t[O]+O.OI,P=Psat2[O]) 
rh0L2[O] = Density(R114,T=t[O]-O.OI,P=Psat2[O]) 
rhog1[l] = Density(R22,T=l[1]+O.OI,P=Psat1[I]) 
rhoLl[I] = Density(R22,T=t[1]-O.OI,P=PsatI[1]) 
rhog2[1] = Density(R114,T=t[1]+O.OI,P=Psat2[1]) 
rhoL2[I] = Density(R114,T=t[I]-O.01,P=Psat2[I]) 
rhog1[2] = Density(R22,T=t[2]+O.OI,P=PsatI[2]) 
rhoLl[2] = Density(R22,T=l[2]-O.OI,P=Psatl[2]) 
rhog2[2] = Density(R114,T=t[2]+O.OI,P=Psat2[2]) 
rhoL2[2] = Density(R114,T=t[2]-O.OI,P=Psat2[2]) 
rhogl[3] = Density(R22,T=t[3]+O.OI,P=PsatI[3]) 
rhoLI[3] = Density(R22,T=l[3]-O.OI,P=Psatl[3]) 
rhog2[3] = Density(RI14,T=t[3]+O.OI,P=Psat2[3]) 
rhoL2[3] = Density(R114,T=t[3]-O.OI,P=Psat2[3]) 
rhogl[4] = Density(R22,T=t[4]+O.OI,P=Psat1[4]) 
rhoLl [4] = Density(R22, T=t[4]-O.OI,P=PsatI [4]) 
rhog2[4] = Density(R114,T=t[4]+O.OI,P=Psat2[4]) 
rhoL2[4] = Density(R114,T=t[4]-O.OI,P=Psat2[4]) 
rhogl[S] = Density(R22,T=t[S]+O.OI,P=Psatl[S]) 
rhoLl[S] = Density(R22,T=t[5]-O.01,P=Psatl[5]) 
rhog2[5] = Density(R1l4,T=t[5]+O.OI,P=Psat2[5]) 
rhoL2[S] = Density(R114,T=t[5]-O.OI,P=Psat2[5]) 
rhogl [6] = Density(R22,T=l[6]+O.OI,P=PsatI[6]) 
rhoLI[6] = Density(R22,T=t[6]-O.OI,P=Psatl[6]) 
rhog2[6] = Density(R114,T=t[6]+O.OI,P=Psat2[6]) 
rhoL2[6] = Density(R114,T=t[6]-O.OI,P=Psat2[6]) 
rhogl[7] = Density(R22,T=t[7]+O.OI,p=Psatl[7]) 
rhoLl [7] = Density(R22, T=t[7]-O.OI,P=PsatI[7]) 
rhog2[7] = Density(R1l4,T=t[7]+O.01,P=Psat2[7]) 
rhoL2[7] = Density(R114,T=t[7]-O.OI,P=Psat2[7]) 
rhogl [8] = Density(R22, T=t[8]+O.OI,P=Psatl [8]) 
rhoLl[8] = Density(R22,T=t[8]-O.01,P=PsatI[8]) 
rhog2[8] = Density(R114,T=t[8]+O.OI,P=Psat2[8]) 
rhoL2[8] = Density(R114,T=t[8]-O.OI,P=Psat2[8]) 
mug1[O] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[O]+O.OI,P=Psat1[O]) 
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muLl [0] = Viscosity(R22, T=t[O]-O.OI,P::Psatl[O]) 
mug2[0] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[0]+O.01,P=Psat2[0]) 
muL2[O] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[0]-O.01,P=Psat2[0]) 
mugl[1] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[1]+O.OI,P=PsatI[1]) 
muLl [1] = Viscosity(R22, T=t[I]-O.OI,p::PsatI [1]) 
mug2[1] = Viscosity(R114~T=t[I]+O.01,P=Psat2[1]) 
muL2[1] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[I]-O.01,P::Psat2[1]) 
mug I [2] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[2]+O.OI,P::PsatI [2]) 
muLl [2] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[2]-O.01,P::PsatI[2]) 
mug2[2] = Viscosity(R114, T=t[2]+O.01,P=Psat2[2]) 
muL2[2] = Viscosity(R114, T=t[2]-O.01,p::Psat2[2]) 
mug1[3] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[3]+O.01,P::Psat1[3]) 
muLI[3] = Viscosity<R22, T=t[3]-O.01,P::Psat1[3]) 
mug2[3] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[3]+O.01,P=Psat2[3]) 
muL2[3] = Viscosity(R114, T=t[3]-O.01,P=Psat2[3]) 
mugl[4] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[4]+O.01,p::PsatI[4]) 
muL1[4] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[4]-O.01,P::PsatI[4]) 
mug2[4] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[4]+O.01,P=Psat2[4]) 
muL2[4] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[4]-O.01,P::Psat2[4]) 
mugl[S] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[S]+O.OI,P=PsatI[S]) 
muLl [S] = Viscosity(R22, T=t[S]-O.OI,P=Psatl[S]) 
mug2[S] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[S]+O.01,P=Psat2[5]) 
muL2[S] = Viscosity(R114, T=t[S]-O.OI,p::Psat2[S]) 
mugl[6] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[6]+O.01,P::Psat1[6]) 
muLI[6] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[6]-O.01,P::Psat1[6]) 
mug2[6] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[6]+O.01,P=Psat2[6]) 
muL2[6] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[6]-O.01,P::Psat2[6]) 
mugl[7] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[7]+O.01,P=Psat1[7]) 
muLl [7] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[7]-O.01,P=PsatI[7]) 
mug2[7] = Viscosity(RI14,T=t[7]+O.01,P=Psat2[7]) 
muL2[7] = Viscosity(RI14,T=t[7]-O.01,p::Psat2[7]) 
mugl[8] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[8]+O.01,P::PsatI[8]) 
muLI[8] = Viscosity(R22,T=t[8]-O.01,P::Psat1[8]) 
mug2[8] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[8]+O.01,P=Psat2[8]) 
muL2[8] = Viscosity(R114,T=t[8]-O.01,P::Psat2[8]) 
kLI[O] = COilductivity(R22,T=t[O]-O.OI,P=Psatl[O]) 
kL2[0] = COilductivity(R114,T=t[0]-O.01,P=Psat2[0]) 
kLI [1] = COilductivity(R22,T=t[I]-O.OI,P=PsatI [1]) 
kL2[1] = Conductivity(R114,T=t[1]-0.01,P=Psat2[1]) 
kLI [2] = Conductivity(R22,T=t[2]-O.01,P=Psatl [2]) 
kL2[2] = COilductivity(R114,T=t[2]-O.01,P=Psat2[2]) 
kLI[3] = COilductivity(R22,T=t[3]-O.01,P=Psatl[3]) 
kL2[3] = COilductivity(R114,T=t[3]-O.01,P=Psat2[3]) 
kLI[4] = Conductivity(R22,T=t[4]-O.01,P=Psatl[4]) 
kL2[4] = COilductivity(R114,T=t[4]-O.01,P=Psat2[4]) 
kLI[S] = COilductivity(R22,T=t[S]-O.01,P=PsatI[S]) 
kL2[S] = COilductivity(R114, T=t[5]-O.OI,P=Psat2[S]) 
kL1[6] = COilductivity(R22,T=t[6]-O.OI,P=Psatl[6]) 
kL2[6] = COilductivity(R114,T=t[6]-O.01,P=Psat2[6]) 
kLI[7] = COilductivity(R22,T=t[7]-O.01,P=Psatl[7]) 
kL2[7] = COilductivity(R114,T=t[7]-O.01,P=Psat2[7]) 
kLI[8] = COilductivity(R22,T=t[8]-O.01,P=PsatI[8]) 
kL2[8] = COilductivity(R114,T=t[8]-O.01,P=Psat2[8]) 
mwl = MolarMass(R22) 
mw2 = MoJarMass(R114) 
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CpL1[O] = SpecHeat(R22,T=t[O]-O.Ol,P=Psatl[O]) 
CpL2[O] = SpecHeat(Rll4,T=t[O]-O.Ol,p=psaa[O]) 
CpLl[l] = SpecHeat(R22,T=t[l]-O.Ol,P=Psatl[1]) 
CpL2[1] = SpecHeat(Rll4,T=t[l]-O.Ol,p=psaa[l]) 
Cpl.l [2] = SpecHeat(R22, T=t[2]-O.Ol,p=Psatl [2]) 
CpL2[2] = SpecHeat(Rll41T=t[2]-O.Ol,p=Psaa[2]) 
Cpl.l[3] = SpecHeat(R22,T=t[3]-O.Ol,P=Psatl[3]) 
CpL2[3] = SpecHeat(Rll4,T=t[3]-O.Ol,p=Psaa[3]) 
CpLl[4] = SpecHeat(R22,T=t[4]-O.Ol,P=Psatl[4]) 
CpL2[4] = SpecHeat(Rll4,T=t[4]-O.Ol,p=Psaa[4]) 
CpLl[5] = SpecHeat(R22,T=t[5]-O.Ol,P=Psatl[5]) 
CpL2[5] = SpecHeat(Rll4,T=t[5]-O.Ol,p=psaa[5]) 
Cpl.l[6] = SpecHeat(R22,T=t[6]-O.Ol,P=Psat1[6]) 
CpL2[6] = SpecHeat(Rll4,T=t[6]-O.Ol,p=psaa[6]) 
Cpl.l(7] = SpecHeat(R22,T=t[7]-O.Ol,P=Psatl[7]) 
Cpl.2[7] = SpecHeat(Rll4,T=t[7]-O.Ol,P=Psaa[7]) 
Cpl.1[8] = SpecHeat(R22, T=t[8]-O.01,P=Psat1[8]) 
CpL2[8] = SpecHeat(Rll4,T=t[8]-O.01,p=Psaa[8]) 
{ Averaged Properties } 
mug[O] = yl*mugl[O]+(l-yl)*mug2[O] 
mug[l] = yl*mugl[l]+(l-yl)*mug2[l] 
mug[2] = yl*mugl[2]+(l-yl)*mug2[2] 
mug[3] = yl*mug1[3]+(l-yl)*mug2[3] 
mug[4] = yl*mugl[4]+(l-yl)*mug2[4] 
mug[5] = yl*mug1[5]+(l-yl)*mug2[5] 
mug[6] = yl*mugl[6]+(l-yl)*mug2[6] 
mug[7] = yl*mug1[7]+(l-yl)*mug2(7] 
mug[8] = yl*mugl[8]+(l-yl)*mug2[8] 
mug = (mug[O]+2*mug[1]+2*mug[2]+2*mug[3]+2*mug[4]+2*mug[5]+2*mug[6]+2*mug[7]+ mug[8])116 
muL[O] = xl [O]*muLl[O]+(l-xl [O])*muL2[O] 
muL[1] = xl [1] *muL 1 [1]+(l-xl[1])*muL2[1] 
muL[2] = x 1[2] *muL 1[2]+(l-xl [2])*muL2[2] 
muL[3] = xl[3]*muL1[3]+(l-xl[3])*muL2[3] 
muL[4] = xl [4]*muLl [4]+(l-xl [4])*muL2[4] 
muL[5] = xl[5]*muL1[5]+(1-x1[5])*muL2[5] 
muL[6] = x 1[6] *muL1[6]+(1-x1 [6])*muL2[6] 
muL[7] = xl [7] *muL 1 [7]+(l-x1[7])*muL2[7] 
muL[8] = xl [8]*muL1[8]+(l-xl [8])*muL2[8] 
muL = (mdotLF[O]*muL[O]+mdotLF[l]*muL[l]+mdotLF[2]*muL[2]+mdotLF[3]*muL[3]+mdotLF[4]* 
muL[4]+mdotLF[5]*muL[5]+mdotLF[6]*muL[6]+mdotLF[7]*muL(7]+mdotLF[8]* muL[8])/mdotLF 
rhog[O] = yml *rbogl [O]+(l-yml)*rhog2[O] 
rbog[1] = yml*rbogl[l]+(l-yml)*rbog2[1] 
rhog[2] = yml *rbogl[2]+(1-yml)*rbog2[2] 
rhog[3] = yml *rbogl [3]+(l-yml)*rbog2[3] 
rhog[4] = yml *rbogl [4]+(1-yml)*rhog2[4] 
rhog[5] = yml *rbogl[5]+(l-yml)*rhog2[5] 
rhog[6] = yml*rbogl[6]+(1-yml)*rhog2[6] 
rhog[7] = yml *rbogl (7]+(l-yml)*rhog2[7] 
rbog[8] = yml*rbogl[8]+(l-yml)*rbog2[8] 
rhog = (rbog[O]+2*rbog[l]+2*rbog[2]+2*rbog[3]+2*rbog[4]+2*rbog[5]+2*rbog[6]+2*rbog[7]+ rhog[8])116 
rboL[O] = xml[O]*rboL1[O]+(l-xml[O])*rb0L2[O] 
rhoL[1] = xml [1] *rhoLl [1]+(l-xml [1])*rh0L2[1] 
rboL[2] = xm1[2]*rboL1 [2]+(l-xml [2])*rboL2[2] 
rboL[3] = xml [3]*rboLl [3]+(l-xml [3])*rboL2[3] 
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rhoL[4] = xml[4]*rboL1[4]+(1-xm1[4])*rh0L2[4] 
rhoL[5] = xm1[5]*rhoL1[5]+(1-xml[5])*rh0L2[S] 
rhoL[6] = xml[6]*rhoLl[6]+(1-xml[6])*rh0L2[6] 
rhoL[7] = xml[7]*rhoL1[7]+(l-xml[7])*rh0L2[7] 
rhoL[8] = xml [8] *rhoL 1 [8]+(l-xml [8])*rh0L2[8] 
rhoL = (mdotLF[O]*rhoL[O]+mdotLF[1]*rhoL[1]+mdotLF[2]*rhoL[2]+mdotLF[3]*rhoL[3]+mdotLF[4]* 
rhoL[4]+mdotLF[5]*rhoL[5]+mdotLF[6]*rhoL[6]+mdotLF[7]*rhoL[7]+mdotLF[8]*rboL[8])lmdotLF 
kL[O] = xml[O]*kLl[O]+(l-xml[O])*kL2[O] 
kL[1] = xml[1]*kLl[l]+(l-xml[1])*kL2[1] 
kL[2] = xml[2]*kLl[2]+(1-xml[2])*kL2[2] 
kL[3] = xml[3]*kLl[3]+(1-xml[3])*kL2[3] 
kL[4] = xml[4]*kLl[4]+(1-xml[4])*kL2[4] 
kL[S] = xml[5]*kLl[S]+(1-xml[5])*kL2[5] 
kL[6] = xml[6]*kLl[6]+(l-xml[6])*kL2[6] 
kL[7] = xml[7]*kLl[7]+(l-xml[7])*kL2[7] 
kL[8] = xml[8]*kLl[8]+(1-xml[8])*kL2[8] 
kL = (mdotLF[O] *kL[O]+mdotLF[l] *kL[1]+mdotLF[2]*kL[2]+mdotLF[3]*kL[3]+mdotLF[4] *kL[4]+ 
mdotLF[5]*kL[5]+mdotLF[6]*kL[6]+mdotLF[7]*kL[7]+mdotLF[8]*kL[8])lmdotLF 
CpL[O] = lOOO*(xml[O]*CpLl[O]+(l-xml[O])*CpL2[O]) 
CpL[1] = lOOO*(xml[1]*CpL1[1]+(1-xml[1])*CpL2[1]) 
CpL[2] = lOOO*(xm1[2]*CpLl[2]+(1-xml[2])*CpL2[2]) 
CpL[3] = lOOO*(xml[3]*CpL1[3]+(1-xm1[3])*CpL2[3]) 
CpL[4] = lOOO*(xml[4]*CpLl[4]+(1-xml[4])*CpL2[4]) 
CpL[5] = lOOO*(xml[5]*CpL1[5]+(1-xml[5])*CpL2[S]) 
CpL[6] = lOOO*(xml[6]*CpL1[6]+(1-xml[6])*CpL2[6]) 
CpL[7] = lOOO*(xml[7]*CpL1[7]+(1-xml[7])*CpL2[7]) 
CpL[8] = lOOO*(xml[8]*CpLl[8]+(1-xml[8])*CpL2[8]) 
CpL = (mdotLF[O]*CpL[O]+mdotLF[1]*CpL[1]+mdotLF[2]*CpL[2]+mdotLF[3]*CpL[3]+mdotLF[4]* 
CpL[4]+mdotLF[5]*CpL[S]+mdotLF[6]*CpL[6]+mdotLF[7]*CpL[7]+mdotLF[8]*CpL[8])ImdotLF 
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AppendixE 
Characteristics of Refrigerant Film Thickness, Pressure Drop, 
and Heat Transfer in Annular Flow 
Evan T. Hurlburt and Ty A. Newell 
Abstract 
Common refrigeration and air conditioning cycles are dependent on two-phase flow for 
efficient heat transfer with minimal pressure drop. Design of heat exchangers for these systems is 
aided by an understanding of the refrigerant pressure drop and local heat transfer coefficient. An 
estimate of the liquid fraction is also important for predicting the charge required in a system. The 
present work develops a semi-analytical model for predicting liquid fraction, pressure drop, and 
heat transfer for pure refrigerants in the annular flow regime. The model uses the approach of 
coupling a uniformly thick, turbulent liquid f11m layer with a turbulent vapor core. Model 
predictions are compared to experimental evaporation and condensation data for Rll, R12, R134a, 
and R22. These refrigerants represent the low, medium, and high pressure ranges found in 
common refrigeration systems. The uniform film model, when compared to experimental data, 
provides a reference for understanding some of the mechanisms that are important to refrigerant 
two-phase flow. 
Introduction 
The refrigeration and air conditioning industry has historically been interested in two-phase 
flow, however, a renewed interest in understanding two-phase flow from a more fundamental 
basis has developed over the past decade as new candidate refrigerant compounds are examined. 
Conversion from common refrigerants to lesser known compounds causes significant concern 
among manufacturers in terms of system performance, reliability, liability, and consumer 
acceptance. Continued research into two-phase flow related to refrigerants will continue to be 
important in order to model and design "enhanced" surfaces, determine the effects and predict the 
movement of lubricating oil in refrigerant vapor lines, and predict the effects of zeotropic 
refrigerant mixtures that may offer performance advantages. Characteristics of pressure drop, heat 
transfer, and void fractions of common refrigerants are modeled and compared to experimental data 
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in this study. The semi-analytical modelipg approach used is helpful for understanding physical 
processes that are important over the annular flow region of interest to refrigeration systems. 
Environmental concerns have created significant interest in understanding two-phase flow 
phenomena in the air con~itioning and refrigeration community. Two driving forces are ozone 
depletion and global warming. Ozone depletion concerns have resulted in the phase out of fully 
halogenated compounds containing chlorine (CFCs). R11 (CCI3F) and R12 (CCI2F2) are two 
examples of common refrigerants that have been phased out New refrigeration equipment using 
partially halogenated compounds containing chlorine, called HCFCs, will not be manufactured 
after 2010. R22 (CHCIF2) is an HCFC that is commonly used for household air conditioning 
systems. 
Global warming is a concern that has affected the refrigeration industry in two ways. First, 
many refrigerant compounds are strong absorbers of infrared radiation. When a refrigerant is 
released into the atmosphere, a "direct" contribution to global warming is realized. R134a 
(CF3CH2F), the common replacement for R12 systems, has a 100 year Global Warming Potential 
(GWP) of 1200. This represents the amount of carbon dioxide that would cause the same level of 
infrared radiation absorption as a unit mass of the refrigerant over a 100 year period. GWP's 
range from 100 to 5000 for most compounds of interest for refrigeration (DOE (1993». 
The second effect relevant to global warming is called the "indirect" effect. Energy 
consumption in general, may require combustion of fossil fuels with the resulting release of carbon 
dioxide. Coal produces a significant amount of carbon dioxide relative to natural gas on an 
equivalent energy basis. Renewable energies (hydropower, solar energy, wind energy) and 
nuclear energy are examples of processes that result in negligible production of carbon dioxide. 
From the viewpoint of a refrigeration equipment manufacturer, reducing the indirect effect requires 
improving a component's energy efficiency. A U.S. refrigerator manufactured in 1970 produced 
21,000 kg of carbon dioxide over its lifetime from both direct and indirect effects. Direct effects 
from the release of refrigerant compounds accounted for 25 percent of this amount. A U.S. 
refrigerator manufactured after 1995 can expect to have an equivalent carbon dioxide output of 
6500 kg. Approximately 1000 kg of carbon dioxide is due to the direct effect of the new 
replacement refrigerant compounds (if not reclaimed) and the remaining portion is due to the 
indirect effect of a unit's electrical energy consumption (Newell (1996». 
Background 
A wide range of operating conditions and system capacities have resulted in a relatively wide 
variety of substances used as refrigerants. The present paper focuses on halocarbon refrigerants 
that are derivatives of methane and ethane. Combinations of fluorine, chlorine, and hydrogen atom 
arrangements on these one-carbon and two-carbon molecules. leads to a large range of properties 
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that are significantly different from properties of saturated steam or air-water two-phase flow 
properties. While several correlation models exist for common refrigerants, significant uncertainty 
exists when highly empirical correlations are used to model new refrigerant candidates. In 
addition, purely empirical,correlations, while employing physically derived parameter groups, do 
not allow a more refmed examination of the details of the flow field 
Table A.I shows density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity data for R22, RI34a, and R123 
refrigerants relative to air-water. The refrigerant data show saturated liquid and vapor properties at 
two temperatures that represent variations one may expect to find between the condenser and 
evaporator of a refrigeration system. R22 is an example of a "high pressure" refrigerant. The high 
pressure results in relatively high vapor densities. R134a is typical of a medium pressure range 
compound while R123, one replacement for Rll, is a "low pressure" refrigerant that is often 
working at pressures less than atmospheric pressure. Figure A.l is a schematic showing the range 
of mass fluxes and heat fluxes that are characteristic of refrigerants for common household 
applications. Also plotted on figure A 1 are areas that represent validity ranges of some commonly 
used correlations for two-phase refrigerant flows (lung and Radermacher (1991), Kandlikar 
(1990), Pierre (1956), Shah (1976». Common tube diameters for these refrigeration systems 
range from 3 mm to 10 Mm. Significant activity is occurring with microchannels for refrigeration 
systems where tube passageways are less than 1 mm in diameter (Heun (1995) and Zietlow 
(1995». These systems tend to be in a range where surface tension effects are significant. 
Table A.l Comparison of saturation properties for R22, R134a, and R123 to air-water. R22, 
R134a, and R123 data taken from Gallagher, et al. (1993). Air and water data taken 
from Incropera and DeWitt (1985). 
R22 vapor (00 C) 
R22 liquid (00 C) 
R22 vapor (4()0 C) 
R22 liquid (400 C) 
R134a vapor (00 C) 
R134a liquid (00 C) 
R134a vapor (400 C) 
R134a liquid (400 C) 
R123 vapor (00 C) 
R123 liquid (00 C) 
R123 vapor (400 C) 
R123 liquid (400 C) 
Air (200 C) 
Water (101 kPa, 200 C) 
pressure 
(kPa) 
497.7 
497.7 
1538. 
1538. 
292.2 
292.2 
1018. 
1018. 
32.65 
32.65 
154.3 
154.3 
101.3 
101.3 
density 
(kg/m3) 
21.11 
1279. 
65.72 
1127. 
14.23 
1294. 
49.09 
1144. 
2.24 
1522. 
9.59 
1423. 
1.23 
1001. 
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viscosity 
(mpoise) 
117.2 
2205. 
141.9 
1424. 
109.4 
2857. 
131.0 
1775. 
96.0 
5920. 
111.1 
3623. 
1.8 
10000. 
thermal conductivity 
(W/m-K) 
0.0100 
0.1034 
0.0126 
0.0793 
0.0119 
0.0939 
0.0155 
0.0736 
0.0083 
0.0858 
0.0104 
0.0743 
0.026 
0.60 
100 
-. 
N 
S 
~ 10 ~ 
.C'" 
~ 
= tt 1 
~ 
~ 
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Mass Flux, G (kglmA2-s) 
Figure A 1 Map of heat flux versus mass flux showing range of applicability of various 
correlations and operation ranges of refrigerators, room air conditioners, and 
residential heat pumps. 
Fluid Flow and Film Thickness Modeling 
In developing a model that predicts refrigerant heat transfer, the physics of the flow field in 
both the liquid and vapor phases must ftrst be addressed. While flowing through an evaporator or 
condenser, a refrigerant passes through a series of different two-phase flow regions. For example, 
in the evaporator there is a relatively large fraction of liquid at the entrance. In a horizontal tube 
this results in either a slug flow or stratified-wavy flow pattern with most of the liquid flowing on 
the tube bottom and vapor flowing in the space above the liquid 
At constant total mass flow rate, as the liquid fraction decreases, vapor velocity increases. If 
the vapor velocity is high enough, the flow pattern will transition to annular flow. In annular flow, 
the fluid flows in a thin fllm on the tube wall with the vapor flowing in the core created by the 
liquid boundary. If the liquid Reynolds number is high enough, periodic collections of waves, 
called disturbance waves, will fonn. A fraction of the liquid phase flows in the vapor core in the 
form of droplets. At high refrigerant quality, the flow field transitions to mist flow in which the 
liquid phase is carried along primarily as droplets in the vapor (Whalley (1987), Carey (1992». 
At moderate to high refrigerant mass flux and in tubes of hydraulic diameter from 3 mm to 10 
mm in diameter, the predominant flow pattern in both the evaporator and condenser is annular 
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flow. This was demonstrated by Wattelet (1994) for evaporator tubes with inner diameters of 7.04 
mm, 7.75 mm, 10.21 mm, and 10.92 mm. Annular flow was observed in all four tubes at mass 
fluxes above 200 kglm2-s over the quality range of 0.2 < x < 0.9. 
The vapor Reynolds~umber, Reg, is well above 2000 for refrigerant mass fluxes greater than 
200 kglm2-s in tubes of hydraulic diameter greater than 3 mm, and over the quality range 0.2 < x < 
0.9. For example, in Dobson's (1994) condensation experiments with a 3.14 mm diameter tube, 
at 0.2 quality and at a mass flux of 200 kglm2-s, the vapor Reynolds number is about 60,000. 
Therefore, the vapor phase is modeled as a turbulent flow. 
The liquid fIlm Reynolds number is defmed as 
Reu= 2 rilL. 
7t r JlL 
Here JlL is the liquid dynamic viscosity and rilL is the liquid film mass flow rate, which is assumed 
to be the entire liquid mass flow rate. At mass fluxes greater than 200 kglm2-s, in tubes of 
hydraulic diameter between 3 and 10 mm, and over the quality range 0.2 < x < 0.9, the liquid fllm 
Reynolds number varies between about 200 and 10,000. Assuming a transition Reynolds number 
of similar order to pipe flow, this value suggests the liquid phase to be in both the laminar and 
turbulent flow regimes. When laminar flow is assumed in the liquid phase, however, model 
predictions of heat transfer rates have been found to be several times lower than experimental 
values. Carpenter and Colburn (1951) hypothesize that the shear driven liquid fIlms found in 
annular two-phase flow transition to turbulence at Reynolds numbers of about 240, well below the 
typical value of 2000 used for transition in pipe flow. 
Similarly, when the present model is used to predict heat transfer coefficients for pure 
refrigerants and the liquid layer is assumed to be in the laminar flow regime, model predictions are 
well below the experimental values of Wattelet (1994) and Dobson (1994). Based on these 
observations, the liquid phase is modeled as turbulent flow unless the liquid layer has a thickness 
less than that of the viscous sublayer. The liquid fIlm flow is modeled as laminar flow for fIlms 
thinner than a viscous sublayer. 
In air-water modeling, the liquid fIlm thickness is often assumed small relative to the tube 
radius. This will be assumed to be true for refrigerants as well. Model predictions will be shown 
later that validate this thin film assumption. 
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A graph with the distinct regions modeled in the liquid layer is shown in figure A.2. The 
velocity in this layer is modeled using von Kannan's (1939) form of the Law of the Wall velocity 
profIle. 
Viscous Sublayer 
Buffer Region 
Log Region 
u+=y+ 
u+ = 5 In(y+) - 3.05 
u+ =.lln(y+) + B 
K 
where u+ = -1L, y+ = y u* , hL + = hL u* , u* = - ff, B = 5.5, K = 0.4 
u* VL VL 11 ~ 
Here y is the radial direction, u is the axial liquid velocity, 'ti is the interfacial shear in the axial 
direction, hL is the liquid fIlm thickness, ilL is the liquid viscosity, PL is the liquid density, and VL 
is the liquid kinematic viscosity (VL = ilL I PL). 
The log region starts at y+ = 30 and extends all the way to the liquid surface. This assumes 
that turbulent eddies are not damped as the interface is approached and that no viscous sublayer 
exists near the surface. Davies (1972) points out that a free surface differs from a fIXed boundary 
in that the free surface does not fully damp the eddy motion in the liquid. In addition, the waves 
on the liquid surface and the interaction of the liquid with the vapor phase may induce motion in 
this region that is similar to turbulence. 
v 
-
-
~ Liquid Film 
Log Region .. , 
hr. 
------------------ ------- -------- -----------------
Buffer Region ~---------------------------- -----------------Viscous Sublaver 
Figure A.2 Schematic of liquid layer and liquid layer velocity profIle. 
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Extending the Log Law to the liquid surface. the interface velocity. Uj, can be found by 
evaluating the Log Region profile at hL . 
.!!L= Lln(hL +) + B [A. 1] 
u* K 
where hL + = hL u* , u* = -{ti • and B = 5.5 
VI. 'V~ 
Another useful relation can be found by integrating the Law of the Wall velocity profile. The 
liquid mass flux for a uniform thin film is defined as 
UL,avg A., = 2 "r 1'" U ely, [A. 2] 
where Ac = 7t r hL and UL,avg is the average liquid velocity in the axial direction. With the velocity 
profile a known function of the film thickness and shear stress. integration relates these to the 
average liquid velocity. 
UL,avg = 1.1n(hL +) + B _1. _ ~ 
u* K K hL+ [A.3] 
where u* = -.ff 'V~ 
When the liquid layer reaches a non-dimensional fIlm. thickness less than 30 ( hL + < 30). the 
approach taken in modeling the liquid phase is to use the unmodified Law of the Wall velocity 
proflle. An alternative approach would be to scale the viscous sublayer. buffer region, and log 
region boundaries. thus keeping intact a sublayer to turbulent region characteristic. Scaling of the 
boundaries has not been found to offer a clear advantage and has therefore not been used. When 
hL + is less than 5. the liquid flow is modeled as laminar flow. In a uniform fUm thickness model. 
this condition is only reached at very high quality. 
The vapor phase Reynolds number. for the flow conditions of interest. is always high enough 
to result in a turbulent flow. The vapor velocity profile. therefore. can be modeled using the Law 
of the Wall velocity profile with the friction velocity evaluated using the interfacial shear stress. 
No viscous sublayer or buffer regions are assumed to be present in the vapor. 
Integrating the log law from 0 to r-hL to determine the average vapor velocity gives the 
following equation. 
Ug,avg - Ui =1.1J(r - hL) Us*] + B _...a... 
Us* K l Vg 2 K [A.4] 
where Us * = - {'C; 
'Vp; 
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Here, Ug,avg - Ui is the average vapor velocity relative to the liquid fJlm interface, ts is the smooth 
tube vapor wall shear stress, pg is the vapor density, r - hL is the radius of the vapor core, and Vg 
is the kinematic viscositypf the vapor (Vg = J.1g I Pg, where J.1g is the vapor viscosity). Equation 
[A.4] predicts values identical to the smooth-tube friction factors in the Moody chart. It is an 
approximation since its derivation assumes the entire velocity profile to be described by the Log 
Law. The error is, however, negligible since nearly all the mass is in the Log Region when the 
Reynolds number is much greater than 2000. 
The vapor core in annular two-phase flow is driven by the pressure gradient in the tube. The 
liquid fJlm, however, is driven primarily by momentum transfer from the vapor. This momentum 
transfer is very large resulting in high shear stress in the liquid fJlm and from 2 to 10 times higher 
pressure drop than is found in smooth tube single-phase flow (Asali, et ale (1985». 
A detailed accounting of the momentum transfer requires modeling of the complex interaction 
between the liquid surface waves and the vapor flow field. An alternate approach is to represent 
the momentum exchange by an average interfacial shear stress, tie In the modeling to date, both a 
momentum exchange model and a prediction based on a correlation have been attempted. The 
momentum exchange model provides a conceptual guide to help understand the transfer. The 
correlation-base approach is presented in this work. 
The correlation used to predict the interfacial shear is a modified form of the correlation 
developed by Asali, et ale (1985) for vertical flow. 
ti _ 1 = 0.45 Reg-O.3 (<I> hL + - 4) [A.5] 
'ts 
where '" = J.1L (pgJO.5 hL + = hL u* u* = _ r:fi and Re = pg (llg,avg - Ui) (r - hL) 
'I' Jlg PL' VL' 'V ~ , g J.1g 
The smooth tube shear, ts, can be found from equation [A.4], and it is the limiting value reached 
as the fJlm thickness tends toward zeco. 
In the original form of equation [A.5] proposed by Asali, et ale (1985), the exponent on the 
vapor phase Reynolds number, Reg, is -0.2. The value of -0.3 is used to improve the match 
between the model predictions and Wattelet's (1994) R134a experimental data for pressure drop. 
Figure A3 shows a comparison between the data and model predictions for three mass fluxes over 
a range of quality. Model predictions with the vapor phase Reynolds number equal to -0.2 is 
included for comparison. 
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Comparison of model pressure drop predictions with evaporator data for R134a from 
Wattelet (1994). Model predictions are at two different values of the exponent on the 
Reynolds number in the interfacial shear correlation. (Horizontal D = 7.7 S mm L = 
1.22 m T = So C) 
Film Thickness Predictions 
Equations [A.l], [A.3], [A.4], and [A.S], can be solved simultaneously at a specified liquid 
and vapor mass flow rate, tube radius, and refrigerant temperature to predict the thickness of the 
liquid ftIm. Figure A.4 shows this prediction for R-134a at three different mass fluxes over the 
quality range 0.2 < x < 0.9. Note how thin the film is at high qUality (less than 0.2 mm for the 
chosen range of mass fluxes). Note, also, that the radius is at least 8 times greater than the fllm 
thickness at the lowest qUality. At higher qualities it is more than 20 to SO times greater. This is 
consistent with the thin ftIm assumption. 
It is interesting that the fllm is predicted to become progressively thinner as the total mass flux. 
increases. This is due to the increased shear from the vapor. The higher average vapor velocity 
increases the average liquid ftIm velocity allowing a higher flux. through a smaller cross sectional 
area. 
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Figure A.4 Prediction of liquid film thickness versus quality for RI34a at three mass fluxes. 
(D=7.7Smm L= 1.22m T=SOC) 
The model prediction of the non-dimensional film thickness, hL +, can be compared to the 
prediction from the correlations developed by Asali, et ale (198S) and Henstock and Hanratty 
(1976). 
hL + Correlation = [(0.34 ReL 0.6)2.5 + (0.0379 ReLO.9)2.5]0.4 
Table A.2 shows this comparison for R-134a at mass fluxes of 200,300, and SOO kglm2-s and a 
temperature of So C. The difference between the model and the correlation predictions is never 
more than S%. Although this does not prove the Law of the Wall velocity profile is the actual 
profIle within the liquid ftIm, the agreement indicates that the Law of the Wall may be a reasonable 
means of modeling the ftIm. It is worth noting that R134a has a liquid to vapor density ratio of 
approximately 90 while the density ratio of liquid water to air, upon which the interfacial shear 
correlation is based, is approximately 800. Note also that although the fIlm thickness decreases 
with mass flux, the non-dimensional ftIm thickness increases. This is because the friction velocity 
is increasing faster than the ftIm thickness is decreasing. 
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Table A.2 Comparison of non-dimensional R134a film thickness prediction over a range of mass 
fluxes from the present model and from the correlations of Asali, et al. (1985) and 
Henstock and Hanratty (1976). 
Model Correlation Model Correlation Model Correlation 
200 kg/m2-s 200kg/m2-s 300kg/m2-s 300 kg/m2-s 500 kg/m2-s 500 kg/m2-s 
Quality hL+ hL+ hL+ hL+ hL+ hL+ 
0.2 91 87 127 121 193 186 
0.3 81 78 112 108 170 166 
0.4 71 69 97 95 148 146 
0.5 61 60 84 82 126 125 
0.6 51 50 70 69 105 104 
0.7 41 40 55 55 83 82 
0.8 31 30 41 40 60 60 
0.9 20 18 25 24 36 35 
The predicted liquid volume fraction can be calculated from the predicted fIlm thickness 
(Liquid Fraction = 2hrJr - (hrJr)2). Figure A.5 shows a comparison of the liquid volume fraction 
between the uniform fIlm model and experimental data from Sacks (1975) for R11 and R22. As 
with Wattelet (1994) and Dobson (1994), the quality changes by a small amount from the inlet to 
the exit of the test section, and the average quality is used. Sacks (1975) paper is especially 
valuable because it presents tables of raw data and because the R22 data provides a valuable link 
that can be used in new experiments as newer refrigerant candidates are examined. Generally, 
liquid fractions are greater for R22 which has a lower liquid to vapor density ratio than Rll. Also 
plotted on figure A.5 for reference is the model prediction for air-water, which has a significantly 
higher liquid-vapor density ratio than R11. The exponent on the vapor Reynolds number for the 
air-water curve in the interfacial shear model was left at -0.2 as in the original Asali, et al. (1985) 
paper. 
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Figure A.5 Comparison of predicted liquid fraction versus quality for air-water, RII, and R22 
and Sacks (1975) experimental results for RI1. (Horizontal D = 9.58 mm L = 2.24 
m T = 3()o C) and R22 (Horizontal D = 9.58 mm L = 2.24 m T = 270 C). 
Pressure Drop Predictions 
Equations [AI], [A.3], [AA], and [A.5] can be solved simultaneously at a specified liquid 
and vapor mass flow rate, tube radius, and refrigerant temperature to predict the interfacial shear 
stress, 'tie From this, the total pressure drop in a tube of length L can be calculated 
Ap = 2 'tj L . [A. 6] 
r-hL 
Figure A.6 shows this prediction at a series of fixed qualities for R-134a at 5 0C in a 7.75 mm 
diameter, 1.22 m long tube at a mass flux of 300 kglm2-s. The pressure drop depends primarily 
on the vapor velocity and the non-dimensional ftIm thickness. It increases with quality as vapor 
velocity increases, reaching a maximum near a quality of 0.8. Beyond 0.8, pressure drop 
decreases as the ftIm thins, diminishing its grip on the vapor. The lower curve in figure A6 
shows the pressure drop if the vapor phase were flowing alone in a smooth tube. The largest 
percentage increase above the smooth tube value occurs at low quality where the liquid Reynolds 
numbers are largest and the film is thickest 
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Figure A.6 Comparison of pressure drop for two phase flow and smooth tube vapor flow for 
R134a over a range of qualities. (D = 7.75 mm L = 1.22 m T = 50 C) 
Figure A.7 compares uniform ftIm model predictions for pressure drop with data from Sacks 
(1975) for two mass fluxes. Also shown are pressure drop predictions from a Lockhart-Martinelli-
based empirical correlation for refrigerants (Souza and Pimenta (1995». (An assumed surface 
roughness equal to 0.03276 mm was used in Souza's correlation. This is the same value used in 
Souza and Pimenta (1995).) Sacks (1975) tabular data conditions were used as input for the model 
and for the Souza correlation. A third order polynomial is fit through the data sets in order to view 
trends. Both the experimental data and the Souza correlation show a maximum pressure drop at a 
higher quality than predicted by the uniform ftIm model. A transition from an annular to a droplet 
entrainment dominated flow may be responsible for this difference. 
Figure A.S shows pressure drop comparisons for Rll between data from Sacks (1975), 
Souza and Pimenta's (1995) correlation, and the uniform ftlm model. The uniform ftIm model 
tends to underpredict the Rll results, in contrast to the trends observed in figure A 7 for R12. 
Rll has a relatively low vapor density, resulting in higher vapor velocities at the same mass flux-
quality condition of R12. Rll and other low pressure refrigerants, such as R123, may tend to 
behave more like an annular ftIm because of these higher velocities. Interestingly, the uniform 
ftIm model tends to have a maximum pressure drop similar to the experimental data while the 
Souza correlation peaks at a significantly higher level. 
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Figure A.7 Comparison of pressure drop between Sacks' (1975) experimental results, correlation 
prediction, and unifonn film model predictions for R12 at high and low mass fluxes. 
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Figure A.9 shows a comparison of pressure drop trends for R22 from Sacks experimental 
results and the Souza correlation. Trends are similar to those seen in the R12 results. Both the 
uniform film model and Souza's correlation peak at pressure drop levels lower than those observed 
experimentally, however,;the experimental results tend to have some scatter at the high quality 
conditions. 
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Figure A.9 Comparison of pressure drop between Sacks' (1975) experimental results, correlation 
prediction, and uniform fIlm model predictions for R22 at high and low mass fluxes. 
(Horizontal D = 9.58 mm L = 2.24 m T = 270 C) 
Heat Transfer 
The heat transfer coefficient is defmed as 
" HTC= q 
Twout - Tb , 
To determine the heat transfer coefficient experimentally, the wall heat flux, q", the bulk: 
temperature, Tb, and an average outside tube wall temperature, Tw,out. must be measured. It is 
important to note that the difference between these two temperatures is often a small number. The 
fluid flow model predictions of momentum transport, shear stress, fIlm thickness, and liquid and 
vapor phase velocity are the starting point for developing a heat transfer model. 
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The shear in the liquid f11m is proportional to the velocity gradient and to the transport of 
momentum due to molecular plus turbulent viscosity, 
t=PL(VL+Em ): [A.7] 
where Em is the turbulent momentum diffusivity. 
Using the assumption of constant shear stress in the liquid, t = tw = tj, and the defInition of the 
friction velocity, u* = ../tw I PL, equation [A.7] can be rewritten in the form 
9n= 1 - 1. [A.8] 
VL du+/dy+ 
Solving the Law of the Wall velocity proflle for du+/dy+, we can fmd the turbulent momentum 
diffusivity, Em, in each of the three liquid layers. 
Viscous Sublayer 
Buffer Region 
Log Region 
8m=0 
v 
!m=r:._l 
v 5 
Em = K y+- 1 = K y+ 
V 
5<y+<30 
H analogous mechanisms exist for the turbulent transport of momentum and the turbulent 
transport of thermal energy, the momentum diffusivity can be used as an estimate of the thermal 
diffusivity (Em = EU. 
The heat flux can be related to the thermal diffusivity and the temperature gradient by an 
equation analogous to equation [A.7] 
q" = (q) = - PL CpL VL(l+ Et)dr. 
Aw P1L VL dy [A.9] 
Here, CpL is the specific heat at constant pressure of the liquid, Aw is the tube wall surface area, 
and PrL is the Prandtl number of the liquid, PrL = J1L CpL I kL' where kL is the conductivity of the 
liquid. The thin f11m assumption, hL « r, allows the heat flux to be treated as constant in the 
liquid, q" = qw" = qj". With the thermal diffusivities known, Equation [A.9] can be integrated 
across each of the liquid layers to fmd the heat transfer resistance, R, in each layer. The resistance 
is defined as R = AT I q" where AT is the temperature change across each layer. 
RViscous Sublayer = 5C P1L * PL pLu 
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5 In (l + 5 PrL) 
RBuffer Region = p C u * 5 < y+ < 30 
L pL 
11n(hL+) 
RLog Region = K 30 30 < y+ < hL + 
PLCpL u* 
where u* = - TiL 
'V Pi. 
The liquid resistance network can be used to estimate a heat transfer coefficient based on the 
average inner wall temperature, Tw,in, and the liquid-vapor interface temperature, Ti. 
" HTC= q 
Tw,in - Ti 
Using the resistance network we find 
[AWl 
where u* = -ff 
'V Pi. 
The accuracy of this estimate depends on the following assumptions: 
1) The tube wall resistance is negligible, i.e. Tw,out = Tw,in. 
2) The heat transfer resistance in the vapor is small compared to the resistance in the 
liquid. This is true if most of the energy transfer at the interface goes into phase change 
resulting in a very small temperature gradient in the vapor phase. 
3) The liquid interface temperature is circumferentially unifonn. 
4) The tube wall temperature is circumferentially unifonn. This is true if the interface 
temperature, the external boundary conditions, and the liquid filin thickness all do not 
vary circumferentially. 
5) The bulk temperature is approximately equal to the interface temperature. 
The bulk temperature is defmed as, 
IhL lr PL UL CpL T dA+ Pg ug Cpg T dA 
11,= 0 hL 
rilL CpL + rilg C pg , 
[A. III 
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where Ug is the vapor velocity, Cpg is the specific heat at constant pressure for the vapor, and Iilg 
is the vapor mass flow rate. Assumption 5 depends, therefore, on whether the mass flow averaged 
temperature is equal to the interface temperature. This is true when the temperature gradient in the 
vapor is negligible, and when the mass flow passing through the high temperature gradient region 
near the wall is small compared to the total mass flow. 
The heat transfer coefficient estimate outlined above assumes the fllm thickness is such that 
hL + > 30. A new heat transfer coefficient relation must be derived for the regions in which hL + < 
30. As discussed in the fluid flow model sections, the approach taken is to use the Law of the 
Wall prof11e up to the limit of the film thickness. The heat transfer coefficient thus becomes 
HTC - PL CpL u* for 5 < hL + < 30 
- 5PIL+5ln(1+hk+Prr.-Prr.) 
and 
where u* = -ff 
'V"PL 
Using equation [A.IO] with the fIlm thickness and friction velocity predictions from the fluid 
flow model, we can calculate the heat transfer coefficient for pure refrigerant annular two-phase 
flow. Figure A.IO shows the model heat transfer coefficient predictions at a series of fixed 
qualities for R-134a at 5 OC in a 7.75 mm diameter, 1.22 m long tube at mass fluxes of 200,300, 
and 500 kglm2-s. The heat transfer coefficient increases with quality in a similar manner to 
pressure drop. This is expected due to heat transfer's strong dependence on shear. 
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Figure A.IO Comparison of evaporation heat transfer coefficients from the unifonn ftIm thickness 
model and Wattelet's (1994) experimental results for R134a. (Horizontal D = 7.75 
mm L = 1.22 m T = 50 C) 
Table A3 Percentage of thenna! resistance in the three liquid film layers for the RI34a conditions 
shown in figure A 10 at a mass flux of 300 kglm2-s. 
Quality RVisc% RBuff% RLog% 
0.2 51.4 39.3 9.3 
0.3 51.8 39.6 8.6 
0.4 52.3 40.0 7.8 
0.5 52.8 40.4 6.8 
0.6 53.5 40.9 5.7 
0.7 54.3 41.5 4.2 
0.8 55.5 42.4 2.2 
0.9 58.3 41.7 0.0 
Table A.3 shows the importance of the viscous sublayer and buffer regions as thenna! 
resistance layers. Although significantly thinner than the log region over most of the quality range, 
the viscous sublayer and buffer region account for over 90 percent of the thenna! resistance. This 
observation is important from a modeling perspective. If the log region can be assumed well 
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mixed, a more detailed description of the complex flow field in this region may not be necessary 
for accuracy in heat transfer predictions. Rohsenow, et al. (1956), expressed a similar thought in 
response to a comment by Seban: "Realizing that the region of expected error is also a region of 
very small resistance to h~at flow when compared to the 'buffer' layer and the laminar sublayer, it 
is felt that deviations in. this area will have but little effect on the predicted values of heat-transfer 
coefficient for the entire fIlm." 
The current model assumes no differences between evaporation and condensation processes. 
The effects of evaporation and condensation on the transfer of momentum between the phases is 
not considered, however, as shown by Wattelet (1994), the momentum exchange due to phase 
change is generally a small effect for refrigerants. Applying the model to both evaporation and 
condensation results indicates some of the differences between these two processes. 
Figure AlO shows significant deviation between the model and Wattelet's (1994) data at high 
mass flux. The relatively thin liquid film may tend to dry out on the upper tube surface, thus 
reducing the heat transfer coefficient 
Figure A.II shows that R22 has similar trends to RI34a evaporation data. R22, due to 
relatively high pressure and therefore high vapor density, has somewhat lower heat transfer 
coefficients from the lower vapor velocities. 
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Figure A.II Comparison of evaporation heat transfer coefficients from the uniform film thickness 
model and Wattelet's (1994) experimental results for R22. (Horizontal D = 7.75 
mm L = 1.22 m T = 50 C) 
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Figures A.12 and A.13 show a comparison between uniform ftlm model predictions and 
Dobson's (1994) condensation data for R134a. Heat transfer is underpredicted by the model for 
the 3.14 mm diameter tube shown in figure A.12. Figure A.13 displays reasonably good 
agreement over a broad q~ty range for the 7.04 mm diameter tube. At qualities greater than 0.6, 
a trend is observed that indicates the importance of other mechanisms. Transition to a region with 
significant liquid entrainment in the vapor core could be responsible for thinning the liquid film 
layer, thus enhancing heat transfer. Another possibility may be the formation of film "streaks" due 
to surface tension instabilities that inhibit formation of a continuous ftIm. 
Comparison between figures A.12 and A.13 also shows that uniform film model predictions 
do not indicate significant differences in heat transfer coefficient for the two tube sizes. Comparing 
experimental data, however, indicates that the smaller tube has significantly higher heat transfer. 
Recent refrigerant work in "microchannel" heat transfer (Heun (1995) and Zietlow (1995» 
indicates enhanced heat transfer over larger diameter tubes. Increased importance of surface 
tension is considered to be a primary factor in structuring the flow field into a more efficient 
configuration. The 3 mm diameter tube results may be indicating that it is in a range in which small 
tube effects are important 
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Figure A.12 Comparison of condensation heat transfer coefficients from the uniform film 
thickness model and Dobson's (1994) experimental results for R134a. (Horizontal 
D = 3.14 mm L = 0.94 m T = 45° C) 
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Figure A.13 Comparison of condensation heat transfer coefficients from the uniform film 
thickness model and Dobson's (1994) experimental results for R134a. (Horizontal 
D = 7.04 mm L = 1.22 m T = 450 C) 
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Figure A.14 Comparison of condensation heat transfer coefficients from the uniform film 
thickness model and Sacks' (1975) experimental results for R12. (Horizontal D = 
9.58 mm L= 2.24 m T= 270 C) 
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Figure A.14 compares R12 condensation data in a 9.58 mm diameter tube (Sacks (1975» to 
the uniform fIlm model. Heat transfer coefficients show similar agreement as seen in the 7 mm 
tube for R134a in figure~.13. A deviation between the uniform fIlm model and experimental 
trends occurs for R12 in the 9 mm tube, however, the deviation occurs at a higher quality level 
than that observed for R134a in the 7 mm tube. 
Figure A 15 shows a comparison between the fIlm model and Rll data from Sacks (1975) in 
the 9.58 mm diameter tube. The data is modeled reasonably well over the range of available data. 
Similar to the pressure drop trends, Rll, with relatively high vapor velocities, may tend to be in a 
range with a reasonably uniform fIlm. 
Figure A.16, A17, and A.18 show comparisons between R22 model predictions and data 
from Sacks and Dobson. This is the only data set between the two studies with a common 
refrigerant. The uniform film model, in figure A.16, shows a tendency to underpredict Dobson's 
smaller tube heat transfer. This is similar to the trend seen for the small tube results for R134a. 
Similar trends are observed for Dobson's and Sacks' data in figures A.17 and A.18 for tubes that 
are similar in size. 
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Figure A.15 Comparison of condensation heat transfer coefficients from the uniform film 
thickness model and Sacks' (1975) experimental results for Rl1. (Horizontal D = 
9.58 mm L = 2.24 m T = 300 C) 
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Figure A.16 Comparison of condensation heat transfer coefficients from the uniform film 
thickness model and Dobson's (1994) experimental results for R22. (Horizontal D 
=3.14mm L=O.94m T=450C) 
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Figure A 17 Comparison of condensation heat transfer coefficients from the uniform film 
thickness model and Dobson's (1994) experimental results for R22. (Horizontal D 
= 7.04 mm L = 1.22 m T = 450 C) 
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Figure A.18 Comparison of condensation heat transfer coefficients from the uniform film 
thickness model and Sacks' (1975) experimental results for R22. (Horizontal D = 
9.58mm L=2.24m T= 27° C) 
Conclusions 
The unifonn fllm model developed in this work provides a basis for understanding some of 
the mechanisms and trends involved in two-phase flow and heat transfer of refrigerants. Three 
types of refrigerants (high, mid-range, and low pressure) have been compared to the model. 
Generally, the low pressure refrigerant (Rll) compares reasonably well in terms of pressure drop 
and heat transfer. Although the vapor density and transport properties are significantly different 
from the air-water system used for development of an interfacial shear stress model, other 
refrigerants in the low pressure range may also have reasonable agreement to a unifonn fIlm model 
over a relatively wide range of mass fluxes and qualities. 
Mid-range and higher pressure refrigerants (R134a, R12, R22), which have higher vapor 
densities, show systematic deviations in pressure drop predictions from the unifonn fllm model. 
Peak pressure drop at high qualities appears to indicate a flow structure that has other significant 
loss mechanisms than those modeled by a unifonn fIlm. Heat transfer is predicted reasonably well 
for evaporation at low mass fluxes, but the model over-predicts heat transfer at high mass fluxes. 
The over-prediction may be caused by a non-uniform fllm in which a thinner, upper tube region is 
prone to dryoul Condensation heat transfer data compares reasonably well with predictions over a 
broad quality and mass flux range, however, two areas of deviation from model predictions are 
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observed. First, heat transfer predictions are consistently low for results from a 3 mm diameter 
tube indicating that geometry may be significant as diameters reduce below that size. Second, high 
quality regions show increased heat transfer over the unifonn model predictions, indicating other 
mechanisms are dominating the flow field and resulting heat transfer effects. 
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